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ABSTRACT

Over the last few decades, there has been a drastic shift toward applications that need to

store and operate on a large volume of data and, at the same time, provide a high quality

of service to millions of users. One popular example of these types of applications is online

services. For these applications, Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technologies, such as Intel 3D

XPoint, are particularly interesting. NVM has high density, it is byte addressable, and offers

an attractive balance between performance and non-volatility to store data. However, the

success of NVM depends on the availability of architectures that gracefully facilitate NVM’s

integration to current systems and take advantage of its properties.

This dissertation develops computing architectures which ease the adoption of NVMs in

contemporary systems. It addresses the challenges of utilizing NVMs both (a) in single node

multicore systems, as well as (b) in multi-node distributed systems.

For single node systems, this thesis first addresses the problem of data placement in

systems that use both DRAM and NVM in a hybrid main memory hierarchy, and introduces

PageSeer, which leverages page walks to predict forthcoming requests to main memory, and

swaps data between DRAM and NVM to achieve high performance. Next, it examines

NVM as a cache replacement and suggests Cloak, a technique that can hide the increased

latency of NVM and take advantage of its high density when used as a last level cache by

leveraging address translation to identify page reuse. Next, this thesis addresses the problem

of programming for NVMs. Easy to use programming frameworks that dynamically detect

persistent objects suffer from low performance. Thus, this thesis proposes P-INSPECT,

which uses hardware to accelerate such programming frameworks.

For distributed systems, this thesis introduces the concept of Distributed Data Persistency

(DDP), which is the binding of consistency models with different memory persistency models.

To support DDP models, it develops low-latency protocols that provide a variety of different

options for persisting and replicating data in distributed systems with NVMs. It also analyzes

the advantages and disadvantages of each of these options. Moreover, it proposes HADES,

which adds hardware support for distributed transactional consistency, to bypass the costly

software abstractions that increase client request latency and programming complexity, and

assesses the interaction of HADES with the different persistency models. It also utilizes the

network hardware to speed up data persist operations.

Overall, this thesis proposes solutions to the different NVM challenges. These solutions

can pave the way for the wide integration of NVM in future systems.
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CHAPTER 1: THESIS OVERVIEW

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Byte-addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technologies such as 3D XPoint [1], Phase

Change Memory (PCM) [2, 3, 4], STT-RAM [5] and Resistive RAM (ReRAM) [6] have re-

cently gained much attention. These technologies offer high storage density, low static power,

non-volatility, and performance characteristics that are comparable to those of DRAM [7].

Thanks to these properties, NVM is expected to create disruptive changes to many applica-

tion domains, hardware and software systems.

NVM can serve multiple different purposes in future systems. Taking advantage of its

increased capacity and low static power, it can be used as part of main memory or it

can replace current last level caches (LLC). Considering NVM’s non-volatile properties,

it can be used as a fast storage-class memory device for writing persistent applications

or providing data durability in distributed environments that have low-latency and fault-

tolerance requirements. The success of NVM depends on the availability of architectures

and user-friendly programming frameworks that gracefully facilitate NVM’s integration to

current systems, take advantage of its properties and ease software development. In this

thesis, I propose new architectures that tackle the challenges of adopting NVM in future

systems.

In single node systems, the increased capacity and durability characteristics of NVMs

show promise to satisfy the high memory demands of contemporary workloads and develop

applications that can benefit from NVM persistency. NVMs can attain high capacity at

low cost [2, 8]. However, NVMs have higher read and write latencies than DRAM main

memories and cannot replace DRAM without some performance loss. Thus, future systems

will probably opt for hybrid main memory systems that are composed of both DRAM and

NVM. A major challenge in such memory systems is deciding the placement of data in

DRAM or NVM to attain high performance.

NVMs can also be used as an SRAM replacement for on chip LLCs. SRAM technology

suffers from scalability problems. It has high area overhead and substantial leakage power [9].

NVM technologies such as STT-RAM [5] are promising alternatives to replace SRAM in

LLCs. STT-RAM offers higher density and lower leakage power [10] than SRAM, but higher

latency for both read and write operations, and higher dynamic energy consumption per

access. Thus, it is challenging to replace SRAM LLCs without incurring performance loss

because of the increased access latency of NVMs.
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Another challenge of NVMs is how to effortlessly develop applications that specify data

structures that use persistent storage. Most programming frameworks rely heavily on the

programmer to mark persistent objects [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]), identify stores

that target NVM [11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and potentially augment the code with

instructions that write back a cache line to NVM (CLWB) [22], order instructions (store

fence or sfence), and log state in NVM. A class of NVM programming frameworks that

reduces the programmer’s effort to identify persistent objects is Persistence by Reachability

(e.g., [23, 24, 25]). Such frameworks require the programmer to annotate only durable roots

within the program data structures and then rely on the runtime system to ensure that all

objects that are reachable from a durable root are stored in NVM. However, the appeal of

these frameworks is hindered by the increased runtime overheads that they experience.

In distributed systems, applications such as key-value stores and databases tend to utilize

the faster volatile memories and offer fault tolerance by replicating data to the memories

of other nodes of the system, instead of writing to persistent storage. This decision is

justified by the high latency of persistent storage. NVMs offer a promising approach to

help distributed applications attain both high performance and data persistence. However,

distributed persistency has only received limited attention from the research community [26,

27, 28], especially for systems that are using emerging NVM technologies. Thus, it is crucial

to understand the interaction of consistency and persistency models in distributed systems

with NVMs, and the implications that these models have on distributed applications in

terms of performance, fault-tolerance and programmability.

Finally, the network hardware infrastructure has been improving swiftly in distributed

systems. At the same time, the capabilities of Network Interface Cards (NIC) have increased

and SmartNICs have been developed with advanced hardware support [29, 30, 31]. In such

environments, current implementations of transactional consistency, a very popular model

in databases and key-value stores, suffer from high software overheads. However, clients

demand high performance and fault-tolerance guarantees. As a result, there is a need to

provide low-latency distributed transactions with durability guarantees.

1.2 THESIS CONTRIBUTION

This thesis presents new computing architectures which ease the adoption of NVMs in

contemporary systems. My research addresses the challenges of utilizing NVMs both (a) in

single-node multicore systems, as well as (b) in multi-node distributed systems. In single-

node systems, I first provide a solution for data placement in hybrid DRAM-NVM main

memory systems by proactively swapping data between the two memories. Next, I propose
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a technique that allows NVM to be used as an SRAM LLC replacement by hiding its high

read latency. Also, I develop an architecture that assists programmable NVM frameworks

by performing runtime operations in hardware instead of the slower software system. In

distributed systems, I define Distributed Data Persistency, which explores how persistency

models interact with consistency models. Also, I propose new hardware for the NIC and

the processor that enables efficient distributed transactions, and supports the different dis-

tributed persistency models.

1.2.1 Summary of Contributions

The integration of NVM in future systems inherently involves trade-offs between several

metrics such as performance, energy efficiency and programmability. Moreover, it is crucial

to understand how this new type of memory can be used in smaller and larger scale systems.

I present below a brief summary of the challenges that each of my proposals addresses and

the novel techniques that I suggested to overcome them.

Managing Data Placement in Hybrid Memory Systems. Hybrid main memories

composed of DRAM and Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) combine the capacity benefits of

NVM with the low-latency properties of DRAM. To achieve high performance, data segments

should be exchanged between the two types of memories dynamically—a process known as

segment swapping—based on the access patterns to the segments in the program. A major

difficulty in hardware-managed swapping techniques is to identify the appropriate segments

to swap between the memories at the right time during program execution.

To perform hardware-managed segment swapping both accurately and with substantial

lead time, I propose to use hints from the page walk in a TLB miss. I call this scheme

PageSeer [32]. During the generation of the physical address for a page in a TLB miss, the

memory controller is informed. The controller uses historic data on the accesses to that

page and to a subsequently-referenced page (i.e., its follower page), to potentially initiate

swaps for the page and for its follower. I call these actions MMU-Triggered Prefetch Swaps.

PageSeer also initiates other types of page swaps, building a complete solution for hybrid

memory. The evaluation of PageSeer with simulations of 26 workloads shows that PageSeer

effectively hides the swap overhead and services many requests from the DRAM. Compared

to a state-of-the-art hardware-only scheme for hybrid memory management, PageSeer on

average improves performance by 19% and reduces the average main memory access time

by 29%.
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Tolerating Non-Volatile Cache Read Latency. The increased memory demands of

workloads is putting high pressure on Last Level Caches (LLCs). Unfortunately, there is

limited opportunity to increase the capacity of LLCs due to the area and power requirements

of the underlying SRAM technology. Interestingly, emerging Non-Volatile Memory (NVM)

technologies promise a feasible alternative to SRAM for LLCs due to their higher area

density. However, NVMs have substantially higher read and write latencies, which offset

their area density benefit. Although researchers have proposed methods to tolerate NVM’s

increased write latency, little emphasis has been placed on reducing the critical NVM read

latency.

To address this problem, I propose Cloak [33, 34]. Cloak exploits data reuse in the LLC at

the page level, to hide NVM read latency. Specifically, on certain L1 DTLB misses to a page,

Cloak transfers LLC-resident data belonging to the page from the LLC NVM array to a set

of small SRAM Page Buffers that will service subsequent requests to this page. Further, to

enable the high-bandwidth, low-latency transfer of lines of a page to the page buffers, Cloak

uses an LLC layout that accelerates the discovery of LLC-resident cache lines from the page.

I evaluate Cloak with full-system simulations of a 4-core processor across 14 workloads. I

find that, on average, Cloak outperforms an SRAM LLC by 23.8% and an NVM-only LLC

by 8.9%—in both cases, with negligible additional area. Further, Cloak’s ED2 is 39.9% and

17.5% lower, respectively, than these designs.

Architectural Support for Programmable Non-Volatile Memory Frameworks.

The availability of user-friendly programming frameworks is key to the success of NVM.

Unfortunately, most current NVM frameworks rely heavily on user intervention to mark

persistent objects and even persistent writes. This not only complicates NVM program-

ming, but also introduces potential bugs. To address these issues, researchers have proposed

Persistence by Reachability frameworks, which require minimal user intervention. However,

these frameworks are slow because their runtimes have to perform checks at program load

and store operations, and move data structures between DRAM and NVM during program

execution.

In this thesis, I introduce P-inspect [35], a novel hardware architecture targeted to

speeding up persistence by reachability NVM programming frameworks. P-inspect uses

bloom-filter hardware to perform various checks in a transparent and efficient manner. It

also provides hardware for low-overhead persistent writes.

My simulation-based evaluation running a state-of-the-art persistence by reachability

framework shows that P-inspect retains programmability and eliminates most of the over-

head. I use real-world applications to demonstrate that, on average, P-inspect reduces
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an application’s number of executed instructions by 26% and the execution time by 16%—

delivering similar performance to an ideal runtime that has no persistence by reachability

overhead.

Distributed Data Persistency. Distributed applications such as key-value stores and

databases avoid frequent writes to secondary storage devices to minimize performance degra-

dation. They provide fault tolerance by replicating variables in the memories of different

nodes, and using data consistency protocols to ensure consistency across replicas. Unfor-

tunately, the reduced data durability guarantees provided can cause data loss or slow data

recovery. In this environment, NVM offers the ability to attain both high performance and

data durability in distributed applications. However, it is unclear how to tie NVM memory

persistency models to the existing data consistency frameworks, and what are the durability

guarantees that the combination will offer to distributed applications.

In my work, I propose the concept of Distributed Data Persistency (DDP) model [36],

which is the binding of the memory persistency model with the data consistency model in a

distributed system. I reason about the interaction between consistency and persistency by

using the concepts of Visibility Point and Durability Point. I design low-latency distributed

protocols for DDP models that combine five consistency models with five persistency models.

For the resulting DDP models, I investigate the trade-offs between performance, durability,

and intuition provided to the programmer.

Hardware-Assisted Distributed Transactional Consistency. Transactional-based dis-

tributed storage applications such as key-value stores and databases are widely used in the

cloud. Recently, the hardware infrastructure on which these applications run has been

rapidly improving, with faster networks and powerful network interface cards (NICs). Un-

fortunately, as a result of these changes, these applications run increasingly inefficiently.

They have bulky housekeeping software overheads that constrain performance.

To address this problem, I analyze the sources of software overhead in distributed trans-

actional consistency applications and propose new hardware structures to eliminate them.

The hardware includes bloom filters for a variety of tasks, and SmartNICs for efficient re-

mote communication. I then develop HADES, a new distributed transactional protocol that

leverages this hardware to provide low-overhead distributed transactions, and also propose

a hybrid hardware-software implementation of HADES. Finally, I present how HADES in-

teracts with different distributed data persistency models and how it enables support for

in-network persist operations. The evaluation of HADES shows that a set of workloads

running on five nodes of five cores each, execute on average 2.7× faster on HADES than
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on a state-of-the-art distributed transactional system. Moreover, we find that the persis-

tency models can change the performance of our applications up to 77%, while supporting

in-network persistency in the NIC can alleviate the overhead of data persistency, especially

for strict persistency models.

1.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes using NVM in a hybrid DRAM-

NVM main memory system and presents PageSeer. Chapter 3 presents using NVM as an

LLC replacement and introduces Cloak. Chapter 4 presents P-inspect to enable efficient

NVM programming frameworks. Next, Chapter 5 presents the Distributed Data Persistency

models, and Chapter 6 describes HADES for supporting efficient distributed transactional

consistency. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes by summarizing the contributions of my thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: USING PAGE WALKS TO TRIGGER PAGE SWAPS IN
HYBRID MEMORY SYSTEMS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Data-intensive applications demand large memory capacity and high bandwidth with low

power consumption. While DRAM has been used as main memory for decades due to

its relatively low latency and energy consumption, it is suffering from device scalability

problems [37]. As a result, new memory solutions are required.

Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technologies, such as PCM [2] and STT-RAM [38], show

promise to satisfy the increasing memory capacity demands of workloads. These memories

can attain high capacity at low cost [2, 8]. Memory vendors have announced the production

of NVMs [39], and impending systems will include them.

Unfortunately, NVMs have drawbacks and cannot simply replace DRAM in their current

form. Compared to DRAM, read and write accesses in NVMs have higher latencies and

consume more energy. As a result, upcoming systems are likely to incorporate a hybrid

main memory system composed of both DRAM and NVM.

The main challenge in a hybrid memory system is how to exploit the capacity benefits

of NVM, while benefiting from the low latency of DRAM. Previous research has either

used DRAM as a cache for the NVM [40] or used a flat address space configuration with

both memories [41]. The latter organization provides both higher aggregate bandwidth and

higher memory capacity. However, one needs to decide in what memory to place specific

data structures.

Optimal placement of data structures in a hybrid memory system is hard to attain stati-

cally, as applications exhibit dynamic changes of behavior. It is better to dynamically move

data segments between the two types of memory (i.e., to swap segments between the memo-

ries) based on the access patterns. Such a movement can be software- or hardware-managed.

Hardware-managed swap techniques [41, 42, 43] are generally preferred over software-

managed ones because they induce much lower overhead. However, they require special

hardware structures to track memory access activity, perform the data swaps, and record

the remappings of segments between the memories. The efficient management of the relevant

metadata is crucial for performance.

The key difficulty in hardware-managed swap techniques is to identify the appropriate

segments to swap at the appropriate time in the execution. Aggressive schemes that move

a segment to DRAM upon the first access to it introduce unnecessary traffic if the segment

is not accessed much more after the swap. Alternatively, schemes that require a history of
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many accesses to the segment before moving it to DRAM may react too slowly and hence

not improve performance.

To perform hardware-managed segment swapping both accurately and with substantial

lead time, this chapter proposes to use hints from the page walk in a TLB miss. We call the

scheme PageSeer. During the generation of the physical address for a page in a TLB miss,

the memory controller is informed. The controller uses historic data on the accesses to that

page and to a subsequently-referenced page (i.e., its follower page), to potentially initiate

swaps for the page and for its follower. We call these actions MMU-Triggered Prefetch

Swaps. They are transparent to the software. PageSeer also initiates other types of page

swaps, building a complete solution for hybrid memory.

We evaluate PageSeer using simulations of 26 workloads. Our results show that PageSeer

effectively hides the swap overhead, and services many requests from the fast memory. Com-

pared to a state-of-the-art hardware-only scheme for hybrid memory management, PageSeer

on average improves performance by 19% and reduces the average main memory access time

by 29%. Further, MMU-triggered prefetch swaps accurately predict future memory accesses.

Overall, PageSeer efficiently manages a hybrid memory system.

2.2 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

2.2.1 Hybrid Memories

Emerging NVM technologies, such as 3D XPoint [39] and Phase Change Memory [2],

have recently gained a lot of attention. The high bit density, low static power, and non-

volatile aspects of these memories appear as a viable solution to the increasing memory

demands of workloads and the slowdown of DRAM scaling. However, NVMs exhibit higher

latencies than DRAM, and therefore cannot replace DRAM entirely without performance

loss. For this reason, the combination of DRAM and NVM has been proposed as a method

to efficiently increase system capacity, performance, and reliability [40]. A memory system

that integrates both DRAM and NVM is typically called a hybrid memory system.

A hybrid memory system can be configured in one of two ways. In one configuration, the

faster and smaller DRAM is a hardware-managed cache for the slower and larger NVM [44,

45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. In the other, the DRAM and NVM are configured as a flat address space,

where the OS is aware of both memories for page allocation [41, 42, 43, 50, 51, 52]. The

first configuration has the advantage that it can be easily deployed and is transparent to

the OS, with DRAM acting as an additional level of caching between the Last Level Cache

(LLC) and main memory. However, it faces the challenge of efficiently storing and accessing
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a large amount of tags [45, 53]. Moreover, the overall capacity of the system decreases by a

non-negligible amount, as long as the sizes of DRAM and NVM are comparable. Although

previous work has shown performance improvements for latency critical applications [44,

47], capacity-limited applications do not benefit as much [50]. Also, the overall memory

bandwidth is limited, since we cannot take advantage of the combined bandwidth of the two

memories.

The flat address space configuration has the advantage that it provides both higher ag-

gregate bandwidth and higher memory capacity. Moreover, there is no need for tag storage.

However, it is challenging to decide the data placement and swapping of data between the

two memories.

Data swaps between the two memories can be done either in software [52, 54, 55] or in

hardware [41, 42, 43, 50, 51]. In both cases, we must identify data that are “hot” (i.e.,

accessed frequently) but reside in the slow memory, and swap them with data that are

“cold” but reside in the fast memory. In a software-managed approach, the OS interrupts

the processor, swaps the pages, performs a TLB shootdown to purge stale TLB entries,

and continues execution. This procedure can take several microseconds [56], and constrains

swaps to a coarse time granularity.

When data swaps are hardware-managed, they can happen at finer time granularity. How-

ever, there are several challenges in this method. The first one concerns the consistency

between the OS view of memory and the data movements that the hardware has performed.

Since the OS is not aware of any remapping, the hardware needs to keep track of the data

remappings that have occurred. Second, we need dedicated hardware to decide when and

what swaps to perform between fast and slow memory. This means that the hardware should

be able to track memory activity, and trigger a swap accurately and promptly to tolerate

the swap cost.

2.2.2 Hardware-Based Memory Management Techniques

Previous work has investigated hardware-only techniques for managing hybrid memory

systems. Typically, these techniques rely on LLC misses to track main memory activity and

determine data swaps between DRAM and NVM. The techniques differ in the size of the

memory segments to swap and what triggers a swap.

Suppose that we perform a segment swap between the slow and the fast memory. Then,

if a second segment from the slow memory needs to be moved to the exact same location

in fast memory as the first one, it can do so with a Slow or a Fast swap. In a slow swap,

the first swap is undone and then the second swap is performed. In a fast swap, only one
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swap is performed, exchanging the second segment from the slow memory with the segment

currently in fast memory (which used to be in slow memory).

CAMEO [50] migrates data in 64B blocks, and a swap is triggered on every access to a

block in slow memory. CAMEO restricts the swap flexibility by allowing a set of slow-memory

blocks (which form a Swap Group) to be swapped only with a single block of fast memory.

Also, only one of these slow-memory blocks can be in fast memory at a time. Further, a slow-

memory block can reside anywhere within the slow-memory area assigned to its swap group.

CAMEO uses fast swaps. While CAMEO keeps the required swap bandwidth low and is

easy to implement, the small swap granularity requires substantial meta-data storage and

misses the opportunity to take advantage of spatial locality. Moreover, the direct mapping

of the swap groups to single fast-memory blocks may cause conflict misses.

PoM [41, 57] is similar to CAMEO, with the difference that swaps happen at the gran-

ularity of 2KB, and a swap is triggered when the number of accesses to a 2KB memory

segment reaches a threshold. PoM is adaptive, and the swap threshold can change based on

the program characteristics. PoM uses fast swaps and has direct-mapped swap groups.

SILC-FM [43] uses segments (e.g., 2KB), and optimizes the granularity of swaps, which

can range from 64B sub-blocks to the whole segment. It supports sub-block interleaving,

where two segments interleave data at sub-block granularity. SILC-FM also relaxes swap

groups to be set-associative rather than direct-mapped. It uses slow swaps.

MemPod [42] further enhances swap flexibility by allowing any slow-memory segment to be

swapped with any fast-memory segment within a Pod. This comes at the cost of a substantial

increase in the metadata overhead. MemPod uses the Majority Element Algorithm [58] to

identify memory segments that are to be accessed in the future, and migrates them to fast

memory at 2KB granularity after predefined time intervals.

Other hardware schemes target different aspects of hybrid memory systems. For example,

BATMAN [59] tries to optimize swaps so that the overall memory bandwidth utilization is

maximized. ProFess [51] proposes a cost-benefit mechanism that decides swaps considering

fairness between different programs that compete for fast memory.

One difficulty in this area is the need to make swap decisions early enough. Otherwise, it

is likely that a swap for a memory segment will not be finished by the time memory requests

for the segment arrive.

2.2.3 Page Walk

In current x86 systems, only 48 bits out of the 64-bit virtual address (VA) are used for

addressing. Of those, the lower 12 bits are used for the offset within the 4KB page. When a
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virtual to physical page translation is not found in the TLB, the hardware initiates a page

table walk. A page table walk consists of the hardware stepping over four levels of page

tables (Figure 2.1): the Page Global Directory (PGD), the Page Upper Directory (PUD),

the Page Middle Directory (PMD) and, finally, the Page Table Entry (PTE). The base of

the PGD is obtained by using the CR3 register, which is unique to a process. Adding CR3

to bits 47-39 of the VA, we obtain a PGD entry, whose contents is the base of the PUD

table. Adding this base to bits 38-30 of the VA, we obtain a PUD entry, whose contents is

the base of the PMD table. This process repeats until we obtain the base of the requested

physical page, which is finally added to the page offset.

PGD
PUD

PMD
PTE

CR3

47 - 39 38 - 30 29 - 21 20 - 12 11 - 0

+
+

+
+

Virtual Address A

+

PGD A
PUD A

PMD A
PTE A

Page

Figure 2.1: Page walk operation.

This process may require up to four memory accesses, to get the entries in the PGD, PUD,

PMD, and PTE tables. To avoid main memory accesses, the data in these entries can be

stored in the caches (except in L1), along with regular data. In addition, to further reduce

the cost, modern processors have an intermediate translation cache called the Page Walk

Cache (PWC), which stores a few entries per translation level (except for the PTE). The

PWC is accessed before going to the L2 cache to obtain the entries. The four-step page walk

and the PWC are in the core’s Memory Management Unit (MMU).

2.3 DESIGN OF PAGESEER

2.3.1 Main Idea

PageSeer is a hardware mechanism that initiates early page swaps — also called Prefetch

Swaps — between slow and fast memory. Prefetch swaps are initiated before the main mem-

ory receives multiple requests for the page in slow memory to be moved to fast memory. To
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initiate prefetch swaps, PageSeer uses state stored in a hardware table called Page Corre-

lation Table (PCT). Prefetch swaps can be triggered by one of two events: (i) a hint from

the MMU (MMU-triggered Prefetch Swaps), or (ii) a regular memory access (Prefetching-

triggered Prefetch Swaps).

Core

L1

L2

Shared L3

L1 TLB

L2 TLB

Hybrid Memory 
Controller (HMC)

MMU

Core

L1

L2

L1 TLB

L2 TLB

MMU
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Hybrid Memory 
Controller (HMC)

Memory request
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MMU 
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Filter PCTc
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Logic Layer
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Buffer

Crossbar interconnect
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Swap 
Buffer

Figure 2.2: PageSeer architecture, where the new or modified hardware structures are shown
shaded, and the added connections are shown in lighter color.

PageSeer also supports regular swaps, which are initiated when the main memory receives

a certain number of requests for a page. To initiate regular swaps, PageSeer uses state stored

in a hardware table called Hot Page Table (HPT).

Most of PageSeer’s hardware structures are placed in the memory controller, which we

call Hybrid Memory Controller (HMC). In addition, PageSeer needs swap buffers in the

DRAM and NVM memory modules, and slightly modifies the MMUs. Figure 2.2 shows the

architecture of PageSeer, where the new or modified hardware structures are shown shaded,

and the added connections are shown in lighter color. In the following, we first describe the

communication between MMU and HMC (Section 2.3.2), then the structures in the HMC

(Section 2.3.3), and then the operation of PageSeer (Section 2.3.4).
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2.3.2 MMU-Triggered Prefetch Swaps

Memory-intensive applications that access many pages are likely to miss in the TLB.

Further, after a page walk, applications with large working sets are unlikely to find the

requested PTE entry in the caches, and are likely to have to go to main memory. Under

such conditions, PageSeer uses the time that it takes to satisfy a TLB miss to potentially

perform a prefetch swap of the requested page and one additional page — bringing them to

fast memory in expectation that they will be referenced very soon. We call these actions

MMU-Triggered Prefetch Swaps.

This operation requires some hardware modifications. In conventional systems, as soon as

a page walk reaches the fourth translation level and the address of the memory line with the

needed PTE entry is known, the MMU sends a request to the L2 cache. In PageSeer, the

MMU additionally sends a signal to the MMU Driver in the HMC. This is shown as action

① in Figure 2.3.

L2

Shared L3

TLB

MMU

DRAM
MMU 
Driver

1

2

34

5

NVM

HMC

Figure 2.3: Performing MMU-triggered prefetch swaps in PageSeer.

When the MMU Driver in the HMC receives the signal, it sends a memory request to

DRAM to obtain the PTE entry (action ② in Figure 2.3). When the HMC obtains the PTE

entry, it extracts the Physical Page Number (PPN) from it. After that, based on the state

of the PCT and other internal state, it decides whether to perform a prefetch swap of the

requested page and one additional page (action ③ in Figure 2.3). In any case, the memory

line with the needed PTE entry is cached in the MMU Driver of the HMC. Further, some

internal state in the HMC is updated.

This design has two benefits. The first one occurs if, later, the request from the MMU

to the L2 cache to obtain the PTE entry ends-up missing in both the L2 and L3. At that
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point, conventional systems send the request to the memory controller, which should initiate

a main memory access (action ④ in Figure 2.3). However, since the MMU Driver in the

PageSeer HMC does cache the line with the PTE entry (or, at least, it has already issued

a request for it), the HMC provides the data faster. Note that the HMC needs to know

that this is a request for a line with a PTE entry. To make this possible, PageSeer adds an

identifying bit in the message that the MMU sends to the L2.

The second, more important benefit occurs when the TLB in updated with the new

translation and the original memory request is replayed. If the request misses in the caches

and is directed to a page that was in NVM, the prefetch swap triggered by PageSeer may

have brought the page to DRAM. The result is a faster memory access for this request and

potentially future ones (action ⑤ in Figure 2.3).

2.3.3 Structures in the Hybrid Memory Controller

In addition to the MMU signals described in the previous section, the HMC handles all the

memory requests. The HMC includes some hardware structures that swap pages between

the slow and fast memories, keep track of address re-mappings, monitor memory activity,

and trigger swaps. We describe them in this section.

Page Re-mapping: PageSeer swaps pages without OS knowledge. As a result, the hard-

ware needs to examine every request that reaches the HMC to determine if the location

of the page has changed as a result of a swap. PageSeer accomplishes this with the Page

Remapping Table (PRT). This hardware table is responsible for keeping information on all

the current page re-mappings. The OS is oblivious to the re-mappings.

The information needed to keep track of all the current re-mappings is substantial. More-

over, the PRT is accessed on every main memory access and is on the critical path. Hence,

we need to keep the access time to a minimum. Consequently, rather than having the whole

PRT in the HMC, PageSeer saves storage and latency by keeping a cache of the PRT in the

HMC, which holds only some of the PRT entries. We call it PRTc, for PRT cache. The rest

of the entries are stored in DRAM, like in other designs [41, 42, 43, 51].

We design the PRT and the PRTc so that they can be accessed quickly and use the storage

efficiently, minimizing the amount of metadata they need to hold. Specifically, we constrain

the pairs of DRAM and NVM pages that can be swapped with each other. As shown in

Figure 2.4, only DRAM and NVM pages of the same cache color can be swapped with each

other. This means that an NVM page can only be swapped with DRAM pages that map to

the same PRTc set.
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Figure 2.4: Page Remapping Table Cache (PRTc).

As shown in Figure 2.4, the PRTc is set-associative, and each entry has an NVM PPN and

a DRAM PPN. The entry denotes that these two pages have been swapped — i.e., the NVM

data is in DRAM, using the original location of the DRAM PPN, and vice-versa. With this

design, PRTc queries are fast. When a request for a memory address arrives at the PRTc,

the hardware extracts the address’ PPN. Irrespective of whether this PPN is in the physical

memory range of NVM or in the physical memory range of DRAM, the same PRTc set is

accessed and the multiple entries are read out. Then, if this PPN is in the NVM range, the

PPN is compared to the leftmost field in each of the selected entries; if this PPN is in the

DRAM range, it is compared to the rightmost field in the entries.

This design requires that pages that are not currently swapped remain in their originally-

assigned location. For example, an NVM page that is swapped to DRAM and then returns

to NVM has to return to its original position. The same is true for a DRAM page. This

design is very space efficient, as it requires minimal metadata. However, it cannot support

fast swaps.

To reduce the cost of swaps, PageSeer uses what we call Optimized slow swaps. The idea

is to reduce the number of read and write operations by temporarily keeping one of the

pages in a swap buffer. Figure 2.5 shows an optimized slow swap. The figure considers three

pages: DRAM page ① and NVM pages ② and ③. In the past, pages ① and ② have been

swapped. As a result, the state of the memory is represented by the dark circles in the left

figure labeled Step 1.

Suppose now that that we need to move page ③ to DRAM and, because of the state of the

replacement algorithm, it has to go to the place currently occupied by page ②. A fast swap

would simply swap pages ③ and ②, for a total of 2 page reads and 2 page writes. However,

it would not bring ② to its original place in NVM (which is currently used by page ①). A
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Figure 2.5: Optimized slow swap operation.

slow swap, instead, would swap ① and ②, and then ③ and ①, for a total of 4 page reads and

4 page writes.

An Optimized slow swap leverages the swap buffers to only perform 3 reads and 3 writes.

This is shown by the white circles. In Step 1, pages ① and ② are read into the swap buffers,

and page ② is written to its original NVM location. Then, in Step 2, page ③ is read into a

free swap buffer, and pages ① and ③ are written to NVM and DRAM, respectively.

Initiating Prefetching-triggered Prefetch Swaps: Besides the MMU hints, the other

trigger of PageSeer actions is LLC misses. PageSeer has two hardware structures that track

LLC miss information and initiate swaps. They are the Page Correlation Table (PCT), which

initiates prefetching-triggered Prefetch Swaps (in addition to assisting in MMU-triggered

Prefetch Swaps), and the Hot Page Tables (HPTs), which initiate Regular Swaps. In this

section, we describe the PCT; in the next one, we describe the HPTs.

When a page P1 is accessed, the main memory system often observes a flurry of LLC

misses on P1 in a short period of time, followed by a flurry of misses on another page P2,

and so on. Further, later, when P1 is accessed again, P1 is often seen to cause a similar

flurry of misses, again followed by a flurry of misses by follower P2. For a page like P1, a

PCT entry saves the number of LLC misses observed when P1 is accessed, the PPN of its

follower page P2, and the number of misses observed on P2. Later, when P1 is accessed

and triggers its first miss, if its PCT entry’s miss count is higher than a threshold, and P1

is in NVM, PageSeer issues a prefetching-triggered prefetch swap for P1. Further, if P1’s

follower P2 has a miss count higher than the threshold, and P2 is in NVM, PageSeer also

issues a prefetching-triggered prefetch swap for P2. With these early swaps, PageSeer can
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avoid repeated, costly NVM accesses. The miss count threshold is set so that the cost of a

swap is lower than the expected savings to be attained.

In practice, the PCT is too large to keep in the HMC. Consequently, the HMC keeps a

PCT cache (PCTc). A PCTc entry contains the PPN of a leader page, the number of LLC

misses on the page per invocation, the PPN of the follower page, and the number of LLC

misses on the follower per invocation. This is shown in the top part of Figure 2.6.

PPN PID Counter Follower PPN Follower 
counter

New Follower 
PPN

New Follower 
Counter

Filter Entry

PPN Counter Follower PPN Follower counter

PCTc entry

36 bits 12 bits 6 bits 36 bits 6 bits 36 bits 6 bits

36 bits 6 bits 6 bits36 bits

Figure 2.6: Structure of a PCTc and a Filter entry.

Since the miss patterns of a page change with time, PageSeer also uses a small hardware

Filter table. Its purpose is to quickly update the information of a page’s PCTc entry.

The Filter table only has a few entries and works as follows. When the HMC observes an

LLC miss for a page, it brings the page’s PCTc entry (if it exists) into the Filter table.

As execution proceeds, PageSeer recomputes a new miss count for the page by adding the

number of misses observed in the current invocation plus half the value of the old miss count.

This is done for both leader and follower pages. This approach is taken to reflect the new

miss patterns, while retaining some history from past invocations. The new miss counts are

stored back in the corresponding PCTc entry.

The structure of a Filter entry is shown in the lower part of Figure 2.6. In addition to the

leader page’s PPN and counter, and the follower page’s PPN and counter, it has three more

fields. One is the program identifier (PID) of the process accessing the leader and follower

pages. This is needed so that, in a multi-program environment, PageSeer does not try to

correlate pages that are accessed by different programs; we want to correlate leader-follower

pages accessed by the same program.

The two additional fields are the PPN and counter for a new follower page. It is possible

that, in this new use of leader page P1, P1 is not followed by the use of page P2, but by the

use of page P3. For this reason, the Filter entry has space to record the accesses to a new

follower (P3). Later, when the Filter entry is to be saved into the PCTc, only the follower
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with the highest count is saved.

Each PCTc entry has one additional bit that indicates whether the entry’s contents have

effectively changed since it was last brought in from the PCT in main memory. An effective

change is one that causes a different swap action for any of the pages involved. When a

PCTc entry is evicted, it is written back to the PCT only if the change bit is set.

Finally, the PCTc state is also used for the MMU-triggered prefetch swaps of Section 2.3.2.

The difference is that the trigger that causes the PCTc look-up and potentially the two swaps

is not an access to a page. Instead, it is a signal from the MMU Driver that was initiated

by a TLB miss.

Initiating Regular Swaps: The Hot Page Tables (HPTs) are two small hardware tables,

one for DRAM pages and the other for NVM pages, that record the pages that are being

frequently accessed (i.e., are “hot”). Each HPT entry has a PPN and a counter of how many

LLC misses have been recorded on this PPN. Every time that the HMC receives an LLC

miss for a page, the corresponding counter is incremented. The counters are automatically

halved at regular intervals. If the counter in an entry reaches zero, the corresponding page

is removed from the HPT.

The goal of the DRAM HPT is to lock hot pages in DRAM. A DRAM page that appears

in the HPT is being accessed a lot and, therefore, should not be swapped out of DRAM.

The goal of the NVM HPT is to identify NVM pages that are becoming hot and should be

swapped to DRAM. When the count in an entry of the NVM HPT reaches a swap threshold,

the hardware starts a regular swap operation for the corresponding NVM page. Note that

the NVM HPT complements the PCTc. The latter may fail to initiate a swap for the page,

either because the PCTc does not yet have an entry for the page, or because the current

count value is too low to initiate a prefetching-triggered prefetch swap. The NVM HPT has

a lower count threshold to initiate a swap than the PCTc. Both the HPTs and the PCTc

are off the critical path.

Other Structures: The two other HMC structures in Figure 2.2 are the MMU Driver and

the Swap Driver. The former gets a signal from the MMU on a page walk. It then obtains

the memory line with the relevant PTE entry — either from memory or from the small set

of lines with PTEs that it caches. After that, it generates the page PPN and checks the

PCTc to determine if an MMU-Triggered Prefetch Swap needs to be started for the page.

The MMU Driver also intercepts LLC misses requesting lines with PTE entries.

The Swap Driver initiates all page swaps. It receives requests from either the PCTc or

the HPT. It also checks all memory accesses, to ensure that those directed to pages being
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swapped get the data from the swap buffers.

2.3.4 Putting All Together: PageSeer Operation

After having described the HMC structures, we can explain PageSeer’s operation. We

divide it into three flows: (i) a regular memory request reaches the HMC, (ii) an MMU

signal or an LLC miss requesting a PTE entry reaches the HMC, and (iii) a regular memory

request reaches the HMC while a swap is in progress.

A Regular Memory Request Reaches the HMC: The PRTc is accessed to find out

the correct address in case the page is remapped. In parallel, the PCTc and Filter receive

the request. Note that PCTc and Filter use addresses before remapping, to be able to retain

their state across remappings. If the PRTc or PCTc miss, memory requests are sent to

DRAM to fetch the appropriate entries.

Immediately after the PRTc look-up, we have the correct address, and the request is sent

to main memory (with a Swap Driver look-up). In parallel, the request is sent to the DRAM

and NVM HPTs. After the Swap Driver receives signals from the HPTs and the PCTc,

it knows whether the NVM HPT or the PCTc request a swap (for this page and/or its

successor), and which pages cannot be swapped out of DRAM (from the DRAM HPT). If

appropriate, the Swap Driver initiates page swap(s).

In a swap operation, as the hardware reads a page into a swap buffer, it starts with the

requested cache line first. It also provides the requested line right away to the processor.

The Swap Driver may refuse to perform a swap if, due to a large number of requests

directed to the DRAM, the DRAM bandwidth is saturated and the NVM bandwidth is

under-utilized. Performance is usually higher if saturation of the DRAM links is avoided.

An MMU Signal or an LLC Miss Requesting a PTE Entry Reaches the HMC:

As indicated in Section 2.3.3, the MMU Driver intercepts these two types of requests. On an

MMU signal, the MMU Driver obtains the PTE, then fetches the needed PRTc and PCTc

entries (if missing) and, finally, it checks the PCTc to determine whether an MMU-Triggered

Prefetch Swap needs to be initiated. On reception of an LLC miss requesting a line with a

PTE entry, the MMU Driver provides it from its cache.

A Regular Memory Request Reaches the HMC while a Swap Is in Progress: The

Swap Driver checks whether the request targets a page that is participating in the swap. If

it does not, the request proceeds normally. Otherwise, the request obtains the data from
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the appropriate swap buffer. This helps avoid stalls for requests directed to these hot pages.

The swap buffers temporarily act as prefetch buffers for these pages.

2.3.5 Page Swaps between Memory and Disk

PageSeer is compatible with DMA engines that swap pages between memory and disk.

All DMA requests go through the HMC, which may change the address if the page has been

remapped. As soon as the HMC receives the first DMA request to read/write a line, the

HMC completes any swap in progress for that page, then freezes the page (preventing future

swaps), and then allows the DMA requests for that page to proceed. After the DMA is

done, the page is unfrozen. There is no need to change the state of the page in the HMC

structures; the state will dynamically evolve based on the miss patterns of the new page.

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

2.4.1 Evaluation Infrastructure

We use cycle-level simulations to model a server architecture with a 4-core multicore and a

4.5-GB main memory composed of 4 GBs of NVM and 512 MBs of DRAM. The architecture

parameters are shown in Table 2.1. Each core is an out-of-order core with private L1 and

L2 caches, and a shared L3 cache. It has private L1 and L2 TLBs and page walk caches for

intermediate translations. Each core has a page walker. We integrate the Simics full-system

simulator [60] with the SST [61, 62] framework, and the DRAMSim2 [63] memory simulator,

similar to [64]. To model NVM, we modified the DRAMSim2 timing parameters as shown

in Table 2.1, and disabled refreshes. We use CACTI [65] for energy and area analysis of

the PageSeer structures. Additionally, we utilize Intel SAE [66] on top of Simics for OS

instrumentation. The page walk is modeled after the x86 architecture, and leverages the

4-level page tables created and maintained by the OS to perform the page walk memory

accesses. We accurately model the page swaps and the accesses to the HMC structures by

issuing the appropriate read and write requests to memory. Our implementation is based on

the Ubuntu 16.04 operating system.

2.4.2 Configurations

We compare our design to two state-of-the-art hardware-managed hybrid memory systems:

PoM [41] and MemPod [42].
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Processor/MMU Parameters

Cores; Frequency 4 out-of-order cores; 2GHz
Cache line 64B
L1 cache 32KB, 8-way, 2 cycles access latency (AL)
L2 cache 256KB, 8-way, 8 cycles AL
L3 cache 8MB, 16-way, 32 cycles AL, shared
L1 TLB 64 entries, 4-way, 1 cycle AL
L2 TLB 1024 entries, 12-way, 10 cycles AL

Main-Memory Parameters

Capacity DRAM: 512MB; NVM: 4GB
Channels DRAM 4; NVM: 2
tCAS-tRCD-tRAS DRAM: 11-11-28; NVM: 11-58-80
tRP ,tWR DRAM: 11,12 NVM: 11,180
Ranks per Channel DRAM: 1; NVM: 2
Banks per Rank DRAM: 8; NVM: 8
Frequency; Data rate 1GHz; DDR
Bus width 64bits per channel

Operating System: Ubuntu Server 16.04

Table 2.1: Configuration of the system evaluated.

PoM: We configure PoM according to the specification given in previous work [41], but we

change the architecture-related parameters to adjust it better to our configuration. In the

PoM paper, the authors manage die-stacked and DRAM memories with different latencies

than ours. Thus, we modify their K parameter to 12 to be consistent with our memory timing

model. For the SRC, which is the equivalent of our PRTc, we use a 32KB cache similar to

PageSeer.

MemPod: MemPod uses the MEA algorithm to decide on memory swaps. Both PoM

and MemPod swap at the granularity of 2KB. For MemPod, we use 64 MEA counters and

make swap decisions every 50 µs, as described in the original work [42]. We also use a 32KB

cache for the remapping table. MemPod also requires an inverted map table, but since we

lack details about its implementation, and to be optimistic in our evaluation, we assume a

zero cycle latency for this structure.

PageSeer: The parameters of our design are shown in Table 2.2. The goal is to keep the

size of the entries in the PRTc and PCTc tables small. As a result, we can have more entries

in the tables and increase their hit rate. The total size of the HMC structures is less than

72KB, which is very modest. We also need the full PRT and PCT tables in the DRAM, but

they account for only 1% of our DRAM storage. In our experiments, we found that caching

16 lines with PTE entries in the MMU Driver is good enough. Doing so gives us a hit rate

of over 99% for page walk requests that miss in the LLC and reach the MMU driver.
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PageSeer Design Parameters

Swap size 4KB (which is a page)
Counters 6 bits
MMU to HMC latency 2 cycles (at 2GHz)
PCTc prefetch swap threshold 14
HPT swap threshold 6
HPT counter decrease interval 50K cycles (at 1GHz)
PRT 4 way-set associative

PageSeer Hardware Structures

PRTc and PCTc 32KB, 4-way, 1 cycle (at 1GHz)
HPT size (each table) 5.3KB,fully-assoc,4 cycle (at 1GHz)
Filter 2.2KB,fully-assoc,2 cycle (at 1GHz)
MMU Driver 16 lines with PTEs, 64B per line
PRTc,PCTc,HPT,Filter entry 3.5B, 10.5B, 5.25B, 17.25B

PageSeer Hardware Structures – Area and Energy per Access
Area(A) ∗10−3mm2, Leakage(L) mW , Rd/Wr(R/W) pJ

PRTc A: 54.9, L: 11.4, R/W: 14.8/14.4
PCTc A: 36.8, L: 11.4, R/W: 14.7/16.7
HPT A: 23.7, L: 9.1, R/W: 1.8/2.6
Filter A: 7.7, L: 2.3, R/W: 1.4/2.7

PageSeer Structures in DRAM

PRT 426KB
PCT 7MB with follower

884.7KB without follower

Table 2.2: PageSeer parameters.

2.4.3 Workloads

To evaluate the efficacy of our design, we run 20 different benchmarks organized into 26

workloads. They are shown in Table 2.3, with the memory footprint for our simulated period

when a single instance of the benchmark is running. We choose eight memory intensive

benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 suite [67], six benchmarks from Splash-3 suite [68]

and six benchmarks from CORAL [69], which are used for testing HPC systems. There

are two types of workloads. The first twenty are unique-benchmark workloads, where we

run multiple instances of the same benchmark on different cores. Typically, we run four

instances. However, in cases where the memory footprint was not enough to stress our

memory system, we increased the number of cores and run more instances of the same

benchmark (see Table 2.3). The next workloads are 6 mixes of benchmarks, where different

benchmarks are running on different cores.

For the unique-benchmark workloads, we simulate 2 billion instructions per core, while

for the mixed-benchmark workloads, we simulate until a core reaches 2 billion instructions,

or a program terminates. In both cases, we perform 1.5 billion instructions of warm-up per
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Workload MB(Single) Workload MB(Single)

lbm×4 422 luNCon×4 520
milc×4 380 oceanCon×4 887

bwaves×4 385 barnes×8 250
GemsFDTD×4 502 radix×4 648

mcf×8 290 stream×4 457
libquantum×6 267 miniFE×4 480
omnetpp×8 164 LULESH×4 914
leslie3d×12 62 AMGmk×4 350

fft×4 768 SNAP×4 441
luCon×4 520 MILCmk×4 480

mix1: lbm-LULESH-SNAP-leslie3d
mix2: AMGmk-luCon-radix-barnes
mix3: miniFE-oceanCon-barnes-AMGmk
mix4: LULESH-MILC-miniFE-stream
mix5: luCon-radix-oceanCon-barnes
mix6: libquantum-lbm-mcf-bwaves

Table 2.3: Workloads.

core.

2.5 EVALUATION

2.5.1 PageSeer Characterization

The goal of PageSeer is to identify pages that are “hot” and move them to DRAM as

soon as possible, while preparing the HMC structures for accesses to these pages. As a

result, PageSeer’s effectiveness can be quantified by how accurately it recognizes present

and future “hot” pages, and how fast it manages to move them to DRAM. In this section,

our simulations do not take into account contention for main-memory system bandwidth.

In reality, maximum performance will be obtained when some memory requests actually

access the NVM rather than the DRAM, so that the overall bandwidth of both memories is

effectively utilized. However, in this section, we want to know if PageSeer can identify the

pages that are worth moving to DRAM.

In Figure 2.7, we present what fraction of the main-memory accesses were serviced from

DRAM, NVM, or the swap buffers for the three configurations we are comparing. Each bar

of the plot represents one of the three configurations (PoM, MemPod, and PageSeer), and

each bar shows a breakdown of the memory requests serviced from each memory module.

We present the results for each benchmark suite and our mixes. From this figure, we see

that PageSeer directs a vast number of memory requests to DRAM (88.5% on average), a
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small but non-negligible number to the swap buffers (2.2% on average) and the rest to NVM.

Compared to the other two schemes, PageSeer can better recognize and predict hot pages,

and move them to fast memory on time.
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Figure 2.7: Percentage of main-memory accesses to each memory module for PoM, MemPod,
and PageSeer.

The improvement over PoM and MemPod is mainly because of two reasons. First, Page-

Seer takes a swap decision ahead of time, so it does not wait until requests start hitting the

NVM to initiate a swap. The second reason is that the MMU signal and the history of page

accesses in the PCTc are an accurate indication of future accesses to a page. What is more,

MemPod swaps pages at regular time intervals, which are not optimal for every application.

In addition, all pages qualified for a swap start moving at the same time, causing swap

bursts. As for PoM, it restricts its swap flexibility with a direct mapped re-mapping table,

losing the opportunity to have multiple pages of the same swap group in DRAM.

Figure 2.8 depicts the result of the swaps for each configuration. The figure shows the

positive, the negative, and the neutral main-memory accesses as a percentage of the total

main-memory accesses for each configuration. We consider a main-memory access to be

positive when it accesses DRAM instead of NVM thanks to a swap operation, and negative

when the opposite happens. Neutral accesses are those that end-up accessing the same type

of memory as a run without swaps. We see that, on average, PageSeer attains 16% and 13%

more positive accesses than PoM and MemPod, respectively, and that it removes practically

all of the negative accesses. To achieve that, PageSeer introduces 1% and 2.8% more swaps

than PoM and MemPod, respectively.

The takeaway is that PageSeer is capable of identifying hot pages and swapping them to
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Figure 2.8: Characterization of swap effectiveness for PoM, MemPod, and PageSeer.

fast memory. The result is a high percentage of positive accesses (81.3% on average) and

only 1% of negative accesses on average.

Next, we present the accuracy and effectiveness of the prefetch swap mechanism alone.

Recall from Section 2.3.1 that PageSeer supports regular swaps (initiated by the HPT) and

prefetch swaps (initiated by the PCTc). The latter can be triggered by either a hint from the

MMU (MMU-triggered Prefetch Swaps), or a regular memory access (Prefetching-triggered

Prefetch Swaps). In this discussion, we focus on prefetch swaps only.

Figure 2.9 presents the accuracy of prefetch swaps. A swap is deemed accurate when

the number of accesses to the swapped page in fast memory is enough to justify the page

swap cost. In our experiments, we want to attain at least 14 positive accesses to a page

to recognize the prefetch swap of the page as accurate. As we can see from the figure, our

mechanism is accurate in the vast majority of times. It has an average accuracy of 86.7%.

GemsFTDT is the only benchmark for which the accuracy of our mechanism is low (28.3%)

and we also perform lots of prefetches (as we will see later). This occurs because the pattern

of accesses to pages changes with time. luCon experiences relatively low accuracy but, as we

will see, the total number of prefetches is not high enough to cause an application slowdown.

In Figure 2.10, we present the percentage of swaps that are prefetch swaps. We break the

prefetch swaps into prefetching-triggered and MMU-triggered. The remaining swaps to 100%

in the figure are regular swaps. The benchmarks are organized into two groups. The group on

the left contains those benchmarks for which PageSeer is not able to generate many prefetch

swaps. This can happen because the pages for these benchmarks do not receive enough
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Figure 2.9: Accuracy of PageSeer’s prefetch swaps.
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Figure 2.10: Percentage swaps that are prefetch swaps in PageSeer.

accesses to qualify for prefetching. Another reason may be that the highly-accessed pages

of the application are moved to DRAM and the remaining pages are not worth swapping.

However, even PageSeer’s prefetch mechanism cannot find prefetch opportunities, PageSeer

can still provide high performance through the use of the HPTs.

The group on the right contains those benchmarks for which PageSeer generates many

prefetch swaps. We see that these are the most common benchmarks. Importantly, we see
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that MMU-triggered swaps are much more frequent than prefetching-triggered swaps. This

shows the benefit of leveraging the MMU hints to initiate swaps.

Overall, on average for all the benchmarks, prefetch swaps account for 62.8% of all the

swaps. In addition, 48.6% of all the swaps are MMU-triggered swaps.

2.5.2 PageSeer Performance

In this section, we evaluate the performance of PageSeer. We consider a variety of metrics

that give insights into PageSeer. Our simulations in this section take into account the

contention for the main-memory system bandwidth.

In this environment, we want to avoid saturating the DRAM channels and not using

the NVM channels. Consequently, our Swap Driver uses a simple heuristic to avoid the

most extreme imbalanced conditions. Specifically, when the Swap Driver observes that the

DRAM channels are saturated, it considers declining some of the incoming swap requests.

Specifically, it declines to swap requests if over 95% of the main-memory requests up to this

point in the application have been satisfied by DRAM. While this is a primitive heuristic, it

is effective.

To assess the impact of this heuristic, in Figure 2.11, we show the rate of swaps in each

benchmark suite, in swaps per kilo-instruction. Each suite has two bars. PageSeer w/ BW-

opt corresponds to PageSeer; PageSeer w/o BW-opt corresponds to PageSeer without the

Swap Driver heuristic described above to limit DRAM channel saturation. On average, these

rates are 0.19 and 0.35 swaps per Kinstruction, respectively. The heuristic has an impact.
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Figure 2.11: Swap rate.
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Figure 2.12: Cache miss rate of PTEs on a
TLB miss.

We now examine one aspect of how PageSeer helps TLB misses. In Figure 2.12, we
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consider the TLB misses and record whether the resulting request for the PTE does miss

in the caches (L2 or L3). The figure shows the miss rate of such requests. We see that,

on average, 14.5% of these requests miss in the caches and reach the HMC. Fortunately, as

indicated above, we find that over 99% of these misses are satisfied by the cache in the MMU

Driver. Consequently, PageSeer is effective at reducing the latency of such accesses.

The performance benefits of PageSeer come from three factors. First, PageSeer predicts

that a page in NVM will receive a large number of main memory accesses in the near future,

and moves the page to DRAM before the requests arrive. The result is an increase in the

number of accesses that are satisfied by DRAM. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 showed that PageSeer

is very effective at exploiting this factor.

The second factor is that PageSeer can satisfy main-memory requests for pages that are

currently taking part in a swap. Specifically, the swap buffers can serve memory requests

if they contain the data requested. However, we showed in Figure 2.7 that only a small

percentage of the total main-memory accesses are serviced from the swap buffers.

The third factor is that a request in PageSeer spends relatively little time in the HMC

structures, and particularly in the PRTc. This is because, as soon as the HMC receives

an MMU hint, or information from the PCTc that a follower page will be prefetched, the

PageSeer hardware starts fetching the corresponding PRTc and PCTc entries for the pages.

It is especially important to load the PRTc as soon as possible, since it stands on the critical

path of a memory request. Note that the time wasted in a PRTc miss is not negligible. On

a PRTc miss, the hardware has to access DRAM. The earlier that we fetch these entries,

the better.

To assess this factor, Figure 2.13 compares the total time that requests in PageSeer and

PoM spend waiting at the PRTc to load PRTc entries. Specifically, the figure shows the

reduction of the waiting time in PageSeer compared to PoM. We use the same size PRTc

(32KB) for both PageSeer and PoM.

The figure shows that, on average, the total request waiting time for the PRTc in PageSeer

is 61.8% lower than in PoM. Of course, many of the requests may be serviced in parallel.

However, this is sizable number that affects the performance of the schemes. The magnitude

of this waiting time is equal to 18% of the total execution time of the benchmarks in PoM,

and to 12.8% of the total execution time in PageSeer. In addition, the hit rate in the PRTc

is 3.5 points higher in PageSeer than in PoM.

Taking all this into account, in Figure 2.14, we compare the overall performance of PoM,

MemPod, and PageSeer. The top graph in Figure 2.14 shows the IPC of each application in

PoM and PageSeer normalized to MemPod. The bottom graph depicts the Average Main-

Memory Access Time (AMMAT) of each application in PoM and PageSeer, also normalized
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Figure 2.13: Reduction of the PRTc waiting time in PageSeer compared to PoM.

to MemPod. As in previous work [42], AMMAT is calculated as the average time spent by

a main-memory request to go from the memory controller to main memory and back to the

memory controller.

The top graph shows that PageSeer outperforms MemPod and PoM. On average across

all the benchmarks, the IPC in PageSeer is 28% and 19% higher than in MemPod and

PoM, respectively. Furthermore, the bottom graph shows that the main-memory requests in

PageSeer take less time to access main memory than in the other architectures. Specifically,

on average across all the benchmarks, the AMMAT in PageSeer is 37% and 29% lower than

in MemPod and PoM, respectively.

Even for benchmarks where PageSeer cannot perform many prefetch swaps (shown in the

leftmost side of Figure 2.10), PageSeer still delivers a performance equivalent or better than

PoM. The reason is two-fold. First, the NVM HPT in PageSeer still triggers swaps. Second,

PageSeer has less stall due to PRTc misses than PoM for all the benchmarks, as shown in

Figure 2.13. For example, consider mcf. While PageSeer is unable to perform many prefetch

swaps (Figure 2.10), its lower PRTc stall time induces speed-ups over PoM.

Out of the 26 workloads that we tested, PoM has a higher IPC than PageSeer only in

milc and GemsFTDT; MemPod never has a higher IPC than PageSeer. These two benchmarks

experience lower than average prefetch swap accuracy, as shown in Figure 2.9. As a result,

their performance is harmed. This occurs because pages experience different access patterns
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Figure 2.14: IPC and AMMAT in PageSeer and PoM normalized to the same measures in
MemPod.

at different times.

Overall, our experimental results confirm that PageSeer efficiently manages a hybrid mem-

ory system, and that the communication between the MMU and the HMC increases perfor-

mance.

2.5.3 Analysis of Page Correlation Prefetching

PageSeer uses page correlation prefetching to initiate some of the prefetch swaps. We

want to understand the contribution of this technique to the overall performance. Conse-

quently, we evaluate an architecture like PageSeer except that PCTc entries have no follower

information. As a result, there is no correlation prefetching (PageSeer-NoCorr).

We find that, on average, PageSeer and PageSeer-NoCorr deliver similar performance.

The reason is that, often, the MMU signal alone is able to notify the HMC about most of

the future page accesses. Hence, the hardware is able to prefetch pages to DRAM without

the correlation prefetching mechanism. However, the results vary across benchmarks. For

example, we find that radix shows a performance improvement of 11% with PageSeer over

PageSeer-NoCorr, while LULESH shows 3% performance reduction. In general, supporting
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correlation prefetching is advantageous when the MMU signal cannot notify the HMC about

the forthcoming pages. This occurs when there are few TLB misses. On the other hand,

supporting correlation prefetching is undesirable when the page access patterns change fre-

quently.

2.6 OTHER RELATED WORK

Bhattacharjee [70] proposes TEMPO, which involves using the virtual to physical address

translation process to prefetch a data cache line into the LLC. As a page walk request for

the PTE reaches the memory controller, the memory controller fetches the cache line with

the PTE, and uses the PTE value to fetch the cache line that triggered the page walk into

the LLC. It also prepares the DRAM row buffer for accesses to nearby cache lines. TEMPO

is different from PageSeer in three ways. First, TEMPO targets cache line prefetching,

while PageSeer targets optimizing hybrid memory systems. Second, TEMPO prefetches a

cache line into the LLC, while PageSeer initiates page swaps between slow and fast memory.

Finally, TEMPO only initiates prefetches for page walk requests that miss in the LLC, while

PageSeer initiates an MMU hint for every single page walk.

Section 2.2.2 described hardware schemes for managing hybrid memory systems, either as

a flat memory address space or as a DRAM cache for NVM. Apart from the different swap

triggers that we discussed, these schemes tackle some other aspects that can be incorporated

into our scheme without major modifications. For instance, SILC-FM [43] suggests a method

to swap only a portion of a page. This method can be adopted by PageSeer and save memory

bandwidth. A bitmap for a page can tell us which cache lines from a page are worth swapping,

and avoid moving 4KB of data. MemPod [42] mentions a clustered architecture that groups

together memory controllers to be more scalable. The same approach can be embraced by

PageSeer.

In Section 2.2.1, we mentioned software schemes for hybrid memory management. Besides

the aforementioned methods, hybrid memory systems are an active area of research. There

are proposals for hardware/sofware techniques for effective page placement [55, 71, 72, 73].

These techniques require either annotations to the applications and compiler support to

identify “hot” data structures at compile time, or OS involvement to track memory activity

and swap pages. The role of the hardware is to inform the OS about pages that need to

be swapped. In other schemes [72, 74], the OS involvement is proposed as an optimization,

to periodically update the page table entries, and relieve some pressure from the hardware

remapping tables. The remapping table entries can be freed if the OS updates its page tables

with the remapping information.
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A well-known mechanism to hide memory latency is data cache prefetching. In theory, a

data cache prefetcher could be used in PageSeer if it could help identify pages that will soon

be accessed and, therefore, trigger DRAM-NVM swaps. However, data cache prefetches are

not issued as early as PageSeer’s MMU hints. Specifically, a regular data prefetcher will not

issue any prefetches until the TLB has the translation for the page. On the other hand, our

MMU hints give early information to the HMC about future accesses — before the TLB

entry is filled and memory requests for the page are generated. Thus, PageSeer can start

the swap earlier and prepare the HMC structures.

Researchers have examined the use of prefetching for hybrid memory systems [54, 75, 76],

to prefetch pages from the slow to the fast memory. In this chapter, we examine correlation

prefetching. Correlation prefetching has been used in the past for cache lines [77, 78]. Here,

we use it to prefetch pages. The intuition behind it is that, many times, a program accesses

a set of pages multiple times during the execution, in the same or similar order. Keeping

information about the correlation between these pages can help us swap future pages before

we see any requests for these pages. Our mechanism has to identify the page patterns using

only LLC misses, coming from shared caches in a possibly multi-programmed environment.

Of course, the page access patterns may change during program execution. Thus, we need a

page correlation mechanism that is able to identify access patterns adaptively across different

programs.

2.7 CONCLUSION

This chapter presented PageSeer, a scheme that performs hardware-managed page swap-

ping in a hybrid memory system using hints from the page walk in a TLB miss. During

the generation of the physical address for a page in a TLB miss, the memory controller is

informed. The controller uses historic data on the accesses to that page and to its follower

page to potentially initiate MMU-Triggered Prefetch Swaps for the page and for its follower.

PageSeer also initiates other types of page swaps, as it builds a complete solution for hybrid

memory. Our evaluation of PageSeer with simulations of 26 workloads showed that PageSeer

effectively hides the swap overhead and services many requests from the DRAM. Compared

to a state-of-the-art hardware-only scheme for hybrid memory management, PageSeer on

average improved performance by 19% and reduced the average main memory access time

by 29%.
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CHAPTER 3: TOLERATING NON-VOLATILE CACHE READ LATENCY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The popularity of data intensive workloads, such as HPC applications, cloud applications

and databases, has intensified capacity pressure on Last-Level Caches (LLCs). While much

larger LLCs are desired, especially as more cores are integrated in a chip, SRAM technology

suffers from high area overhead (exacerbated by the increasing manufacturing cost at leading

edge technologies [79, 80]), substantial leakage power, and scalability problems [9].

For these reasons, researchers have examined alternative memory technologies, such as

eDRAM and Non-Volatile Memory (NVM). In particular, NVM technologies such as PCM [2]

and, especially, STT-RAM [5] are promising candidates to replace SRAM in LLCs. Com-

pared to SRAM, STT-RAM offers higher density and lower leakage power [10]. Unlike

eDRAM, NVM is compatible with current logic and SRAM, and can be easily integrated in

the same die. Further, compared to eDRAM, NVM offers lower complexity (no refresh, acti-

vate, or precharge operations), comparable read access time, and improved power-efficiency

due to its ability to power gate without losing state.

However, NVMs have two main shortcomings over SRAM, namely, higher latency for both

read and write operations, and a higher dynamic energy consumption per access. Moreover,

read and write latencies in NVMs change based on the targeted lifetime endurance (wear-out)

of the device. Therefore, replacing an SRAM LLC with an NVM one becomes a trade-off

between latency, capacity, reliability and energy consumption. In this chapter, we focus on

mitigating the longer NVM read latency for highly-reliable NVM caches.

Table 3.1 compares the characteristics of SRAM and STT-RAM cells. We can see that

STT-RAM cells are ∼4x smaller in area, while their read and write latencies are 10–30x and

25–100x higher, respectively, than SRAM’s. The table does not include the energy and power

numbers because the literature provides wide ranges of values, dependent on implementation

and manufacturing technology [81, 82, 83, 84, 85]. Specifically, STT-RAM’s leakage power is

0.15–0.48x that of SRAM’s, and its dynamic access energy is 0.8–2.5x higher than SRAM’s

for reads and 1.5–15x higher for writes.

Prior work has tried to overcome NVM’s problems of higher latency—primarily write

latency—and dynamic power using solutions spanning the device, circuit, and architecture

levels. At the device and circuit levels, the write access latency (primarily) can be reduced by

sacrificing the retention time and non-volatility of the STT-RAM cells [100, 101, 102, 103].

Also, the transistor size can be adjusted for faster write operation [93], at the cost of higher
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Characteristic SRAM STT-RAM
[86, 87, 88, 89] [90, 91, 92, 93, 94]

[95, 96, 97, 98, 99]

Area (F 2) 70-150 15-40
Read Latency (ns) 0.3 3 - 10
Write Latency (ns) 0.3 8 - 30

Table 3.1: Comparing SRAM and STT-RAM characteristics.

power, lower density, and lower reliability [10]. Such approaches limit the full potential of

NVM caches and do not solve the increased read latency problem. Indeed, degrading NVM

characteristics to reduce the write latency introduces the need for periodic refresh, which

increases design complexity and energy consumption, and hinders non-volatility [104, 105].

Additionally, adjusting the NVM cell size to reduce write latency limits NVM capacity and

introduces higher error rates [10, 106].

At the architecture level, the most popular solutions to address NVM’s higher latency and

dynamic power combine smaller SRAM caches with larger STT-RAM caches in a hybrid

cache hierarchy [82, 84, 107, 108]. However, these solutions focus mostly on write latency

(not the focus of this chapter) or use inclusive caches (not so popular today). In addition,

they use a considerable amount of SRAM storage, plus complex logic to decide which cache

lines to swap between SRAM and STT-RAM. As a result, they limit the area savings from

NVM and increase the energy consumption.

In terms of access latencies, several proposals mitigate the performance impact of long

NVMwrite latencies [83, 85, 109, 110, 111, 112]. Interestingly, little emphasis has been placed

on mitigating the NVM read latency, based on the common assumption that the SRAM and

STT-RAM read latencies are similar. However, measurements on fabricated STT-RAM

caches and observations by industry vendors show a significant difference in read latency

between STT-RAM [81, 82, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 113] and SRAM [86, 87, 88].

Specifically, as shown in Table 3.1, FinFET-based 6T SRAM arrays perform read operations

with a 300ps latency [88], while the fastest STT-RAMs can only attain 3ns latencies at

best [94].

To take advantage of NVM for LLCs, we need a low-cost architectural solution that can

tolerate the higher read latency of STT-RAM without sacrificing capacity, reliability, or

non-volatility. This chapter proposes such an architectural solution, which we call Cloak .

Cloak exploits page-level data reuse in the LLC to hide NVM read latency. Specifically,

on certain L1 DTLB misses to a page, the hardware transfers LLC-resident lines of the

TLB-missing page from the LLC NVM array to a set of small SRAM page buffers. Such
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buffers will service future requests to this page. To enable the low latency detection and

high-bandwidth transfer of lines of a page to the SRAM page buffers, Cloak uses a LLC

layout that accelerates the discovery of LLC-resident cache lines from the page. Further, we

develop an adaptive replacement policy for the page buffers to increase their utilization and

achieve better performance and energy consumption.

We evaluate Cloak with full-system simulations of a four-core processor running 14 work-

loads. On average, Cloak outperforms an SRAM LLC by 23.8% and an NVM-only LLC

by 8.9%—in both cases, with negligible additional area. Further, Cloak improves the ED2

metric by 39.9% and 17.5% relative to these designs.

3.2 BACKGROUND

3.2.1 STT-RAM Limitations and Opportunities

STT-RAM has emerged as a promising candidate to replace SRAM in LLCs [82, 108, 113,

114] because it provides higher density and lower leakage than SRAM. However, the viability

of STT-RAM is inhibited by higher read and write access latencies, and by higher dynamic

energy than SRAM. This is because STT-RAM requires a high thermal barrier, which in

turn increases the switching current of the device and the cell access latency. The high

thermal barrier is a consequence of the requirement for a large retention period, typically

expected of non-volatile memory cells.

Past research has exploited a trade-off that exists between retention time and write access

latency, to design STT-RAM cells whose write access latency is tolerable for practical on-

chip integration [100, 101, 102, 103]. Such techniques help lower the device write time to

8–30ns, as shown in Table 3.1. These proposals focus on reducing write latency because read

latencies tend to be smaller, namely 3–10ns.

One major caveat is that the STT-RAM array latency cannot be pipelined. During a cell

access with a latency reported in Table 3.1, the STT-RAM array is blocked from servicing

other requests. In contrast, SRAM array accesses are pipelined, and data can move to/from

the cache array every cycle, achieving higher throughput than STT-RAM.

STT-RAM write latency is constrained by bit-level error guarantees to ensure reliable

operation across the lifetime of the chip. In our case, with 16MB of STT-RAM per LLC

slice (Table 3.2), the Bit Error Rate (BER) of the STT-RAM cell needs to be lower than

10−10 to ensure a 99.99999% yield with SECDED ECC. This is based on the assumption

that a cache line is fetched from a single STT-RAM array block of 2MB. Based on results

from prototype devices[93, 97, 115], STT-RAMs with such error rate guarantees can only
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achieve a bitcell write latency of ≈8ns and a read latency of ≈3.2ns. Furthermore, recent

innovations in the quality of magnesium oxide (MgO), which acts as the dielectric material,

pave the way for high endurance STT-RAM cells in future designs [116]. As a result, the

literature reports that STT-RAM is a competitive alternative to SRAM for LLC caches. It

can have an endurance in the order of 1012 to 1013 write cycles [107, 109, 112, 116], especially

under normal temperature environments as the one we target [117].

Overall, given the reasonable tradeoffs between STT-RAM write latency and BER, the

most pressing problem is to mitigate the impact of the higher read latency of large STT-RAM

LLCs operating in ambient conditions. This is the focus of this chapter.

3.2.2 NVM Cache as an SRAM Replacement

Prior work on NVM caches [83, 85, 109, 110, 111, 112] has focused on mitigating the effect

of long-latency write operations rather than read operations. The work can be categorized

into three groups: methods to reduce, stall or bypass writes to NVM caches, NVM cell

optimizations, and hybrid SRAM/NVM caches.

Solutions in the first group identify write contention in the NVM cache that can stall

latency-critical reads, and try to take writes off the critical path of subsequent reads [83, 85,

109, 110]. These techniques assume the same read access latency for NVM and SRAMs.

Proposals that optimize NVM cells improve NVM cache write performance at the expense

of retention time and area [93, 100, 101, 102]. These optimizations are not trivial, given the

trade-offs between access latency, area, and retention time of NVMs [5, 106, 113]. In addition,

decreasing the retention time of NVMs introduces refreshes, similar to DRAM, which increase

energy consumption and complicate the design. Moreover, it limits the capacity of NVMs

and introduces higher error rates. Importantly, it does not address the problem of the

non-pipelined and higher read latency.

Hybrid cache proposals [82, 84, 107, 108] split a cache into an NVM and an SRAM portion,

typically by partitioning a cache set into SRAM and NVM ways. These proposals monitor

address reuse [82, 84, 108] and migrate frequently used data to the SRAM portion of the

cache, and rarely used data to the NVM portion. However, these techniques have several

shortcomings. First, they only target inclusive caches, which are not widely used nowadays.

Second, they dedicate a large portion of cache capacity to SRAM, therefore reducing the

density benefit of NVM and increasing leakage power. The area overhead of the SRAM

portion is 25–100%, assuming a 4:1 density between NVM and SRAM [82, 84, 108]. Third,

they need large structures of several KBs to accurately monitor cache line activity. Fourth,

they must migrate data between SRAM and NVM, which further increases the number of
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writes to NVM, the energy consumption, and the area overhead. Fifth, in exclusive and

victim LLCs, it is hard to monitor the reuse of individual addresses because LLC hits result

in promoting lines to faster levels of the cache hierarchy. As a result, the overhead and

complexity of recording data reuse increases. Finally, these techniques do not consider that

the non-pipelined nature of NVM accesses introduces higher overhead to line migration.

3.3 MOTIVATION

To increase the cache capacity in multi-cores, designers are architecting LLCs as victim

caches. We propose using NVM in the LLC, to enable higher LLC capacity for the same

area with high retention time and low error rates. To this end, in this chapter, we observe

that an L1 DTLB miss on a page that was already referenced in the past is a good hint that

some LLC-resident cache lines of the page will be reused soon. Consequently, we identify

such DTLB refills and bring likely-to-reuse lines from the LLC into a small SRAM structure.

To support this insight, we model a 3-level cache hierarchy with a 16MB LLC and 4KB

pages. Figure 3.1 shows that 94.9% of LLC hits originate from pages whose translation is

re-filled back into the L1 DTLB. This data implies that, upon an L1 DTLB page re-fill, there

should be enough LLC-resident data from this page that will be re-referenced.
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Figure 3.1: Percentage of LLC hits that originate from accesses to pages that were re-filled
into the L1 DTLB.

We also measure the number of LLC-resident cache lines belonging to a 4KB page at the

point when the page is re-filled into the L1 DTLB. We use 4MB and 16MB LLCs. Figure

3.2 shows the frequency of the number of such lines. Even though in most cases 0–3 lines

are resident, there is a long tail of up to 60-64 resident lines, which increases with larger L3
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Figure 3.2: Frequency of the number of LLC-resident cache lines from a 4KB page that is
re-filled into the L1 DTLB. The figure shows data for 4MB and 16MB LLCs.

size (16MB). Therefore, we conclude that the number of requests hitting in the LLC and

originating from a L1 DTLB refilled page likely rises with LLC size. Cloak builds on these

observations to architect a solution that hides the increased read latency of NVM caches

and increases overall throughput.

3.4 DESIGN OVERVIEW OF CLOAK

3.4.1 Main Idea

Cloak is a hardware mechanism that takes advantage of certain L1 DTLB misses to exploit

data re-use in large NVM LLC caches and hide NVM’s higher non-pipelined read latency.

The NVM LLC is augmented with small SRAM buffers, which we call Page Buffers (PB).

PBs hold data transferred from the NVM LLC. Each PB can hold a copy of LLC-resident

cache lines originating from the same page. To trigger the copy of data into a PB, Cloak

leverages the L1 DTLBs. When a miss in the L1 DTLB occurs for a previously-accessed

page, hardware passes this information to the LLC, which finds and copies the LLC-resident

lines of this page to a PB.

Previously accessed data from the page have a high chance of being accessed again when

the page translation is re-filled in the L1 DTLB—due to temporal locality. To facilitate the

retrieval of a page’s cache lines from the LLC, we introduce a new LLC data layout that

places the lines of a given page in the same physical cache row.

Figure 3.3 shows the architecture of Cloak, where the new or modified hardware structures

are shaded, and the added connections between the L1 DTLBs and the L3 Controllers are
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Figure 3.3: Cloak architecture, with the new or modified hardware structures and connec-
tions colored.

shown in lighter color. In this section, we describe the overall operation of Cloak to fetch

data to the PBs and service memory requests. Subsequently, Section 3.5 discusses the

architectural details of the Cloak design.

3.4.2 Cloak Overview

The core operations of Cloak consist of data movement from the NVM LLC data array to

the PBs on a DTLB signal, and servicing of subsequent requests either from the PBs or the

NVM cache array. Figure 3.4 shows the control flow diagrams of these actions.

TLB triggered Page Buffer transfer. PBs are small SRAM-based cache structures

which act as fast access buffers to the NVM LLC. Each PB can hold a subset of the NVM-

resident cache lines of a given page. Promoting NVM-resident lines from a page into a PB

can hide the read latency of a future NVM LLC access, by exploiting intra-page spatial
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Figure 3.4: Control flow diagrams: (a) promotion of lines from a page to a PB, and (b)
servicing a read request from the LLC.

locality [118] and by reducing the number of accesses to the NVM data array.

The promotion of a page’s cache lines to one of the PBs is depicted in Figure 3.4a. When

an L1 DTLB miss occurs, the PTE for the page is fetched and Cloak determines whether

this page was previously referenced. To identify whether the page was referenced in the past,

Cloak checks if the page is in the L2 DTLB or, if it is not, if either the Accessed or Dirty

bits of its PTE [119] is set. A set Accessed bit indicates that the page was accessed in the

past. This bit is set by hardware when the page is first read or written, and is only reset

by the OS to track the frequency of accesses to the page. A set Dirty bit indicates that the

page was written, and hence, was referenced before. The Dirty bit is set by the processor

the first time that the page is written to, and is only cleared by software.

If Cloak finds that the page was used in the past, it sends a signal to the LLC controller

containing the physical address of the request that caused the DTLB refill. The LLC con-

troller first determines if the PBs already contain lines from this page. If not, Cloak decides

whether to transfer the page to a PB and, if so, which PB to use. To decide whether to

transfer the page’s lines, Cloak checks the LLC tags to calculate the population of NVM-

resident lines from this page. A promotion to a PB occurs only if the population size exceeds

a programmable threshold, so that the cost of fetching the lines to a PB can be amortized
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across the expected number of PB hits. Then, Cloak selects an available PB to promote the

page’s cache lines according to the PB replacement policy (Section 3.5.4).

Servicing requests to the LLC. In Cloak, a hit in the LLC can obtain the data from the

NVM cache array or from a PB. The PB contents are kept coherent with the NVM cache.

Thus, writes to the LLC (e.g., due to an L2 eviction) also check the PBs and, on a hit,

update both the NVM data array and the PB. Completion of write requests is signaled to

L2 when the request is buffered in the LLC queues. It does not wait until when the request

updates the NVM data array and PB.

Figure 3.4b shows servicing a read request to the LLC. The LLC controller checks the

Physical Page Numbers (PPNs) in the PB Tags and in the LLC SRAM tags in parallel, to

determine a hit or a miss. If the LLC tag check determines that there is an LLC miss, the

request is forwarded to main memory. If the LLC tag check determines an LLC hit and the

PB tag check indicates a PB hit, the request is serviced from the PBs otherwise it is serviced

from the NVM data array. An LLC NVM hit can be serviced in parallel with a PB hit to a

different address. In-flight read accesses to the slow, non-pipelined NVM data array do not

block younger reads to the PBs.

3.5 CLOAK IMPLEMENTATION

3.5.1 Data Layout

Transferring the lines of a page from the LLC to a PB requires finding all NVM-resident

lines of that page. To avoid massive tag lookups and NVM cache read operations, we

introduce an alternative data layout for the NVM cache. The proposed layout forces all the

lines of a given page to be placed in a single physical row of the LLC. A physical row contains

multiple cache sets, each with multiple cache lines, and each physical row may contain lines

from multiple pages.

For the Cloak LLC, we assume a physically distributed, logically shared LLC cache that

acts as a victim of private L2 caches. While we evaluate a specific design point, the design

of Cloak itself does not preclude other potential organizations of the cache hierarchy. The

cache is split into equally-sized slices. Each slice has its own controller and can independently

service any type of request. We use STT-RAM for the data array and SRAM for the tag

array for two reasons. First, the tag array is much smaller than the data array and its

relative area overhead is small. Second, LLCs are typically highly set-associative, and tags
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are accessed before data to minimize the dynamic energy of the data array access. Having

NVM tags would add significant latency to all LLC traffic.

The LLC tag array supports both conventional accesses (e.g., triggered by L2 misses) and

4KB-aligned page-level data transfer requests triggered by L1 DTLB fills. We distinguish

the two by referring to the former as Cache Line Requests (CLR) and to the latter as Page

Transfer Requests (PTR).

By placing all the lines of a given page in the same LLC physical row, we limit tag

searching to only 64 entries for every incoming PTR (assuming 4KB pages and a 64B line

size). We alter the LLC cache indexing to support our new data layout for both PTR and

CLR accesses. Our addressing scheme is presented in Figure 3.5. To pick the physical row,

we use some bits of the Physical Page Number (PPN) called Row Index. Once the row is

selected, we use a subset of the Physical Page Offset (PPO) bits called Set Index to select

a set within the physical row. Then, some of the PPN bits (Tag-High) and of the PPO

bits (Tag-Low) are used as tag. Finally, the remaining PPO bits are used as block offset

(Figure 3.5).

Different within a page. 
Physical Page Offset (PPO)

Same within a page. 
Physical Page Number (PPN)

OffsetTag-Low

Set index
Row Index

48 bit 
address

36 bits 12 bits

056781112242547

Tag-High

Figure 3.5: Cloak LLC addressing scheme.

PTRs and CLRs differ in the tag match logic. Specifically, for tag matching, a PTR access

ignores the page offset bits and uses Tag-High bits only. In contrast, a CLR access uses both

Tag-High and Tag-Low bits for tag matching.

The lines of a page could be split across LLC slices, mapping to the same physical row in

each slice. However, in order to simplify the tag hit logic and NVM to PB data movement,

we choose to map the entire page in the same LLC slice. Note that our layout does not

impose any restrictions on the LLC organization (e.g., line size, associativity, etc.).

Example. To illustrate the proposed layout, we show an example with a single-slice of

32MB size, 16-way set-associative LLC with 64B cache lines and 4KB pages. The LLC has
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8192 physical rows, each organized in 4 sets, 16 ways each. Each physical row is 4KB and

can be banked if needed. As shown in Figure 3.5, the physical address (PA) has 48 bits, the

12 least significant ones are the PPO, and bits 0-5 form the line offset.

The cache index bits include the row index bits (bits 24:12), which select the row of the

cache, and the set index bits (bits 7:6), which select the cache set within a row. Note that

the row index bits (bits 24:12) do not include any PPO bits. Bits 11:8 and 47:25 form the

tag, split into Tag-Low and Tag-High parts, respectively. For tag matching, a CLR selects a

row and a set using indexing bits 24:12 and 7:6, respectively, and finds a match using the tag

bits (bits 47:25 and 11:8). For tag matching, a PTR selects a row using the row index bits

(bits 24:12) and finds all matches using the subset of tag bits lying outside the PPO, namely

the Tag-High (bits 47:25). Thanks to this layout, the PTR does not search the entire cache;

it only checks the Tag-High (bits 47:25) of the 64 lines in the selected cache row.

The dynamic energy of a CLR tag access is proportional to the 16 lines x 27 tag bits

comparison (432 bits). The dynamic energy of a PTR tag access is proportional to the 64

lines x 23 tag bits comparison (1,472 bits). A PTR tag access consumes 3.4x more energy

than a conventional CLR tag access. Triggering PTR tag searches only on DTLB re-filled

pages, lowers the overall energy cost of accessing the PBs.

Our data layout could be extended to optimize for huge pages. However, we find that

such a design is not efficient, as huge pages increase the overhead of tag lookup and data

movement, while it is unlikely that a large fraction of their lines will be LLC-resident. In

Section 3.5.5, we discuss how to efficiently handle huge pages.

3.5.2 Promotion of Cache Lines to Page Buffers

Cloak populates each PB with LLC-resident cache lines from the same page. The process

is as follows. Once a PTR reaches the LLC controller, the hardware checks if any PB already

has lines from the accessed page. If not, the hardware checks the LLC tags to find if the

LLC holds more than a threshold number of cache lines of the accessed page. If so, the

LLC-resident lines of the page are transferred to a PB. The NVM cache is inclusive of the

PBs. Hence, the transferred lines are not invalidated from the NVM data array.

Cloak provides hardware to bring cache lines to the PBs. According to Figure 3.2, the

LLC may only contain a few of the lines from a given page. Hence, PBs will be sparsely

populated. In order to increase PB utilization, we propose PBs that are smaller than a page.

However, given that the size of a physical row is equal to a page, steering the data from a

row to a PB is not trivial and may require additional metadata and complex routing logic.

To simplify both the metadata and the routing overhead, we propose using PBs of size equal
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to half a page (2KB), and multiplex the two halves of a page into the same PB.

Example. Figure 3.6 shows an example that promotes cache lines from page A into a PB.

Since we have 4KB pages (and, hence, 4KB physical rows) and use 2KB PBs, we logically

partition a physical row into two 2KB regions, and promote the lines of a page into the PB

in two steps: first from the leftmost region of the physical row, and then from the rightmost

region of the row.

Step 1

A1 - ... A2 - A3 A4 … - A5

2KB Region 2KB Region

Cache 
Row

A1 - … A2 -PB

0 … 0
Region 

bits

Step 2

A1 - ... A2 - A3 A4 … - A5

2KB Region 2KB Region

A3 A4 … A2 A5

1 1 … 0 1

PB

Region 
bits

Figure 3.6: Promotion of the lines of a page to a PB.

The left side of Figure 3.6 shows the first step. At the top, we see the the state of the

cache row. The leftmost region has lines in its first position (A1) and in the one before last

(A2). Hence, we promote these lines into the PB. To simplify the routing, as shown in the

figure, the lines are placed in the PB in the same slots that they use in the 2KB region.

The PB does not need to store any address tags because any memory access will check the

SRAM LLC tags first, to decide whether the corresponding PB line is valid. However, each

PB slot has a bit to identify which region the line comes from. This bit is needed to fully

identify the line. In the example, since the two lines come from the leftmost region, the bits

are 0. In our example, we need 32 such bits, which we call Region bits.

The right side of Figure 3.6 shows the second step. The top part repeats the cache row

state. The rightmost region has lines in its first (A3), second (A4), and last (A5) positions.

Hence, we promote these lines into the PB and set the Region bits of the entries to 1.

Note that the two lines in the first position of the two regions wanted to use the same PB

slot, and we had to pick a winner. In the example, we picked A3 over A1. To pick a winner,

Cloak uses a simple algorithm that guesses which of the two lines is more likely to be used

in the future. Specifically, Cloak records if the address A that triggered the DTLB miss

belongs to the first or second half of the page. Then, when populating a PB, on a conflict in

a PB entry, the line from the same half of the page as A overwrites the line from the other
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half of the page. This algorithm guesses that, because of spatial locality, the former is more

likely to be accessed soon that the latter.

Given Cloak’s proposed LLC organization, the operation of promoting the lines from the

two regions (and, in another design, from potentially more regions) into a PB does not stall

the LLC pipeline more than a single read access would. Indeed, all the cache lines of a page

are on the same physical row, and thus they are promoted to a PB from the NVM data array

with a single read operation. The writes into the PB are also pipelined: as the first region

is written, the second performs the checks.

3.5.3 Tag Checks

To keep track of the pages and cache lines that are present in the PBs, Cloak employs

an array called the Page Buffer Tags (PB Tags) (Figure 3.7). Each entry in the PB Tags

corresponds to one PB. An entry has: (a) the PPN of the page whose lines are stored in

the PB, (b) a Replacement counter to manage PB replacement, (c) a Residency counter that

tracks the number of valid lines in the PB, and (d) the Region bits discussed above.

SRAM Tag 
Array

NVM Data Array

Page Buffer

Sense Ampl

Data 
out

Data 
out

Replacement

Replacement

Replacement

Replacement

Hit/Miss

Region

Region

Region

Region

PB 
Hit/Miss

L3 Read 
Request

PPN

PPN

PPN

PPN

Page Buffer Tags

Residency

Residency

Residency

Residency

Figure 3.7: LLC read request path in Cloak.

Both PTR and CLR use the PB Tags to determine whether a PB contains data for the

page requested. In the case of a PTR, the PB Tag search uses the PPN of the requested

page. In a CLR, the PB Tag search uses the PPN of the requested page and the correct bit

in the Region field corresponding to the requested address.

The CLR operation starts by accessing both the LLC tag array and PB Tags simultane-

ously (Figure 3.7). It uses the PPN bits of the PB Tags to identify if a PB contains lines

from the page accessed. It uses the LLC tag array to identify if and where the requested
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line resides in the LLC. If the address of the line is not found in the LLC tag array, an LLC

miss is declared.

However, if the LLC tag array indicates a cache hit, Cloak checks for a PB hit. A PB hit

will occur if the region of the physical row with the matching address is the same as the one

indicated by the Region bit of the corresponding location of the PB. In this case, the line

is accessed from the PB in the same position. Recall that, during data transfer, lines were

moved from the LLC to the PB without reordering. If the Region bit does not match or the

PPN bits do not match, the line is accessed from the NVM-LLC data array.

Note that the access to the PPNs in the PB tags overlaps with the access to the LLC

tag array. The access to the Region bit in the PB tags is only performed after the LLC tag

array access (Figure 3.7). However, accessing the Region bit only extends the critical path

by one cycle (when both the PPN and the LLC tag array hit).

The PB contents are always kept synchronized with the NVM LLC. When a line is written

to the LLC, the corresponding line in the PB, if present, is updated. For this reason, there

is no need to write back PBs to the NVM cache. There is also no need to keep valid or

coherence state bits in PB Tags because the LLC tags provide such information. Whenever

an LLC line is invalidated (due to an external probe or L2 promotion), or evicted (due to an

LLC replacement), the corresponding valid bit of the line in the LLC tags is reset. No other

action is needed: given that the PB hit logic waits for the LLC tag search to complete, a

CLR will not read the PB slot data if its corresponding LLC line is invalid, even if the data

is still resident in the PB entry.

The Residency counter in the PB Tags tells how many cache lines are valid per PB entry.

This counter is set when the lines of a page are moved from the NVM cache to the PB. It is

decremented when one of the lines is invalidated or evicted from the LLC. It is incremented

when an L2 victim is installed in the LLC and copied into the PB. The Residency and

Replacement counters are used to handle PB replacement, as we discuss in Section 3.5.4.

Example. The PBs add little area overhead to the LLC. To see why, consider an ex-

ample based on Figure 3.5. A PB is composed of tag and data. For the tag, we have

a 36-bit PPN and assume a 10-bit Replacement counter. The Residency counter needs

log2(PBsize/linesize) bits, which is 5 in our example. The Region bits are PBsize/linesize∗
log2(4KB/PBsize), which is 32 in our case. The total comes to 83 bits per PB tag entry.

The size of the PB data per entry is 2KB. Based on this, each PB adds a ≈0.05% area

overhead over a 16MB LLC NVM slice.
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3.5.4 Page Buffer Replacement Policy

Cloak needs to find an available PB to promote a page’s cache lines, when all PBs are in

use. To pick a PB, Cloak uses a PB replacement algorithm that considers: (i) how many

cache lines are resident in a PB, and (ii) the frequency of accesses to the page in the PB.

The goal is to capture the dynamic behavior of accesses to each PB, and neither replace a

PB too early (before its entries are accessed), nor keep a page resident in the PB if it is not

being accessed.

Specifically, when a PB is loaded, its Replacement counter is set to the product of the

Residency counter and a programmable constant called Activation Period. At every cycle,

the Replacement counter is decreased by one. When a PB entry is accessed, either for a read

or a write operation, its Replacement counter is recalculated by multiplying the current value

of the Residency counter with the Activation Period. Furthermore, PB accesses change the

Residency counter. On a PB read, Cloak decrements the Residency counter because a line

from the PB is moved to the private caches. On a PB write, Cloak increments the Residency

counter because a line is written back from L2. Once the Replacement counter reaches zero,

the PB entry is subject to replacement. If there are multiple PBs with a replacement counter

of zero, we can pick any of them at random.

3.5.5 Huge Page Management

Modern systems support huge pages, such as 2MB and 1GB, to alleviate TLB pressure.

Even though we described Cloak in the context of 4KB pages, Cloak can support huge pages

without any modification to the NVM cache layout.

We envision a physical row in the LLC cache to still hold 4KB of data. However, if

we chose to transfer a whole 2MB page into a PB, we would need to search many rows.

Moreover, larger PB entries would likely be underutilized.

Consequently, we use a different design where Cloak only transfers individual 4KB chunks

of data at a time from a huge page into a PB. Specifically, when a huge page entry is re-filled

into the L1 DTLB, Cloak only brings into a PB the 4KB chunk of this huge page that

contains the address that triggered the DTLB miss. In addition, the L1 DTLB records this

4KB chunk that triggered the DTLB miss. Subsequently, when an access to the same huge

page, but a different 4KB chunk occurs, Cloak triggers a transfer of the new 4KB chunk,

and again records the chunk in the DTLB. In this way, Cloak can have multiple 4KB chunks

of the same huge page active in the PBs.

Cloak adds this support for 2MB and 1GB pages. For the 2MB pages, Cloak needs to add
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9 bits per L1 DTLB entry to record the most-recently-promoted 4KB chunk. For the 1GB

pages, Cloak needs to add 18 bits per L1 DTLB entry. These are minimal area overheads.

3.6 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

3.6.1 Modeled Architecture and Infrastructure

We use full-system cycle-level simulations to model a server architecture with 4 cores

and 64 GB of main memory. The main architecture parameters are shown in Table 3.2.

Each core is out-of-order with private L1 and L2 caches, and a shared LLC. The L1 and

L2 caches use stride and next-line prefetchers, respectively, as implemented by the SST [61]

framework. The L2 cache is inclusive of L1, while the LLC is populated by L2 victims. The

baseline system uses an SRAM-based physically distributed, logically shared, victim LLC.

For Cloak, we modeled an increased-latency, non-pipelined, STT-RAM-based LLC and the

proposed hardware modifications. We use the published data (Table 3.1) to estimate the

minimum read latency of the STT-RAM LLC data array (i.e., 3 ns). Note that the higher

STT-RAM latency as presented in Table 3.1 refers to the STT-RAM LLC data array (i.e.,

10 cycles at 3.2GHz), and not the total round trip latency to access the LLC from the core

(as shown in Table 3.2). There are private L1 and L2 DTLBs, and a page walker per core.

For our evaluation, we integrate the Simics full-system simulator [60] with the SST [61]

framework. To model main memory we used the DRAMSim2 [63] memory simulator. We

use Intel SAE [66] on top of Simics for OS instrumentation. Finally, we use CACTI [120]

and McPAT [121] to calculate the timing and energy parameters of our processor, all SRAM-

based tag and data arrays required by Cloak, and the Baseline SRAM-based LLC. We scaled

the STT-RAM cache energy parameters according to prior work [83, 84]. We model one extra

clock for determining a PB hit/miss because the LLC tag search must first determine the

line location inside a PB.

3.6.2 Configurations and Workloads

We compare four different design configurations.

Baseline: SRAM-based LLC with the latency and size parameters described in Table 3.2.

NVM-Only: LLC with STT-RAM for the data array and SRAM for the tag array with

the parameters of Table 3.2, but without PB support and with conventional indexing.

Cloak: LLC with STT-RAM for the data array and SRAM for the tag array with the

proposed data layout and PB support.
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Processor Parameters

Multicore chip 4 OoO cores, 4-issue, 22nm, 3.2GHz
Ld-St queue; ROB 92 entries; 192 entries
L1 cache 32KB, 8-way, 2 cycles round trip latency (RT), 64B line
L2 cache 512KB, 8-way, 14 cycles RT, 64B line
Prefetchers L1 cache: stride prefetch.ß L2 cache: next-block prefetch
LLC SRAM cache 4MB/core, 16-way, 1 slice/core, 64B line

53 cycles RT, 2 cycles tag latency, 12 cycles data latency
Energy: Read/Write 0.47/0.48nJ, Tags 4pJ, Leak: 1.4W

L1 DTLB 64 entries, 4-way, 2 cycles RT
L2 DTLB 1024 entries, 12-way, 12 cycles RT

NVM cache parameters

LLC NVM (STT-RAM) cache 16MB/core, 16-way, 1 slice/core, 64B line
63 cycles RT read latency, 78 cycles RT write latency
2 cycles tag access latency, 22 cycles data access latency
(of which 10 cycles are not pipelined)
Energy: Read/Write 0.95/6.3nJ, Tag 7pJ , Leak: 829mW

Page Buffers (PB) 20 PBs, 2KB/each, 43 cycles RT
Energy: Read/Write 12/13pJ, Tag 12pJ, Leak: 4.1mW

PTR signal latency 6 cycles
STT-RAM cache to PB threshold 6 cache lines
PB activation period 20 cycles per active cache line
PB area overhead 1% area overhead over LLC data array (0.05% per PB)

Main-Memory Parameters

Capacity 64GB
Channels; Banks 2; 8
Latency 190 cycles RT (on average)
Freq; Bus width 1.6GHz DDR; 64 bits per channel

System Parameters

Host OS Ubuntu Server 16.04

Table 3.2: Architectural parameters used for evaluation. In the table, RT means round trip
latency from the core.

O-SRAM: Optimistic hybrid design with conventional indexing, pipelined access latency

and energy characteristics of Baseline, combined with STT-RAM area density.

To evaluate the efficacy of our design, we simulate 14 benchmarks. The benchmarks are

shown in Table 3.3 with their memory footprint and L2 misses per kilo instructions (MPKI).

We chose ten benchmarks from the SPEC CPU 2017 (Group A) [122] and SPEC CPU 2006

(Group B) [67] benchmark suites with high MPKI to stress the memory subsystem. We

also run four benchmarks from the CORAL [69] and CORAL2 [123] suites (Group C), as

representative HPC applications. The memory footprint of our benchmarks does not fit in
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Workload Footprint L2 Workload Footprint L2
(MB) MPKI (MB) MPKI

Group A Group B
505.mcf r 613 39
519.lbm r 409 10 450.soplex 436 10
557.xz r 800 3 459.GemsFDTD 146 4

Group C 473.astar 372 18
Kripke 608 39 462.libquantum 267 11

XSBench 110 63 433.milc 123 7
QLA 375 11 471.omnetpp 388 12
lulesh 110 15 437.leslie3d 62 3

Table 3.3: Workloads.

the L2 and can stress the LLC. We select the region of interest (ROI) with SimPoint [124]

for the SPEC® workloads and we instrument the source code for the others. Starting from

a checkpoint inside the ROI, we warm-up the architectural state by running 500 million

instructions before simulating 1.5 billion instructions.

3.7 EVALUATION

3.7.1 Cloak Performance and Energy
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Figure 3.8: Normalized L2 miss response time - w/ 4KB Pages

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Cloak. When replacing an SRAM-based

cache with NVM (STT-RAM), there are two factors that affect application performance.

The first is the higher read and write latencies of STT-RAM. The second is the lower cache
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Figure 3.9: Speedup - w/ 4KB Pages
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Figure 3.10: Normalized L2 miss response time - w/ 4KB+Huge Pages

miss rate due to the higher area density of NVM technology. We consider two different

metrics in the following figures to show the performance impact of Cloak. Figures 3.8 and

3.10 show the L2 miss response times for read CLRs, while Figures 3.9 and 3.11 depict the

application speedup. All figures are normalized to the Baseline configuration. We conducted

experiments on a system with 4KB pages only, and a system with Transparent Huge Pages

enabled (2MB and 1GB pages).

Figures 3.8 and 3.10 show the L2 miss response time which is calculated as the total
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Figure 3.11: Speedup - w/ 4KB+Huge Pages

number of cycles from issuing an L2 miss until the miss response reaches back to the L2. On

average, Cloak reduces the L2 miss response time by 30.0% and 30.5% over Baseline, with

and without Huge Pages. This impact is really close to that of the O-SRAM configuration.

The NVM-Only configuration lowers the L2 miss response time by only 15.8% and 15.9%.

It does not achieve the same reduction as Cloak or O-SRAM because of its higher and non-

pipelined LLC hit latency. These results indicate that the PBs are effective at reducing the

NVM cache read latency—practically as much as O-SRAM.

Figures 3.9 and 3.11 show the application speedup over Baseline. We see that NVM-Only

LLCs can increase performance. The reason is the larger LLC capacity achieved via NVM

technology, which can greatly decrease the LLC miss rate. However, there are benchmarks

where NVM-Only experiences performance degradation compared to Baseline (505.mcf r,

473.astar, Kripke, and XSBench), because the lower LLC miss rate cannot compensate

for the higher LLC hit latency. Benchmarks with high L2 MPKI and high LLC hit rate

suffer more from the increased read latency of an NVM-based LLC. For instance, 473.astar

and XSBench with Huge Pages experience 13% and 19% lower performance than Baseline,

respectively.

On the other hand, Cloak consistently attains higher performance than Baseline and NVM-

Only. There are times when it even outperforms O-SRAM. This can happen for benchmarks

with high PB hit rate because a PB hit has lower access latency than an SRAM-based LLC

hit. This is due to the lower routing latency observed retrieving data from the PB data

array compared to a much larger SRAM-based LLC slice. On average, Cloak is 25.6% and
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23.8% faster than Baseline with and without Huge Pages, respectively, while NVM-Only is

15.5% and 14.9% faster than Baseline. For some benchmarks, Cloak outperforms Baseline

by up to 97%, effectively hiding the increased read latency of STT-RAM.

We also tested Cloak’s efficacy by running mixes of four benchmarks. We find that NVM-

Only and Cloak outperform baseline by 24% and 31%, without Huge pages and by 27% and

33% with Huge pages, respectively. Additionally, we also tested all the low L2-MPKI SPEC

benchmarks and find that Cloak always achieves the same or slightly higher performance

(1-2%) than SRAM and NVM-Only cases. The rest of our evaluation focuses on a system

that utilizes only 4KB pages. However, the performance trends remain the same when huge

pages are enabled.

To further understand the performance impact of Cloak, we present two more performance

metrics in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. In Figure 3.12, we show the drop in LLC Misses per Kilo-

Instructions (MPKI) for the four configurations. The increased capacity with STT-RAM

greatly reduces the LLC MPKI of the applications. The MPKI drops by up to 55% across

all benchmarks—including those with the highest MPKI such as XSBench (50% drop). In

most cases, Cloak achieves an LLC MPKI close to that of O-SRAM.
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Figure 3.12: LLC Misses per Kilo-Instructions (MPKI).

To isolate the performance impact of PBs, Figure 3.13 compares the total time that read

requests spent in the LLC in NVM-Only and Cloak. This time is calculated as the total

number of cycles from when an L2 miss is issued until the response is sent back to L2 from the

LLC (in case of an LLC hit), or until the LLC declares a miss (in case of an LLC miss). Note

that the two configurations have similar LLC MPKIs. Therefore, their cycle count difference
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Figure 3.13: LLC read latency reduction of Cloak over NVM-Only.

depends on the PB hit rate in Cloak. Figure 3.13 shows that Cloak notably reduces these

LLC read latency cycles and, therefore, accelerates the LLC read traffic. On average, LLC

CLRs spent 42.5% less time in the LLC with Cloak than with NVM-Only. The PBs are able

to speed-up Cloak because they service CLRs much faster than the LLC NVM-based data

array (both in latency and bandwidth). Moreover, when CLRs are serviced from the PBs,

they do not block the LLC data array pipeline, giving the opportunity to subsequent CLRs

that do not target PB-resident regions, to proceed in parallel. As a result, the PBs not only

service requests faster, but also increase the overall throughput of the LLC.

Figure 3.14 shows the ED2 of the different configurations normalized to Baseline. The

bars are broken down into the contributions of the core plus private caches, the LLC, and

main memory. Overall, we see that all STT-RAM designs have a lower ED2 than Baseline.

On average, NVM-Only reduces the ED2 by 22.4%, while Cloak reduces it by 39.9%. The

reasons are the lower execution times of the STT-RAM configurations, the lower leakage

power of the STT-RAM cache (which is the main energy contributor of the LLC), and the

reduced number of accesses to main memory. Compared to the NVM-Only design, Cloak

consumes more energy in the LLC. This is because Cloak performs more tag checks and read

accesses to the NVM data array to fetch data to the PBs, a Cloak request needs to check

both the LLC and PB tags, and the PBs consume extra leakage power. However, this extra

energy is compensated by a faster execution of Cloak because it services many requests from

the PBs. O-SRAM reduces the ED2 by 43.3% over Baseline on average, delivering the best

energy efficiency. However, we see that, in some cases, Cloak is better. O-SRAM has the
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same leakage power as baseline. So, in cases where the performance of O-SRAM cannot

make up for its extra leakage, Cloak is better.
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Figure 3.14: ED2 normalized to Baseline.

3.7.2 Cloak Characterization

To achieve high performance, it is crucial to maximize the use of PBs. We find that 84.4%

of the PTRs sent by Cloak to the LLC are for pages that have at least 6 cache lines in the

LLC. Moreover, 99% of the PTRs are able to find a PB to promote the lines.

To get further insight, Figure 3.15 shows the percentage of LLC hits serviced from the PBs

(instead of from the STT-RAM data array). On average, 54% of the hit CLRs are serviced

from the PBs instead of the STT-RAM data array. The benchmarks with the highest LLC

hit traffic, such as XSBench (45 HPKI or Hits per Kilo-Instructions) and Kripke (32 HPKI)

hit in the PB 57% and 48% of the time, respectively. This leads to substantial performance

gains of Cloak over NVM-Only, as shown in Figure 3.10.

We now quantify the coverage of PTRs to the LLC in Figures 3.16a and 3.16b.1 Figure

3.16a shows what percentage of the cache lines promoted into PBs are actually accessed from

the PBs. We see that, on average, CLRs reference 51.1% of the cache lines promoted to the

PBs. This hit ratio is due to the PB replacement algorithm that favors the victimization of

PBs with few lines or a low number of hits. Note that when we promote cache lines into a

PB, we do not pollute the LLC or L2. This is because the PBs simply hold a copy of the

data present in the STT-RAM data array.

1Group A, Group B, and Group C are the mean of the SPEC CPU® 2017, SPEC CPU® 2006, and
Coral benchmarks of Table 3.3, respectively.
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Figure 3.15: Percentage of LLC hits that are serviced by PBs.

Figure 3.16b shows what percentage of the LLC-resident cache lines of a page are promoted

to a PB in a PTR. This number is not 100% for two reasons. First, for a given page, some

of the lines from different regions in the same physical row may conflict with each other,

and cannot all be promoted to the PB. Second, if the number of LLC-resident lines is less

than a threshold, Cloak does not promote the page. On average, Cloak promotes 68% of

the LLC-resident cache lines to a PB—or about 26 lines.

3.7.3 Alternative Cloak Design

To further highlight the benefits of Cloak, we evaluate a scheme that fetches NVM-resident

cache lines to the L2 cache instead of the PBs, using the same trigger as Cloak. For this

experiment, we keep the data layout we introduced for the NVM cache, so that we can

identify the cache lines of a page with a single read operation. Moreover, as an optimization,

we make sure that the L2 cache always prioritizes read requests from the core over LLC-to-

L2 prefetches. In addition, when the L2 MSHR entries are heavily utilized (i.e., ∼90%), we

drop outstanding LLC-to-L2 prefetches.

We find that this design is not competitive with Cloak: on average, it is 19.8% slower than

Cloak and increases the writes to NVM by 183%. This is because bulk prefetches from LLC

to L2 saturate the interconnect, causing core requests to stall while arbitrating for the bus.

Moreover, fetching many lines to L2 causes L2 thrashing, which in turn increases L2 misses.

This is especially the case for benchmarks with high L2 MPKI such as XSBench. This
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Figure 3.16: PB use characterization: (a) percentage of cache lines promoted into PBs that
are actually accessed from the PBs, and (b) percentage of the LLC-resident cache lines (CLs)
of a page that are promoted to a PB in a PTR.

benchmark takes ∼90% longer to complete with the new design than with Cloak because of

the increased traffic between the L2 and the LLC. Only benchmarks with a small L2 MPKI

and a high PB hit ratio, such as 450.soplex and 437.leslie3d, can benefit from this design,

and attain a performance that is comparable to Cloak’s.

An aggressive L2 prefetcher, that tries to prefetch the same cache lines as Cloak, faces

the same performance bottleneck. Furthermore, if the Cloak LLC data layout is not used,

read requests from the core suffer from low LLC read bandwidth due to the non-pipelined

STT-RAM data array access.

3.7.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Finally, we perform two sensitivity analyses. First, we examine the sensitivity of Cloak

to the LLC cache size, which is the primary parameter dictating the LLC hit/miss rate.

Figures 3.17a and 3.17b show the average L2 miss response time and the average speedup,

respectively, across all benchmarks, as the size of the LLC cache increases from 4MB to

32MB per core. All results are normalized to Baseline, which has an SRAM-based LLC with

4MB per core.

Figure 3.17a shows that the relative L2 miss response time drops with the increase in

LLC size for all the schemes. Cloak has lower L2 miss response time than NVM-Only for all

configurations. It has practically the same L2 miss response time as O-SRAM because the

PBs provide even faster access than a larger SRAM LLC slice due to their smaller routing

overhead.

Figure 3.17b shows that the speedup of all the schemes increases with the LLC size.
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Figure 3.17: Sensitivity analysis of different LLC sizes per core over Baseline with an SRAM-
based LLC of 4MB per core: (a) Normalized L2 miss response time and (b) speedup.

This is because of the increasingly lower LLC miss rate. For all LLC sizes, Cloak delivers

higher speedups than NVM-Only and lower speedups than O-SRAM. Interestingly, Cloak

can tolerate the higher read latency of STT-RAM and achieve equal performance to Baseline

with a 4MB LLC.
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Figure 3.18: Sensitivity analysis of different LLC read latencies over Baseline with an SRAM-
based LLC of 4MB per core: (a) Normalized L2 miss response time and (b) speedup.

We also analyze the effects of increasing the read latency of STT-RAM LLC caches, while

keeping the cache size at 16MB per core. Figure 3.18a and Figure 3.18b show the average L2

miss response time and the average speedup, respectively, across all benchmarks, as the LLC

read latency is increased. We increase the latency by lengthening the NVM-based LLC data

array read latency by 10, 20 and 30 cycles over the SRAM baseline. The configuration with

+10 cycles represents the NVM cache configuration we simulated in our prior experiments.
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All results are normalized to Baseline, which has an SRAM-based LLC of 4MB per core.

The three designs represent an STT-RAM with a minimum read latency of ∼3ns, ∼6ns and

∼9ns.

As the STT-RAM LLC read latency increases, the relative L2 miss response time increases,

and the speedup drops. These trends occur for both NVM-Only and Cloak, although they

are less prominent for Cloak. In all cases, Cloak has a lower L2 miss response time and a

higher speedup than NVM-Only. This is because the PBs can tolerate part of the higher

STT-RAM array read latency. Even with an STT-RAM of 30 cycles, Cloak is faster than

Baseline.

3.8 OTHER RELATED WORK

Page Caches. Prior work has looked into the use of die-stacked eDRAM as large LLCs

[125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. eDRAM-based caches are typically organized in

pages (Page Caches) instead of blocks to avoid massive tag storage. When a request reaches

a page cache and the page is not cached, the whole or a subset of the page [126, 127]

is brought from main memory, generating off-chip traffic. The capacity of page caches is

underutilized, since a page allocates cache space even for lines that are not fetched. This

reduces cache capacity. In addition, page caches add extra overhead to keep track of a page’s

useful footprint. Cloak does not sacrifice any LLC capacity, it does not need to track any

footprint, and does not generate any off-chip traffic. Instead, it brings the LLC-resident lines

into the PBs. Page caches cannot be easily designed as victim or non-inclusive LLC caches—

e.g., storing a victim line requires the allocation of space for the whole page. Instead, Cloak

can be integrated with LLCs of different inclusion properties. Finally, Cloak can still replace

an SRAM-based L3 in a system with a page cache employed as an extra cache (e.g., L4).

Techniques to Hide High Latency. To hide the increased latency of NVM caches, in

addition to the advanced techniques discussed in Section 3.3, one can use conventional tech-

niques such as prefetching and dead block elimination [85]. These proposals are orthogonal

to Cloak and can be used in conjunction with it. However, LLC prefetchers incur increased

complexity and can saturate memory bandwidth (Section 3.7.3) when using NVM caches

[83, 112, 133].

The advantage of using the address translation to make early decisions has been demon-

strated before for page walks. Specifically, TEMPO [70] uses PTE page walk requests that

miss in the cache hierarchy to prefetch the cache line that caused the page walk to LLC from

main memory. PageSeer [32] uses page walk information to swap pages in a DRAM-NVM

hybrid main memory system. Cloak is different because it hides the higher read latency of
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NVM-based LLCs. Second, it uses a different trigger, the DTLB miss on a page used in the

past.

3.9 CONCLUSION

This chapter presented Cloak, a novel, low cost NVM LLC architecture that uses small

SRAM-based page buffers to tolerate the higher and non-pipelined latency of NVM reads.

An L1 DTLB miss on certain pages triggers the data transfer of LLC-resident lines belonging

to the page from the NVM LLC to the page buffers. The buffers will service subsequent

requests for this page, and use a novel replacement algorithm to achieve high performance

and low energy consumption. Cloak effectively hides the higher latency of NVM reads. On

average, Cloak outperformed an SRAM LLC by 23.8% and an NVM-only LLC by 8.9%—in

both cases, with negligible additional area. Further, the ED2 of Cloak was 39.9% and 17.5%

lower, respectively, than these two designs.
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CHAPTER 4: ARCHITECTURAL SUPPORT FOR PROGRAMMABLE
NON-VOLATILE MEMORY FRAMEWORKS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Byte-addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technologies such as 3D XPoint [1], Phase

Change Memory (PCM) [2, 3, 4], and Resistive RAM (ReRAM) [6] have recently gained much

attention. They offer high storage density, low static power, non-volatility, and performance

characteristics that are comparable to those of DRAM [7]. Thanks to these properties, NVM

is expected to create disruptive changes to many application domains and software systems.

To a large extent, the success of NVM depends on the availability of user-friendly program-

ming frameworks for software development [134]. For this reason, many NVM programming

frameworks have been proposed (e.g., [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25,

135, 136, 137, 138]). Although they have different implementations, they share the same

challenges, including what persistence abstractions to provide, how to identify the objects

to allocate in NVM versus DRAM, and how to identify the stores that modify the persistent

state.

Most of the frameworks rely heavily on programmer involvement. They require program-

mers to mark all the objects that must be allocated in NVM (e.g., [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18]). Many frameworks also require programmers to identify the stores that modify NVM

(e.g., [11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]), and potentially augment the code with instructions

that write back a cache line to NVM (CLWB) [22], order instructions (store fence or sfence),

and log state in NVM. This results in programming difficulty, introduces software bugs, and

generates nonreusable code.

Ideally, NVM frameworks should assume all of these aforementioned responsibilities. One

class of NVM frameworks that come close to this ideal is Persistence by Reachability frame-

works (e.g., [23, 24, 25]). The idea is that the programmer only identifies the durable roots—

i.e., the few entry points into the program’s data structures that should reside in NVM.

There is no need to mark all the persistent objects. Then, during execution, the runtime

software ensures that all the data structures that are reachable from the durable roots are

crash-consistent. The runtime does so by moving the data structures to NVM when needed,

identifying persistent stores and adding CLWB and sfence instructions, and performing log-

ging when required.

Unfortunately, while these frameworks are user-friendly, their runtime adds substantial

performance overhead [23, 139]. Since the properties of program structures change dynam-

ically, the framework has to perform checks at every program load and store, and move
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data structures between DRAM and NVM at runtime. To make persistence by reachability

frameworks attractive to the community, and the paradigm of choice among programmers,

they must have lower overhead.

The operation of such frameworks dictates that they possess fine-grain dynamic infor-

mation about the program’s data structures, such as memory location and persistence

properties. Currently, there is no efficient hardware technique to provide such informa-

tion. Approaches like Intel’s MPX [140] can only provide limited information (i.e., pointer

bounds) about program structures, while approaches that rely on tagging memory loca-

tions [141, 142, 143] incur too much overhead to be used in production code.

In this chapter, we introduce novel hardware support targeted to accelerate NVM program-

ming frameworks that provide persistence by reachability. Our scheme, named P-inspect,

focuses on reducing the main source of overhead in these NVM frameworks: state checks

performed before read and write accesses. Specifically, in P-inspect, an application read-

/write includes inexpensive hardware checks of the state of the accessed data structure. In

the common case, the hardware checks conclude that no special action is needed, and the

read/write completes normally. Otherwise, a runtime software handler is automatically in-

voked, which performs any needed framework operations. To perform these checks efficiently,

P-inspect uses cache-coherent hardware bloom filters. In addition, P-inspect also speeds

up the execution of persistent writes. It does so by combining writes with CLWB and sfence

instructions in hardware.

Our evaluation shows that P-inspect retains the programmability advantages of persis-

tence by reachability frameworks while removing most of their execution overhead. Specif-

ically, we run a key-value store with various Yahoo Cloud Service Benchmarks, and several

kernels on a state-of-the-art persistence by reachability framework. With P-inspect hard-

ware support, real-world applications reduce their number of executed instructions and their

execution time by an average of 26% and 16%, respectively. We also compare P-inspect to

an ideal runtime that has no persistence by reachability overhead, and demonstrate similar

performance improvement.

This chapter presents the following contributions:

• We propose P-inspect, the first hardware architecture to accelerate persistence by reach-

ability NVM frameworks in a transparent manner.

• We develop hardware designs to minimize persistence checks in software and to speed up

persistent writes.

• We evaluate the proposed hardware on a state-of-the-art persistence by reachability NVM
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framework, and demonstrate its improved performance.

4.2 BACKGROUND: USING NVM

Programming an NVM system is challenging [134, 144]. To use NVM, programming

frameworks must offer users an appropriate interface. For instance, the Storage Networking

Industry Association (SNIA) has created a low-level programming model for NVM develop-

ers [137]. Intel has produced a tool set that is compatible with the SNIA model, which is

called Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) [138], and is a collection of libraries in

C/C++ and Java. In addition to the SNIA and Intel efforts, there are many other NVM

programming frameworks [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 135, 136].

Their goal is to facilitate NVM programming and ease the adoption of NVM.

The two main differentiating features of these frameworks are: (i) how they identify which

data objects to place in NVM, and (ii) what persistence abstractions they provide. Many

frameworks [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 138] expect the user to explicitly mark all

the objects that must be placed in NVM. Such a limited abstraction places a heavy burden

on the programmer and creates many opportunities for bugs [144, 145, 146]. Furthermore,

these frameworks cannot be directly used with existing codes; they require applications to

be rewritten to include the necessary markings.

In contrast, several new frameworks [23, 24, 25] use a more programmer-friendly model

known as Persistence by Reachability. In these frameworks, the runtime automatically en-

sures that, given a set of entry points into the persistent data structures in the program,

all the data in the program reachable from such entry points is in NVM. This support

significantly reduces the programmer burden and allows for the reuse of existing code.

Frameworks also differ in the persistence abstractions provided. Frameworks supporting

epochs [16, 17, 18, 19, 21] couple logging regions to epochs (e.g., critical sections), and

stores only need to be persisted at the end of the epochs. Other frameworks allow the

logging regions to be specified by the programmer, and are not tied to a programming

construct [11, 12, 13, 14, 20, 23, 24, 25]

Another difference between frameworks is whether the user is expected to explicitly iden-

tify the persistent stores in the program. Some frameworks expect the user to mark persistent

stores manually [11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 138], introducing many opportunities for mis-

takes. However, others leverage both compile time and runtime techniques [13, 20, 21, 23,

24, 25, 135, 136] to obviate the need for the programmer to label persistent stores. As per-

sistence by reachability NVM frameworks already leverage runtime techniques, they free the

programmer from having to label persistent stores.
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4.3 PERSISTENCE BY REACHABILITY

4.3.1 Benefits of the Reachability Abstraction

In Persistence by Reachability [23, 24, 25], the programmer is only tasked with identifying

the few entry points into the data structures that should be made persistent. These are

called durable roots, and could be, e.g., the dominator pointer to a graph structure, or the

root node of a tree. The framework is responsible to ensure that, dynamically, all objects

reachable from a durable root (i.e., the durable root’s transitive closure) reside in NVM.

This model is attractive because it puts a minimal burden on programmers. Programmers

only have to think about which data structures must be in NVM, instead of explicitly

identifying all the objects that must be in NVM. Throughout execution, data structures

are modified and the durable transitive closure changes. Therefore, the framework monitors

program writes and moves objects to NVM as needed.

These frameworks have three other advantages. First, they simplify programming by

automatically inserting the necessary CLWBs, sfences, and logging operations. Second, they

are compatible with existing code, in that neither the code must be rewritten to identify the

persistent state nor a different library must be used. Finally, by dynamically placing data

in NVM only when needed, they save power and latency.

4.3.2 Reacting to Updates to the Durable Transitive Closure

At runtime, these frameworks guarantee that the durable root set’s transitive closure

always resides in NVM. This requires objects to be moved to NVM as they become reachable

from a durable root. To understand the operations needed, Figure 4.1(a) shows a heap

containing objects A, B, and C in DRAM, and E and F in NVM. F is a durable root. An

arrow from object i to j means that a field in i has a reference to j. Each object has a header

state with 2 bits: the Forwarding and Queued bits. Their functionality is explained below.

Suppose that F is updated to point to A instead of E. To ensure that the durable transitive

closure is completely within NVM, before performing the write that makes F point to A,

the framework must transparently move both A and its transitive closure (i.e., the objects

pointed by A, recursively) to NVM. This is done iteratively, using a worklist of objects

starting with A. For each object obj in the worklist (e.g., A), the framework does:

1. Create a copy of obj in NVM with a set Queued bit.

2. Update the original obj by setting its Forwarding bit and making it point to the object’s
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Figure 4.1: Persistence by reachability example.

new location.

3. Search obj’s fields for references to other objects to be added to the worklist.

In the first step, the object is copied to NVM with a Queued bit set to indicate that the

object’s transitive closure is still being processed. All the objects in the transitive closure

being moved will set their Queued bit, which will only get reset once there are no more

objects within the worklist to move to NVM.

Setting the Queued bit is necessary for correct execution in multithreaded environments.

It ensures that another thread does not prematurely update a field somewhere to point to

an object copied to NVM before the object’s transitive closure is made durable. Hence, any

write must check the Queued bit and wait to perform until the bit is reset.

Step two repurposes the original object to act as a Forwarding object pointing to the

object’s new NVM location. Forwarding objects are essential to allow pointers in DRAM

to be lazily updated. The alternative would be to stop the execution of all the threads and

update all the pointers that point to the old object in DRAM to point to the new object

in NVM. This is eschewed by persistence by reachability frameworks because it would have

prohibitive performance overheads. Instead, when accessing an object, the framework first

checks whether the object is a forwarding object by checking its Forwarding bit. If it is, the

NVM location of the object is accessed. Note that forwarding objects are always in DRAM

and point to NVM.
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The third step is to search for objects that need to be added to the worklist. Specifically,

the framework checks all of the objects pointed to by obj and sees whether they are already

in NVM. If not, they are added to the worklist. It is necessary to move these objects to

NVM because they are now reachable from the durable root set. For each of the objects

moved to the worklist, steps one to three are repeated, iteratively.

Figure 4.1 (b) shows the state of the heap after A has been processed. The original A is

now a forwarding object to A in NVM, and the latter has the Queued bit set. Also, B is

added to the worklist since it is pointed to by A.

Figure 4.1 (c) shows the final state after the object movement completed. F points to

A in NVM, there are two forwarding objects, and all Queued bits are clear. Forwarding

objects are only temporary; during garbage collection, this level of indirection is removed

and forwarding objects are deallocated.

Finally, the framework also automatically inserts any necessary instructions before and

after the write. They may be CLWB and sfence after the write and, if execution is within a

transaction, a logging write (plus its CLWB and sfence) before the write.

4.3.3 Required Software Checks

A persistence by reachability framework needs to include checks around loads and stores.

First, if a persistent object is being updated to point to an object in DRAM, before the write

takes place, the actions in Section 4.3.2 are performed. Determining whether an object is in

the NVM or DRAM heap requires a check on the object’s virtual address.

Moreover, before any read or write to an object, one needs to determine whether the

object is a forwarding one (i.e., its Forwarding bit is set). If it is, its forwarding pointer

must be followed to retrieve the object’s true location in NVM. Note that, if the object is

in NVM, it cannot be a forwarding one.

Furthermore, before an object can be pointed to by a durable object, one needs to deter-

mine whether the object is being processed by another thread to become part of the durable

root’s transitive closure. This check is required to avoid the inconsistency of a durable object

pointing to an object that is not yet part of the durable set. Hence, the software checks if

the object is in NVM and has its Queued bit set. If both are true, the object’s transitive

closure is being processed by another thread, and pointing to the object must be delayed

until the Queued bit is cleared.

More explanation can be found in the description of the AutoPersist persistence by reach-

ability NVM framework [23].
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4.4 P-INSPECT: MAIN IDEA

In persistence by reachability frameworks [23, 24, 25], all the software checks described,

plus some runtime decisions based on the results of these checks [139], and the insertion of

CLWB, sfence, and logging operations have a large performance impact. We will show in

Section 4.9 that they contribute with 22–52% of the instructions in a set of workloads. This

is a significant price to pay for the programmability afforded by persistence by reachability.

Importantly, most of the checks turn out to require no action. This is because finding objects

that are forwarding or whose transitive closure is being moved to NVM is not the common

case. In this chapter, we propose hardware support to eliminate most of this overhead.

We call our scheme Persist-Inspect, or P-inspect. It focuses mostly on reducing the

overhead of the checks performed before read and write accesses. It also reduces the overhead

of the CLWB and sfence instructions that are added to persistent writes. We consider each

case in turn.

4.4.1 Minimizing the Overheads of Checks

In P-inspect, we envision every application read and write to check certain state in

hardware. If the check resolves that no special action is needed—recall that this is the

common case by far—the read or write completes normally. Otherwise, the hardware auto-

matically invokes a software handler, which performs some checks and extra operations, and

also performs the read or write.

To understand the types of checks performed by the hardware, consider the most general

operation, where a field in an object (call it Holder object) is set to point to another object

(call it Value object). We represent this as ObjH .field = ObjV .

Based on the discussion in Section 4.3, we propose to perform the four checks shown in

Table 4.1 in hardware, rather than in software as in current systems. The first check is

whether the holder and/or the value objects are allocated in NVM or DRAM. If the code

is attempting to have an NVM holder object point to a DRAM value object, a software

handler will be invoked. The software will copy the value object and its transitive closure

to NVM before performing the write.

The second check is whether the holder and/or the value objects are forwarding objects.

If any is, the software will be invoked. It will follow the forwarding link(s) to obtain the

correct object(s) before performing the read or write.

The third check is whether the transitive closure of the value object is currently being

processed by another thread. Recall from Section 4.3.3 that this check is required to avoid
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HW Check HW Needed

Holder and/or value objects in NVM or DRAM? Virtual addresses
Holder and/or value objects are forwarding? Bloom filter
Is the value object’s transitive closure being processed? Bloom filter
Is execution inside a Xaction? Register bit

Table 4.1: Hardware checks performed by P-inspect.

the inconsistency of a durable holder object pointing to a value object that is not yet part

of the durable set. Depending on the conditions, the software will be invoked. The software

will wait until the transitive closure is completely processed before pointing to the value

object.

The final check is whether the execution is inside a transaction (Xaction). If so, the

software may need to perform a logging operation before the write.

Table 4.1 also shows the simple hardware that P-inspect uses to perform these checks

quickly. Specifically, whether the objects reside in NVM or DRAM can be determined by

their virtual addresses. To detect whether an object is a forwarding one, P-inspect uses a

bloom filter that keeps the addresses of all the current forwarding objects. Similarly, whether

the transitive closure of an object is being processed is detected by accessing another bloom

filter that keeps the addresses of all such current objects. Finally, whether the execution

is inside a Xaction is determined by a register bit that is automatically set and cleared in

hardware when a Xaction starts and ends, respectively.

With this hardware support, P-inspect minimizes the checking overheads of persistence

by reachability. Specifically, write and read instructions automatically trigger the checking

hardware described. In the common case when the hardware determines that no special

action is needed, the write or read is performed at high speed.

In the uncommon case when the hardware determines that a special action is needed, a

software handler is automatically invoked. The handler reads information from the header

of the software object structures to determine what actions to take before performing the

access— i.e., copy objects, follow forwarding pointers, wait until a transitive closure is fully

processed, or log a value inside a Xaction.

4.4.2 Minimizing Persistent Write Overheads

A second overhead in practically all NVM frameworks is the fact that performing a per-

sistent write typically requires executing a CLWB and, depending on the persistency model,
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an sfence (Section 4.2).

P-inspect minimizes this overhead by supporting one type of persistent write operation

that combines the write, CLWB, and sfence. Such operation interacts efficiently with the

cache coherence protocol. It can be automatically invoked when the hardware performs the

write, and can also be invoked by the programmer.

4.5 P-INSPECT DESIGN

4.5.1 Bloom Filter Support

As indicated in Section 4.3, Forwarding objects are a key component of a high-speed

persistence by reachability NVM framework. When an object A needs to be moved from

DRAM to NVM, setting-up a forwarding object induces only modest overhead on the critical

path of the application. The alternative is: (i) block all the other threads of the application,

(ii) traverse the heap to find all the pointers to object A and to its transitive closure [25],

and (iii) update these pointers to point to new objects now allocated in NVM. These actions

are on the critical path of the application.

Unfortunately, in frameworks with forwarding objects, on an access to an object, one

needs to check the Forwarding bit of the object and, if set, follow a pointer to access the

correct object in NVM. In addition, on an access to a value object, one needs to check its

Queued bit, and only proceed with the access when the bit is clear.

These checks are on the critical path. However, typically, the bits are clear. Hence, P-

inspect introduces two bloom filters that quickly return whether an object’s Forwarding

or Queued bits are set. These filters are called Forwarding (FWD) and Transitive Closure

(TRANS), respectively.

FWD Bloom Filter. Immediately before the runtime sets up a forwarding object in

DRAM, the runtime inserts the base address of the object in the FWD bloom filter. Later,

on a read or write to an object, the hardware searches the FWD filter and determines

whether the object is a forwarding one.

When the FWD bloom filter fills-up to a certain threshold, the hardware wakes up a

Pointer Update Thread (PUT). The PUT traverses all live objects of the volatile heap.

When it identifies a pointer to a forwarding object, it updates the pointer to point to the

corresponding NVM object. When the PUT has traversed all the objects, it clears the FWD

bloom filter in bulk. The now inaccessible forwarding objects will later be reclaimed by the

garbage collector.
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Section 4.6 discusses the implementation of the FWD filter so that the PUT can operate

in the background without stalling program threads or losing any filter information.

TRANS Bloom Filter. Immediately before a value object in the worklist for a transitive

closure being processed is moved by the runtime to the NVM, the runtime inserts the base

address of the object in the TRANS filter. Later, on an access to a value object, the hardware

searches the TRANS filter and determines whether the object is a queued one.

As soon as the thread that is processing the transitive closure sets-up forwarding objects

for all the objects in the transitive closure, it clears the TRANS bloom filter in bulk.

4.5.2 New Operations

To access the bloom filters, P-inspect introduces the new operations shown in Table 4.2.

Six of them operate as store instructions and one as a load. They all take at most a memory

address and a register as arguments. A possible implementation in x86 could use existing

store and load opcodes preceded by a prefix. In the table, Ha is the address of a field in a

holder object, Va is the address of the base of a value object, and Addr is the address of the

base of an object.

Name What it Does

checkStoreBoth [Ha],Va Performs checks, then Mem[Ha] = Va
checkStoreH [Ha],value Performs checks, then Mem[Ha] = value
checkLoad [Ha],dest Performs checks, then dest = Mem[Ha]
insertBFFWD Addr Inserts Addr in the FWD bloom filter
insertBFTRANS Addr Inserts Addr in the TRANS bloom filter
clearBFFWD Clears the FWD bloom filter
clearBFTRANS Clears the TRANS bloom filter

Table 4.2: New operations. In the table, Ha is the address of a field in a holder object, Va
is the address of the base of a value object, and Addr is the address of the base of an object.

checkStoreBoth [Ha],Va performs some hardware checks detailed in Section 4.5.3 and,

if successful, stores the base address of the value object into a field of the holder object.

checkStoreH [Ha],value also performs hardware checks and, if successful, stores the value into

a field of the holder object. checkLoad [Ha],dest performs hardware checks and, if successful,

loads the contents of a field of the holder object into a destination register. insertBFFWD

Addr and insertBFTRANS Addr insert the base address of an object (Addr) into the FWD

and TRANS bloom filter, respectively. clearBFFWD and clearBFTRANS clear the FWD and
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TRANS bloom filter, respectively.

In the first three operations, if the hardware checks are unsuccessful, the write/read is not

performed and a software handler is invoked. We now examine the checks and the software

handlers.

4.5.3 Hardware Checks Before Writes/Reads

Table 4.3 shows the hardware checks performed by the checkStoreBoth, checkStoreH and

checkLoad operations.

Hardware Check Operation
CSB CSH CL

Is Base(Ha) in NVM or DRAM? ✓ ✓ ✓

Is Va in NVM or DRAM? ✓

Is Base(Ha) in the FWD bloom filter? ✓ ✓ ✓

Is Va in the FWD bloom filter? ✓

Is Va in the TRANS bloom filter? ✓

Is execution inside a Xaction? ✓ ✓

Table 4.3: Checks performed by the checkStoreBoth (CSB), checkStoreH (CSH), and check-
Load (CL) operations.

checkStoreBoth (CSB). This operation checks the most conditions. The first two con-

ditions are whether the base addresses of the two objects accessed (i.e., Base(Ha) and Va)

are in NVM or in DRAM. This information is attained by examining the objects’ virtual

addresses, which tell whether the objects are in NVM or DRAM. The Base(Ha) is directly

obtained from the instruction, which contains base plus offset for Ha. The next two con-

ditions are whether the two objects are forwarding objects. This is obtained by hashing

Base(Ha) and Va for membership in the FWD bloom filter. The next condition is whether

the value object is currently being processed as part of a transitive closure worklist. This

information is obtained by hashing Va for membership in the TRANS bloom filter. Finally,

the last check is whether the execution is inside a transaction. This is obtained by reading

a register bit.

Given all these checks, there are three cases when the hardware can complete the check-

StoreBoth operation by performing the write without invoking the software. These three

cases are shown in the top three rows of Table 4.4.

The first row is the case when both objects are in NVM, the value object is not in the
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Conditions Action
Where is Base(Ha) Where is Va? Va in Va in In Taken
Base(Ha)? in FWD? FWD? TRANS? Xaction?

NVM - NVM - false false HW
DRAM false DRAM false - - HW
DRAM false NVM - - - HW
DRAM true - - DRAM - true - - SW: ①

NVM - DRAM NVM - - true - SW: ②

NVM - NVM - false true SW: ③

Table 4.4: Execution flows for stores. Empty boxes (-) can take any values.

TRANS bloom filter, and execution is not inside a Xaction. Since the value object is not

in the TRANS bloom filter, there is no need to wait. Further, since execution is not in a

Xaction, there is no need to log. Hence, checkStoreBoth performs a read and a persistent

write.

The second row is when both objects are in DRAM and not in the FWD bloom filter.

They are volatile, non-forwarding objects. checkStoreBoth simply performs a read and a

non-persistent write to the holder. There is no need to wait for any transitive closure or

perform any logging.

The third row is when the holder is a non-forwarding object in DRAM, and the value

object is in NVM. Since having a pointer from DRAM to NVM is always fine, checkStoreBoth

simply performs a read and a non-persistent write to the holder.

checkStoreH (CSH). This operation is like checkStoreBoth, except that it does not read

from a value object. Instead, it reads from a primitive type like an integer. Hence, check-

StoreH does not check anything related to any value object Va (Table 4.3).

As a result, checkStoreH can perform the operation in hardware under the same three cases

as checkStoreBoth (Table 4.4)— except that there is no check for Va conditions. Specifically,

checkStoreH performs the read and write and completes if (i) the holder is in NVM and

execution is not in a Xaction (first row) or (ii) the holder is a non-forwarding object in

DRAM (second and third rows).

checkLoad (CL). Since checkLoad is a read of the holder object, we only need to ensure

that the read gets the correct address. Hence the only checks performed are whether the

base of Ha is in NVM or DRAM, and whether the object is a forwarding one (Table 4.3).

There is no value object and no logging is ever needed.

Given these checks, there are two cases when checkLoad can perform the read and com-
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plete. They are the top two rows of Table 4.5. One is when the object is in NVM; the other

is when it is in DRAM and is not in the FWD bloom filter.

Conditions Action
Where is Base(Ha)? Base(Ha) in FWD? Taken

NVM - HW

DRAM false HW

DRAM true SW: ④

Table 4.5: Execution flows for loads.

4.5.4 Software Handlers

In all the other conditions not covered in Section 4.5.3, the hardware does not perform

the read or write. Instead, it invokes one of the following 4 software handlers.

Handlers for Writes. As can be seen in Table 4.4, there are three possible cases when

checkStoreBoth or checkStoreH invoke a software handler.

The first case, shown in Row 4, invokes handler ① when: (i) the holder object is in DRAM,

and (ii) the value or holder objects are in the FWD bloom filter (i.e., either one or both).

In this case, the software needs to check if indeed these objects are forwarding and, if so,

follow the forwarding pointer(s) to get to the correct object(s). Recall that a bloom filter can

produce false positives (but never false negatives). Hence, to be certain that the object(s)

are forwarding ones, the software needs to check the actual Forwarding bits in the headers

of the object(s)’ software structures.

Further, before performing the write, the software will have to wait until the completion

of any in-progress transitive closure processing that includes the value object, and will have

to create a log entry if execution is in a Xaction. After that, the software may perform a

persistent or a regular write.

We refer to handler ① as checkHandV, and show it in Algorithm 4.1. In Lines 2 and 4,

it checks the Forwarding bits of the holder and value objects, respectively, and follows the

forwarding links, if needed.

Then, CheckHandV determines if the holder object is persistent (i.e., it is in NVM or is

Forwarding) (Line 6). If it is not, the algorithm performs a non-persistent write (Line 21).

Otherwise, we need to check if the value object is persistent (Line 7) and, if it is not, make

it persistent (Line 10). It will not be persistent if either its virtual address is not in NVM

or it is part of an in-progress transitive closure processing. The latter condition is indicated
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Algorithm 4.1: Software handlers.

1 Function ① checkHandV(Ha, Va, Xaction):
2 Read H header & update Ha if needed // forwarding case;
3 if isObject(Va) then
4 Read V header & update Va if needed // forwarding case;
5 end
6 if isPersistent(H) then
7 if !isPersistent(V) then
8 // not in NVM or the Queued bit is set ;
9 // may wait until Queued is cleared ;

10 makeRecoverable(V);

11 end
12 if Xaction then
13 Write to log // includes a CLWB and sfence;
14 persistentWrite [Ha], Va // persistent program store;
15 // it includes CLWB but not sfence;

16 else
17 persistentWrite [Ha], Va // persistent program store;
18 // it includes CLWB and possibly also sfence;

19 end

20 else
21 store [Ha],Va // non-persistent program store
22 end

23 End Function
24 Function ② checkV(Ha, Va, Xaction):
25 Read V header & update Va if needed // forwarding case;
26 if !isPersistent(V) then
27 // not in NVM or the Queued bit is set ;
28 // may wait until Queued is cleared ;
29 makeRecoverable(V);

30 end
31 if Xaction then
32 Write to log // includes a CLWB and sfence;
33 persistentWrite [Ha], Va // persistent program store;
34 // it includes CLWB but not sfence;

35 else
36 persistentWrite [Ha], Va // persistent program store;
37 // it includes CLWB and possibly also sfence;

38 end

39 End Function
40 Function ③ logStore(Ha, Va, Xaction):
41 Write to log // includes a CLWB and sfence;
42 persistentWrite [Ha], Va // persistent program store;
43 // it includes CLWB but not sfence;

44 End Function
45 Function ④ loadCheck(Ha):
46 Read H header & update Ha if needed // forwarding case;
47 load [Ha];

48 End Function
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with the Queued bit set in the header of V. The makeRecoverable function (Line 10) will

make it persistent.

After that, if we are in a Xaction, the software creates a log entry and performs a write to

NVM. The instruction used, called persistentWrite, is discussed in Sec. 4.5.5. This flavor of

persistentWrite includes a CLWB but not an sfence, since we are inside a Xaction; we will

need an sfence at the end of the Xaction. If we are not in a Xaction, the software performs a

write to NVM. In this case, we use a persistentWrite flavor that includes a CLWB and also

possibly an sfence.

The second case when a software handler needs to be invoked is shown in Row 5 of

Table 4.4. In this case, we invoke handler ② when: (i) the holder object is in NVM, and

(ii) the value object is in DRAM (may or may not be a forwarding object), or in NVM and

its Queued bit is set (i.e., it is part of an in-progress transitive closure processing). Only

checkStoreBoth can invoke it.

We refer to handler ② as checkV in Algorithm 4.1. The flow is like CheckHandV except

that no check needs to be performed on the holder object. This is because the object is in

NVM.

Finally, the third case when a software handler needs to be invoked is Row 6 of Table 4.4.

This case invokes handler ③ when: (i) both holder and value objects are in NVM, (ii) the

value object’s Queued bit is clear, and (iii) we are in a Xaction.

This is a simple case. Handler ③, which we call logStore, is shown in Algorithm 4.1. The

handler creates a log entry and performs a store to NVM. Again, this write includes a CLWB

but no sfence.

Handlers for Reads. As can be seen in Table 4.5, there is one case when checkLoad needs

to invoke a software handler. It invokes handler ④ when the holder object is in DRAM

and in the FWD bloom filter. This means that the object may be forwarding. We refer to

handler ④ as loadCheck in Algorithm 4.1. The software checks the Forwarding bit in the

object’s header and, if set, follows the forwarding link (Line 46). Then, it reads the field.

4.5.5 Low-Overhead Persistent Write

A write to NVM can be expensive, since it is often followed by a CLWB, and sometimes

even by an sfence. Consider the worst case when all three operations need to take place

(Figure 4.2(a)). First, the write itself may have to bring the line from main memory, as it

loads it into an L1 cache in Dirty state (Steps ① to ④). The CLWB then needs to find a

copy of the line—which is likely to be in the L1 cache but may be in any cache in any state,
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if the line has been accessed by other cores since the above write. Once the line is found in a

cache, it is written to main memory and a copy is kept in that cache (Steps ⑤ to ⑥). Once

the acknowledgment of the CLWB completion reaches the originating core (Steps ⑦ to ⑧),

the sfence retires, allowing a subsequent write to be merged with the memory system. In

the worst case, the combined operations may require two round trips to memory.
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Figure 4.2: Conventional persistent write, CLWB, and sfence (a), and proposed advanced
persistentWrite flavor (b).

We propose a new instruction called persistentWrite that speeds-up a write to NVM.

persistentWrite has three flavors: one that simply performs a write; one that combines a

write with a CLWB; and one that combines a write with a CLWB and an sfence. The flavor

used depends on whether the write needs to be followed by CLWB and sfence operations. In

our discussion, we assume that the NVM can be written at a granularity finer than a cache

line [147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152].

The first flavor is a simple write. The third flavor is the one that improves performance

the most over the state of the art. The three operations (write, CLWB, and sfence) are

performed with at most one single round trip to memory (Figure 4.2(b)). Specifically, the

originating core’s persistentWrite operation first sends the update down the cache hierarchy

(Step ①). If the transaction finds a copy of the line, it is incorporated in the message. Once

the message reaches the directory, the directory is locked. If the directory indicates that the

line is in state Exclusive/Dirty in another cache, that line is recalled and the owner cache is

invalidated. In any case, all cached copies of the line are invalidated (except in the cache of
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the originating core, if it is there). Finally, the update—combined with the corresponding

cache line if the line was dirty in the cache hierarchy—is sent to NVM to persist (Step ②).

The NVM returns an acknowledgment, potentially with the updated line, to the directory

(Step ③) and then to the originating core (Step ④). The directory marks that core as having

the line in Exclusive state, and is unlocked. Once the core receives the acknowledgment, it

allows a subsequent write to proceed. The result is at most a single round trip to memory.

The flavor that combines the write and the CLWB proceeds in a similar manner.

In all cases, persistent writes from different cores are not ordered unless they access the

same cache line. In such case, the corresponding directory module serializes and orders them

based on arrival order.

Finally, the checkStoreBoth and checkStoreH operations also have the three flavors de-

scribed. The flavor used depends on whether the write, if it succeeds, needs to be followed

by CLWB and sfence operations.

4.6 P-INSPECT IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

4.6.1 Operation of the FWD Bloom Filter

As a program executes, threads insert the base addresses of forwarding objects into the

FWD filter. Recall from Section 4.5.1 that when the FWD filter fills to a certain threshold,

the system wakes up the PUT thread. In the background, PUT updates any pointers to

forwarding objects to point to the corresponding NVM objects, and clears the FWD filter.

To enable this operation, P-inspect uses two FWD bloom filters—call them red and

black. They have one extra bit called Active, which is set for the single FWD filter that is

currently being inserted to.

Suppose that the red FWD filter is currently the active one. When it fills up to the

threshold, PUT wakes up and toggles the Active bit in both FWD filters. PUT then performs

a sweep of the objects in the volatile heap, processing encountered pointers to forwarding

objects as discussed above. During this time, since the black FWD filter is now the active

one, all object insertions required by the program are performed on the black FWD filter.

However, object lookups are performed on both FWD filters. If an object is a member of

either of the two FWD filters it is considered a Forwarding object. When PUT finishes its

traversal, it clears the red FWD filter and goes back to sleep.

With this approach, PUT execution happens in the background, without stalling program

threads, and no filter information is ever lost. It is likely that PUT’s execution also updates

pointers to some forwarding objects that were inserted in the black FWD filter. Hence, the
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black FWD filter may now include some objects that are not forwarding anymore. This is

no problem since, at worse, this effect increases the number of false positives in the FWD

bloom filter.

4.6.2 Implementing the Bloom Filters

Each process has two FWD bloom filters, each with 2047 bits for the data and 1 bit

(the most significant one) for the Active bit. Hence, a FWD filter covers 4 cache lines in

a machine with 64-byte cache lines. The TRANS bloom filter only uses 512 bits, which is

1 cache line. Overall, the bloom filters for a process use 9 cache lines. For each filter, we

use two hash functions, H0 and H1. Each process has all of its bloom filters in memory in a

single page, at a fixed virtual address. The filters are accessible with virtual addresses.

The operations performed on the FWD bloom filters are shown in Table 4.6. The oper-

ations on the TRANS filter are fewer and simpler; we do not show them for simplicity. In

an Object Lookup, we take the object’s address and hash it using H0 and H1. Then, we read

the 2 FWD bloom filters and check for membership in them.

Operation What it Does

Object Lookup Check both FWD filters for address membership
Object Insert Insert address in the active FWD filter
Inactive FWD Zero-out the inactive FWD filter
Filter Clear
Change Active Toggle the active bit in both FWD filters
FWD Filter

Table 4.6: Operations performed on the FWD filters.

In an Object Insert, we hash the object’s address using H0 and H1 as before. Then, we

read the most-significant cache line of the two filters and identify which filter is the active

one. Finally, we read the three remaining lines of the active filter and set the appropriate

bits in the filter.

In an Inactive FWD Filter Clear, we read the most-significant line of the two filters and

identify the inactive filter. Then, we read the three remaining lines of the inactive filter

and clear the filter. Finally, in a Change Active FWD Filter operation, we read the most-

significant line of the two filters, and toggle the active bit in both.

P-inspect implements these operations in hardware. Specifically, P-inspect has a BFil-

ter FU functional unit that helps execute the instructions of Table 4.2. This functional unit
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knows the address and layout of the page of bloom filters, and the hash functions H0 and

H1. Given an address, it can perform H0 and H1 on it, and access the filters.

The left part of Figure 4.3 shows the P-inspect hardware in the core. In addition to

the BFilter FU functional unit with the two hash functions, there is a bit that indicates if

execution is inside a transaction, and the virtual addresses for: the bloom filter page, the

software handlers, and the base and limit of the persistent heap.

Core
Object Address

H0

H1

Xaction?

VA of bloom filter page

base
limit

VAs of 
Persistent Heap

L1 Tag and 
Data Array

L1 Cache

L1 Cache Controller

BFilter_FU
BFilter_BufferSW handlers addr

BFilter_Base_Addr

Figure 4.3: Implementation of the P-inspect architecture.

The operations in Table 4.6 are implemented as follows. An Object Lookup is performed

in hardware, as part of the checkStoreBoth, checkStoreH, and checkLoad operations. The

lookup uses the BFilter FU functional unit, and is fully overlapped with the store or load.

An Object Insert is performed by the runtime executing the insertBFFWD or insertBFTRANS

operations in Table 4.2 for the FWD or TRANS filter, respectively. An Inactive FWD Filter

Clear is performed by the PUT thread executing the clearBFFWD operation in Table 4.2 when

it has completed its operations on the volatile heap. Similarly, the TRANS filter is cleared by

a thread executing the clearBFTRANS operation in Table 4.2 when it has completed processing

a transitive closure. Finally, the Change Active FWD Filter operation is performed by the

PUT thread when it wakes up.

4.6.3 Keeping Bloom Filter Data Coherent

In a multithreaded program running on a multiprocessor, we need to ensure the coherence

of the bloom filter data across cores. To understand the problem, recall that while Object

Lookup is a read-only operation, the other three operations (Object Insert, Inactive FWD

Filter Clear, and Change Active FWD Filter) are read-write operations that need to be

performed atomically. Note that insertBFTRANS and clearBFTRANS also include write oper-

ations. However, as we will see, the read-only Object Lookup operation is on average over
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one million times more frequent than the operations that involve writes. We want to keep

the former fast.

To keep bloom filter data coherent, a simple approach is to use the protection bits in the

TLB for the bloom filter page. Specifically, when a thread wants to perform a read-write

operation, it sets the owner bit in its TLB entry and invalidates the TLB entry from the

TLBs of the other cores. Unfortunately, this approach is too slow, as it involves the OS.

A faster approach, used by P-inspect, is to use the cache coherence protocol to maintain

the coherence of bloom filter data. To understand the approach, assume a single bloom filter

that spans a single cache line. When performing an object lookup, the hardware requests

the cache line in Shared state. When performing the other operations, the hardware requests

the line in Exclusive state. In this case, when the cache obtains the line, the cache refuses

any incoming transaction to the line (i.e., it locks it) until all the local reads and writes to

the bloom filter are done. Then, it unlocks the line.

A difficulty with this approach is that the bloom filters in P-inspect span 9 contiguous

cache lines. In effect, we would like the coherence protocol to operate on these lines as if

they were “glued” together—i.e., all 9 lines should be fetched at a time, and all 9 kept in

the cache at a time.

To solve this problem, P-inspect augments the L1 cache controller with a register that

contains the address of the bloom filter lines used by the currently-executing process. Since

these 9 lines are contiguous, the register only keeps the base address. We call it the BFil-

ter Base Addr register. In addition, the controller has a small buffer that has space for the

9 lines of bloom filter data. We call this buffer the BFilter Buffer, and its lines are visible to

the cache coherence protocol. These components are shown in the right part of Figure 4.3.

In an Object Lookup operation, as the BFilter FU functional unit requests the bloom

filter lines, the cache controller attempts to read all 9 lines into the BFilter Buffer in Shared

state. If, as it reads lines, some get invalidated by writes from other cores, it retries the

read. When all 9 lines are obtained, they are read by the BFilter FU.

In the bloom-filter operations that involve read-write accesses, we use the most significant

line of the red FWD bloom filter as the Seed. This means that, as the BFilter FU functional

unit requests the bloom filter lines in Exclusive state, the cache controller attempts to obtain

the Seed cache line in Exclusive state first. Once it attains it, it locks it in the BFilter Buffer

and proceeds to obtain the remaining lines in the BFilter Buffer in Exclusive state. These

lines are also locked. Once all the lines are present, they are read by the BFilter FU, which

performs the read-write operations. After that, the lines are unlocked and accept external

requests. Since obtaining the Seed cache line in Exclusive state serializes all the other

operations, there is no data incoherence or deadlock.
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With this design, at a context switch, the OS simply writes back the dirty lines in the

BFilter Buffer, invalidates the BFilter Buffer lines, and updates the BFilter Base Addr reg-

ister with the base address of the bloom filters for the new process. The lines with the bloom

filter data of the new process will be brought into the BFilter Buffer on demand.

4.7 RELATION TO FAILURE RECOVERY

If an NVM system is to recover from failures, it needs software that performs operations

such as undo/redo logging or checkpointing. Such software has to be aware of the memory

persistency model [104] used by the system, since the memory persistency model determines

when, after persistent objects are written, will the updates reach NVM.

A persistence by reachability framework such as P-inspect does not impact failure re-

covery. The framework’s goal is to simplify the programmer’s job by performing two main

tasks automatically: (i) ensure that objects that need to be persistent are moved from

volatile memory to NVM at the right time, and (ii) ensure that the updates to such ob-

jects are marked as being persistent—and therefore are accompanied by the correct CLWB

and sfence instructions. The actual CLWB and sfence instructions added with the updates

depend on the memory persistency model used by the system. Hence, the persistence by

reachability framework is cognizant of the persistency model used; at no point, however, it

affects or needs to know about the failure recovery algorithms.

A related issue is that prior literature has proposed per-core buffers that buffer stores

destined for NVM [105]. Then, there is hardware that optimizes the write back of these

stores to NVM to improve performance. One concern in this environment is to honor all inter-

thread persistence dependencies. Once again, these hardware optimizations are orthogonal

to the persistence by reachability framework. The latter simply ensures that the updates

to the buffers are performed transparently to the programmer, efficiently, and following the

memory persistency model used.

4.8 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Modeled Architecture and Infrastructure. We use cycle-level simulations to model

a server architecture with 8 cores and a main memory of 32 GBs of NVM and 32 GBs

of DRAM. The main architecture parameters are shown in Table 4.7. We integrate the

Simics full-system simulator [60] with the SST [61] framework and the DRAMSim2 [63]

memory simulator. To model NVM, we modified the DRAMSim2 timing parameters as
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shown in Table 4.7, and disabled refreshes. We use Intel SAE [66] on top of Simics for OS

instrumentation, the Synopsys Design Compiler [153] to evaluate the RTL implementation

of CRC hash functions, and CACTI [120] for the area and energy analysis of the hardware

structures at 22nm.

For the runtime system, we use the most recent version of the AutoPersist framework [23].

AutoPersist is built within the Maxine Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [154]. In addition, to

perform a lengthy analysis of the behavior of the architecture, we use Pin [155]. We augment

the Java compiler and runtime to communicate the required information to our simulation

infrastructure, both to Simics and Pin.

Processor Parameters

Multicore chip 8 OoO cores, 2GHz, 2 issue (and 4 issue)
Ld-St queue; ROB 92 entries; 192 entries
Cache Line Size 64 bytes
DL1 cache 32KB, 8-way, 2-cycle access latency
L2 cache 256KB, 8-way, 8-cycle data, 2-cycle tag lat.
L3 cache 1MB/core, 16-way,

22-cycle data, 4-cycle tag latency
Cache coherence MESI protocol
L1 TLB 64 entries, 4-way, 2-cycle latency
L2 TLB 1024 entries, 12-way, 10-cycle latency

Bloom Filter Parameters and Analysis

Size FWD: 2047 bits; TRANS: 512 bits
Hash function CRC; 2-cycle latency; Area: 1.9 ∗ 10−3mm2;

Dyn. energy: 0.98pJ ; Leak. power: 0.1mW
Call to PUT When 30% of FWD bloom filter bits are set
BFilter Buffer Area: 0.023mm2; Leakage power: 1.9mW ;

Rd/Wr energy per access: 12.8/13.1pJ
Lookup access overlaps with ld/st (2 cycles)

Main-Memory Parameters

Channels; Banks DRAM: 2; 8 NVM: 2; 8
tCAS-tRCD-tRAS DRAM: 11-11-28; NVM: 11-58-80
tRP ,tWR DRAM: 11,12 NVM: 11,180
Freq; Bus width 1GHz DDR; 64 bits per channel

Host and Runtime System Parameters

Host OS; Runtime Ubuntu Server 16.04; Maxine JVM 2.0.5

Table 4.7: Architectural parameters used for evaluation.

Configurations. We compare four different designs.

Baseline: It uses the unmodified AutoPersist [23], a Java programming framework that
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provides persistence by reachability. AutoPersist performs all the runtime checks and object

moves.

P-INSPECT--: AutoPersist plus our proposed P-inspect hardware to perform the

required checks for loads and stores, but does not include the optimization for speeding-up

persistent writes (Section 4.5.5).

P-INSPECT: AutoPersist plus the complete P-inspect design, including the optimiza-

tion for persistent writes.

Ideal-R: AutoPersist without all the checks and object moves required to implement per-

sistence by reachability. It is an ideal runtime where the user identified all persistent objects.

It does not include the persistent write optimization.

Workloads. We do experiments on a key-value store using different backends, and also on

several kernel applications.

Key-Value Store: We implement a persistent version of a key-value store by modifying

QuickCached [156] to use the AutoPersist framework to persist its internal key-values. For

our evaluation, we use four different, commonly used backends: (i) pTree uses a Java

implementation of the IntelKV B+ tree [157] and persists both all inner and leaf nodes;

(ii) HpTree uses the same data structure as pTree, but it is a hybrid design that only

persists the leaf nodes of the tree, similar to IntelKV; (iii) hashmap uses a HashMap data

structure for its internal storage; and (iv) pmap uses the Map implementation from the

Java PCollections library [158].

To evaluate the performance of our key-value stores we use the Yahoo! Cloud Serving

Benchmark (YCSB) [159]. This benchmark suite is commonly used for the evaluation of

cloud storage services. We populate our key-value stores to a memory footprint of 12.5GB

for pTree and HpTree, 12.4GB for hashmap, and 12.8GB for pmap. In our evaluation, we

run three of the YCSB workloads: (i) the write-intensive workload A, (ii) the read-intensive

workload B, and (iii) workload D, which is both read intensive and also inserts new values

into the data structures.

Kernel Applications: These are several kernels that perform a collection of read, write,

insert, and delete operations on persistent data structures. In total, we use six different kernel

applications: (i) ArrayList is a persistent version of the Java ArrayList; (ii) ArrayListX

is identical to the previous kernel, but uses transactions to perform in-place insertions and

deletions; (iii) LinkedList is a doubly linked list implementation; (iv) HashMap is a

HashMap implementation; (v) BTree is a B-tree implementation; and (vi) BPlusTree is

a B+ tree implementation. We populate the kernel applications with one million elements

before simulation.

Simulation Methodology. We perform two types of simulations. One is architectural
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simulations to evaluate performance using a cycle-level simulator. The other is behavioral

simulations using Pin to characterize the behavior of applications and bloom filters over long

execution intervals.

For the detailed architectural simulations, we perform full-system simulations. We warm-

up the architectural state by running, per core, 200M instructions before simulating 1B

instructions. For the behavioral simulations, we run hundreds of billions of instructions with

Pin.

4.9 EVALUATION

4.9.1 Architectural Evaluation

The goal of P-inspect is to minimize the overheads of programmable NVM frameworks.

P-inspect targets two main sources of overhead in such frameworks: (i) the runtime checks

that need to be performed on the objects to determine their state, and (ii) the cost of the

persistent write operations. In this section, we consider these overheads.

Figure 4.4 shows the instruction count of the kernels for the different configurations. The

count is normalized to that of the baseline configuration. We see that P-inspect-- and P-

inspect greatly reduce the number of instructions executed across the board. On average,

they reduce the number of instructions by 46%. Kernels that have a larger number of stores

like ArrayList attain higher instruction reductions than those that are more read-intensive

like BTree. Recall that stores require more checks.
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Figure 4.4: Instruction count of the kernel applications.

The figure also shows that P-inspect-- and P-inspect have approximately the same
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instruction count. P-inspect can reduce the number of executed instructions slightly more,

because of the persistent write optimization that can combine the write, the clwb and the

sfence into a single instruction. Further, they are fairly close to the Ideal-R configuration,

which achieves an average 54% reduction.

Figure 4.5 shows the total execution time of the kernels. The figure is organized as

Figure 4.4, except that we have broken down the baseline bar into time to perform: (i)

the checks (baseline.ck), (ii) the persistent writes, approximately (baseline.wr), (iii) the

persistency by reachability runtime operations such as logging and copying objects between

DRAM and NVM (baseline.rn), and (iv) the rest (baseline.op). Baseline.op corresponds to

a true ideal system with no persistency by reachability and (unlike Ideal-R) no NVM.
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Figure 4.5: Execution time of the kernel applications.

We see that, in the baseline, the checking overhead is substantial, while the persistent

write overhead is sometimes significant, and the runtime overhead is only significant when

there is logging (ArrayListX). Both P-inspect-- and P-inspect deliver significant speed-

ups. On average, they are 24% and 32% faster than baseline, respectively. The speed-ups,

of course, are smaller than the instruction count reductions. However, the trends are largely

similar.

We see a difference between P-inspect-- and P-inspect for some applications. Although

these two configurations have similar instruction counts in Figure 4.4, P-inspect has a

lower execution time for applications that have many persistent writes, like ArrayList and

HashMap. This is especially the case when these writes miss in the cache hierarchy. In this

case, thanks to our design, combining a write with a CLWB and an sfence has a substantial

performance impact.

Finally, the average speed-up of P-inspect is very close to that of Ideal-R, which reduces
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execution time by 33%. In some cases, P-inspect is even faster than Ideal-R. The reason

is that P-inspect includes the persistent write optimization of Section 4.5.5, while Ideal-R

does not.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the instruction count and the execution time, respectively, for

the key-value stores. The figures are organized as the previous ones. In general, the trends

for instruction reduction and execution time reduction are like for kernels, except that the

improvements are relatively smaller. This is because these workloads perform relatively more

non-memory access instructions than the kernels.
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Figure 4.6: Instruction count of the YCSB workloads.
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Figure 4.7: Execution time of the YCSB workloads.

From Figure 4.6, we see that, on average, P-inspect reduces the executed instructions

by 26%. The same reduction is obtained by P-inspect--. This reduction is close to the

31% reduction attained by Ideal-R. The instruction reduction is larger in the write-heavy
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workload A than in the other workloads. This is because writes are more check-intensive.

In hashmap-A the reduction reaches 50%.

Figure 4.7 shows that, on average, P-inspect-- and P-inspect reduce the execution-

time of the key-value stores by 14% and 16%, respectively, relative to baseline. These are

substantial reductions for real-world workloads. Note that Ideal-R delivers a 17% reduction

in execution time, which is only 1 percentage point more than P-inspect. Hence, the

P-inspect hardware effectively hides the overhead of persistence by reachability. Further,

for some persistent write intensive workloads such as hashmap-A, P-inspect is faster than

Ideal-R.

Figure 4.7 breaks down the execution time of the applications in baseline like in Figure 4.5.

We see that, as in Figure 4.5, the checking overhead is the most dominant one.

To get another insight into the benefit of accelerating persistent writes, we have isolated

the persistent writes within all the applications, and added-up the total time it takes for

them to complete (i.e., we do not consider any overlapping with other instructions). We

compare the time it takes to execute the separate write, CLWB, and sfence instructions

against when the instructions are combined in a persistentWrite P-inspect operation. This

metric ignores any overlap that these instructions may have with any other instruction.

We find that our persistentWrite operations that combine writes, CLWBs, and sfences

take, on average, 15% less time than the instructions separated. In fact, for ArrayList, the

reduction is 41%.

4.9.2 Bloom Filter Evaluation

We now characterize the behavior of P-inspect and its bloom filters over long execution

runs using Pin. The TRANS bloom filter is cleared often, when the processing of a transitive

closure completes. Because of that, we find that the TRANS bloom filter has a false positive

rate close to zero. Hence, we do not consider it further.

The FWD bloom filter is cleared less frequently, by the PUT thread. PUT is woken up

when FWD has over 30% of its bits set. We find that, on average, 357 forwarding objects

are inserted in FWD before this threshold is reached. Our experiments also show that the

average false positive rate of FWD across all the benchmarks is 2.7%. However, the actual

rate of calling a software handler because of a false positive is less than 1%. This is because,

in many scenarios, the outcome of the FWD check does not determine whether to call a

software handler (Tables 4.4 and 4.5).

To characterize FWD, we run all the applications with the same configuration parameters

as before, but with the ratio of operations of the YCSB workloadd: 5% of inserts and 95%
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reads. We collect 50 samples per application and report the mean. Table 4.8 shows the

results for each application.

Applic. # Inst. # FWD Avg. PUT
between checks per FWD instr.
PUT calls insert occup.
(mill.) (thous.)

ArrayList 26,326 3,006.0 14.5% 0.0%
LinkedList 3,175 163.5 15.9% 0.2%
ArrayListX 43,778 4,937.4 15.8% 0.0%
HashMap 928 134.8 15.9% 1.6%
BTree 237 10.4 15.9% 6.5%

BPlusTree 45,367 3,201.0 15.9% 0.0%
pTree-D 478 22.4 16.0% 3.6%
HpTree-D 426 11.1 15.8% 3.8%
hashmap-D 969 85.2 16.1% 1.8%
pmap-D 92 1.9 15.9% 18.4%
Average 12,177 1,157.4 15.8% 3.6%

Table 4.8: Characterization of the FWD bloom filter.

Column 2 shows the number of instructions executed between invocations of the PUT. We

see that this number ranges from 92 million to 45 billion. Generally, PUT is invoked rarely.

Column 3 shows the number of FWD checks divided by the number of FWD insertions. We

see that FWD reads are much more frequent than writes: on average, we have 1.15 million

reads per write. Column 4 shows the average FWD occupancy. We take a sample every

time that the program performs a FWD lookup. We see that this number is low. Its range

is 14-16%. Column 5 shows the additional instructions executed by the PUT relative to the

application instructions. On average, we see that the PUT overhead is very small.

The net effect of these measurements is that the PUT does not need to be frequently

invoked for the FWD to exhibit a low false positive rate. Moreover, the results show that

bloom filters are a low cost hardware mechanism that is very effective to handle object checks

accurately.

Finally, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the size of FWD. The goal is to show how the

FWD size affects the frequency of calling the PUT. Figure 4.8 shows the normalized number

of instructions between PUT invocations for FWD sizes ranging from 511 bits to 4095 bits.

We use the same target occupancy as before. Instruction counts for each application are

normalized to the 2047-bit case. The numbers on the bars are the % increase in instruction
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count due to PUT.
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Figure 4.8: Normalized number of instructions between PUT invocations for different FWD
sizes. The numbers on the bars are the % increase in instruction count due to PUT.

We see there is an almost linear relationship between the FWD size and the frequency of

PUT invocations to clear the FWD. There is a tradeoff between FWD size and frequency of

PUT invocation. Our 2047-bit design is a good design point.

4.9.3 Other Evaluation

To gain more insight into P-inspect, we perform two additional experiments. In the first

one, we measure, for each application, the percentage of accesses to NVM addresses and

the reduction in execution time of P-inspect over baseline. Table 4.9 shows the results.

We see that both metrics are broadly correlated. There are some cases, however, where the

execution time reductions are higher than expected from the fraction of NVM accesses. This

effect is due to a higher fraction of persistent writes that miss in the caches, and benefit

from our persistentWrite optimization.

In a second experiment, we re-run our evaluation with 4-issue (rather than 2-issue) cores.

The average speed-ups of P-INSPECT--, P-INSPECT and Ideal-R over baseline are 23%,

31% and 33% for the kernels, and 14%, 16% and 17% for the workloads, respectively. These

numbers are practically the same as for 2-issue. The reason is twofold. First, all the environ-

ments become faster (including baseline and P-INSPECT); second, the long-latency NVM

accesses stall the pipeline for both issue width designs.
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Application NVM accesses Execution Time
Reduction

ArrayList 13.3% 37.4%
LinkedList 6.4% 15.6%
ArrayListX 14.8% 55.9%
HashMap 8.3% 37.7%
BTree 6.3% 16.2%
BPlusTree 11.3% 24.4%
pTree-D 6.1% 12.8%
HpTree-D 2.8% 12.7%
hashmap-D 7.2% 20.5%
pmap-D 1.0% 9.9%

Table 4.9: Application NVM accesses and reduction in execution time.

4.10 RELATED WORK

System Support for NVM. The systems and storage communities have proposed many

systems and frameworks to assist NVM integration. Besides the programming frameworks of

Section 4.2, researchers have proposed to redesign the software systems. Examples include

BPFS [19], NOVA [160, 161, 162, 163], Aerie [164] and PMFS [165]. These systems have

different ordering and consistency attributes, and they handle their metadata information

differently, but all aim for high performance NVM accesses in hybrid memory.

Hardware Optimizations for NVM. Many works provide hardware optimizations for

NVM operations. In general, their goal is to reduce the overhead of persistent writes, ei-

ther by introducing new persistency models [15, 104], or by removing persistent writes from

critical paths and minimizing logging overheads [12, 105, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172,

173, 174]. As NVM normally relies on transactions for memory persistency, most of the

optimizations focus on reducing the persistency overhead by relaxing the persistence order.

For instance, WHISPER [12] proposes high-level ISA primitives to decouple ordering from

durability. Other works propose hardware to optimize different aspects of NVM memories:

efficient checkpointing [175, 176], improved NVM encryption operations [177, 178, 179, 180],

and persistent object translation to accelerate the process of identifying the addresses of

persistent objects [181, 182]. There is no work that proposes hardware techniques for sup-

porting programmable NVM frameworks per se. These proposals are orthogonal to our work

and, in fact, many can be combined with our work.

Recognizing Object State. Persistence by reachability requires dynamic fine-grain state
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information about each individual object. Existing hardware cannot provide the informa-

tion needed or as fast as it is needed. For instance, bounds checking hardware [140] cannot

be used to find out conditions such as whether an object is a Forwarding one or whether

its Transitive Closure is being processed (Table 4.1). On the other hand, ARM’s Mem-

ory Tagging Extension (MTE) [141], SPARC’s Application Data Integrity (ADI) [183] or

CHERI [142, 143] could be used for fine-grain identification. These proposals tag memory

locations with bits that identify their state. However, these approaches are too slow for pro-

duction code. As documented in [142, 184], MTE’s, ADI’s, and CHERI’s precise exception

mode introduces significant performance overheads. Since the hardware first needs to fetch

the state (tag or capabilities) of the memory location and check if a precise exception needs

to be raised, the original operation can only be performed after this load and check. In P-

inspect, this overhead does not exist. By using bloom-filter hardware checks, P-inspect

removes the loading of state from the execution’s critical path.

4.11 CONCLUSION

To attain both user-friendly and high-performance NVM frameworks, this chapter in-

troduced P-inspect, the first hardware architecture targeted to speeding-up persistence

by reachability. In P-inspect, reads/writes leverage bloom-filter hardware to check some

key states of the data accessed. Typically, no special action is needed and the read/write

completes normally. Otherwise, a runtime software handler is invoked. P-inspect retains

programmability and eliminates most of the execution overhead. For a set of workloads, it

reduces the number of instructions executed by 26%, and the application execution time by

16%, delivering similar performance to that of an ideal runtime.
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CHAPTER 5: DISTRIBUTED DATA PERSISTENCY

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, distributed storage systems such as key-value stores and transac-

tional databases have become a core component of the cloud infrastructure [185, 186, 187,

188, 189, 190]. To meet ever-increasing performance requirements, these distributed appli-

cations typically avoid frequent accesses to slow storage devices such as solid-state drives

(SSDs). This is because an access to such devices can take tens of microseconds. Instead,

many applications store data in main memory and provide fault tolerance by making replicas

(i.e., copies) of variables in other nodes’ memories.

These replicas are managed by the runtime system using a data consistency model. There

are many different consistency models in use [191], which differ in their strength. Strong

consistency models strive to ensure that reading different replicas in different nodes returns

similar, largely up-to-date versions of the variable. In contrast, weak models permit reads to

different replicas to return inconsistent, sometimes stale versions. Commercial applications

support a variety of models—e.g., Apache’s ZooKeeper [192, 193] supports the strong Lin-

earizable consistency, while Google’s Bigtable [188] provides the weak Eventual consistency.

Unfortunately, due to the reduced support for data durability in these environments,

distributed applications can suffer from data loss or slow data recovery. For example, a

Facebook key-value store cluster needs hours to recover using remote data replicas, and days

to recover using a backend storage [194, 195]. To make matters worse, a failure of the entire

system can cause the permanent loss of in-memory state [26, 194].

The recent arrival of non-volatile memory (NVM) [1, 2, 6] offers a promising approach to

help distributed applications attain both high performance and data persistence. Indeed,

NVM can provide data durability in about 100-400 ns [7, 40, 196]. This is faster than

a network round trip in data centers with high-performance interconnects such as Infini-

Band [197, 198, 199, 200, 201].

To facilitate the use of NVM, researchers have developed a framework of data persistency

models for a single machine with hardware-managed cache hierarchies (e.g., [104, 202]).

These models vary in how eagerly they persist writes to NVM. For example, Strict persistency

requires that a variable be persisted as soon as it is updated, while Epoch persistency only

requires that updated variables be persisted at certain program locations.

As we use NVM in distributed applications, we have to carefully manage both the consis-

tency and the persistency of the data. Although distributed data consistency has been well
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studied (e.g., [185, 191, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209]), it has almost always been used

in systems which, at best, use slow storage devices for durability [26, 27, 28]. Hence, it is

unclear how to best incorporate the NVM memory persistency models into these data con-

sistency frameworks. In fact, it is unclear how these two classes of models interact with each

other, and how their combination impacts data durability, performance, and programmer

intuition in applications.

This chapter addresses these limitations. We introduce the concept of Distributed Data

Persistency (DDP) model, which is the binding of the memory persistency model with the

data consistency model in a distributed system. To reason about the interaction between

data consistency and memory persistency, we use the concepts of Visibility Point and Dura-

bility Point of an update. The former is when the update is visible for consumption, and is

specified by the consistency model; the latter is when the update is durable, and is specified

by the persistency model.

To understand the tradeoffs, we consider five consistency models (Linearizable, Read-

Enforced, Transactional, Causal, and Eventual), and five persistency models (Synchronous,

Strict, Read-Enforced, Scope, and Eventual), pair-wise combine them, and design a low-

latency distributed protocol for each of the resulting DDP models. Using these protocols,

we investigate the trade-offs that DDP models offer in terms of performance, durability,

intuition provided to the programmer, programmability, and implementability.

Our analysis shows that different DDPmodels deliver substantially different performance—

e.g., one model delivers a 3.3x higher throughput than another for 100 clients. However, any

fair comparison between the models has to consider other dimensions as well, such as dura-

bility and intuitiveness. In our analysis, we find that, typically, latency-sensitive applications

that can tolerate some data staleness work best with DDP models that combine weak consis-

tency with strong persistency. On the other hand, consistency-sensitive applications benefit

from stricter consistency and relaxed persistency. For a broad class of applications, an in-

termediate model that combines Causal consistency with Synchronous persistency appears

to be a good choice.

Overall, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• The concept of Distributed Data Persistency (DDP) model, which integrates a memory

persistency model with a data consistency model in distributed systems. To reason about

DDPs, we use the interaction between the Visibility and Durability points of an update.

• The design of novel, low-latency distributed protocols for many DDP models. These pro-

tocols are tailored to contemporary hardware, which provides low-latency, high-bandwidth

network and storage through RDMA and NVM.
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• A thorough trade-off comparison of different DDP models, in terms of performance, dura-

bility, intuitiveness, programmability, and implementability.

• A performance evaluation of different DDP models using distributed applications.

5.2 BACKGROUND

5.2.1 Data Consistency Models

To provide fault tolerance and performance, distributed computing applications replicate

variables in the volatile memory hierarchy of multiple nodes. The replicas of a variable in

different nodes may be read and updated concurrently by different processes. The consistency

model of a system defines the requirements and guarantees of what data values can processes

read. Many consistency models exist, as described in the distributed-computing literature

(e.g. [191, 207, 208, 209]). Typically, there is a performance vs. data staleness trade-off:

strict models require writes to update the replicas very soon, while weaker models sacrifice

this requirement for higher performance. Next, we describe several models.

Linearizable Consistency or Linearizability. Linearizable consistency is the strongest

consistency model for distributed systems. It requires that all writes to all variables be seen

by all processes in the same order and, additionally, that all reads and writes be ordered

by their timestamps [191, 210, 211]. This model is highly intuitive but may deliver low

performance.

Causal Consistency. In this model, accesses are partially ordered according to the

happens-before relationship. Specifically, two accesses within the same thread are ordered

based on program order. Moreover, a read from a thread that obtains a value written

by a write from another thread is ordered after the write. Further, this relation is built

transitively. In this model, a thread can observe a write w only after it observes every

previous write in w’s happens-before history. Note that writes do not need to be applied

instantly and, therefore, reads can return stale values. Replicas only need to reflect causally-

related writes in order.

Eventual Consistency. In this model, writes are propagated lazily. The model only

guarantees that all the replicas will eventually see all the writes. This model provides very

weak consistency guarantees, and processes might read unexpected values. However, it offers

great performance.

Transactional Consistency. Many contemporary databases organize their operations in

transactions (Xactions). While different variations of this model exist, this chapter uses a
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simple one. The writes in a Xaction only need to be propagated to all the replicas by the

end of the Xaction. If the Xaction fails, none of the updates are performed. Moreover, the

operations within a Xaction can only see the effects of other Xactions that have completed

prior to it.

Read-Enforced Consistency. In this chapter, we introduce this new model, which is

slightly weaker than Linearizable consistency. It is inspired by the Read-Enforced durability

of Ganesan et al. [26]. In this model, a write only needs to be visible to all the replicas at the

point when a subsequent read tries to read any of the replicas. Compared to linearizability,

this model allows faster completion of writes at the potential expense of delaying reads.

Current systems support most of these models, although linearizability is often eschewed

for performance reasons. The availability and performance of Causal consistency make it an

attractive choice for many applications [191, 207, 209, 212], such as online services. Eventual

consistency is one of the most widely deployed [186, 191, 213] because of its performance.

5.2.2 Memory Persistency Models

The availability of NVM has led to the creation of multiple memory persistency models for

single-server platforms. These models differ in how eagerly writes are persisted to NVM [104].

The models range from a strict one, where a write is immediately persisted to NVM, to

relaxed ones, where writes are persisted lazily under certain conditions. These models need

to be adapted to work in a distributed system, where nodes use asynchronous messages to

coordinate.

In this chapter, we build on these models and on more traditional durability protocols that

distributed systems have used to persist data to SSDs (e.g., [26, 27, 28]). In this section, we

describe several persistency models.

Synchronous Persistency. In this chapter, we introduce this new model as the adapta-

tion of the Strict memory persistency model from single-server systems [104] to distributed

systems. In this model, when a replica is updated in volatile memory, it is immediately

persisted to NVM. This model is strict, but the time of the persist depends on when the

replica is updated, which in turn depends on the data consistency model of the system. For

this reason, we call it Synchronous. It is the most intuitive model.

Read-Enforced Persistency. This model was introduced by Ganesan et al. [26]. It

is more relaxed than Synchronous. Replicas do not need to be persisted when they are

updated. Instead, the requirement is that all the updated replicas are persisted before any

of them is read. This model guarantees that any value that has been read is also recoverable.

However, there is no guarantee for updates that have not yet been read by processes—such
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updates may be lost in a crash or program failure.

Eventual Persistency. In the Eventual persistency model, persist operations are per-

formed lazily. They happen whenever it is possible, without any concern about the order of

persists. No other guarantees are provided. In case of a volatile storage failure, an arbitrary

number of updates may be lost.

Scope Persistency. In the context of NVM persistence, there are proposals that persist

a set of writes as a group. They include Strand [104, 202] and Epoch persistency [104,

214]. In this chapter, we propose a generalized approach where writes belong to Scopes—a

concept reminiscent of Fence Scoping [215]. Every write is augmented with a Scope ID, and

the application can invoke a Persist on a given Scope ID. Writes can be persisted in the

background, but the model guarantees that all the writes in a scope are persisted by the

time the Persist call for that scope terminates. The scopes in a program may be totally

ordered, partially ordered, or not ordered at all, based on their Scope IDs. In our design,

we use total order within a process and no order across processes. In all cases, if there is a

volatile storage failure, the state of all the completed scopes is recovered, and that of those

partially executed is discarded.

Strict Persistency. This is the strictest model. It dictates that a write should be persisted

in the NVM of all the replica nodes by the time the write completes—possibly even before

the replicas in the volatile memories of the replica nodes receive the update[216, 217]. On a

failure of volatile storage, no update is lost. This model is relatively less interesting because

of its high strictness.

Most existing systems use a persistency model close to Eventual persistency. This is

because they value performance and do not want to pay the cost of persisting to SSDs or disks

in the critical path. Some systems such as Redis [218] give the user a choice of models, ranging

from Eventual-like to more strict. Some systems provide Synchronous-like persistency, such

as LogCabin [219]. Read-enforced persistency has been recently proposed [26] and, to our

knowledge, it is not used yet.

5.3 MOTIVATION: IMPACT OF CONSISTENCY AND PERSISTENCY MODELS

To motivate the importance of understanding how consistency and persistency interact, we

perform a simple experiment. We take the Odyssey system [220] and implement a strict en-

vironment where both writes to volatile replicas and persists to NVM happen synchronously

(i.e., a client’s write does not return to the client until all replicas are updated and per-

sisted). We then repeat the experiments without synchronously persisting to NVM, but still

updating the volatile replicas in the critical path before returning to the client. Finally, we
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repeat the experiments without persisting to NVM or updating the volatile replicas before

returning to the client. For all these experiments, we use a 3-node cluster, and every variable

is replicated in all nodes. Each node has 24 Xeon E5-2687W cores, and connects to other

nodes with Mellanox ConnectX-4 NICs that perform RDMA over Infiniband. The nodes

run client threads issuing write requests and worker threads processing requests. These

threads execute on separate cores. Table 5.1 shows the relative throughput of the three

environments.

Volatile Updates NVM Updates Normalized
in Critical Path? in Critical Path? Throughput

Yes Yes 1
Yes No 1.32
No No 4.08

Table 5.1: Relative throughput of three environments.

As can be seen from Table 5.1, the throughput (normalized to the first environment)

is significantly different. A relaxed environment that completes writes locally without up-

dating or persisting replicas delivers a 4x higher throughput. Given the large number of

consistency and persistency models, we need to develop a framework to examine the inter-

actions between consistency and persistency models, and investigate the tradeoffs between

the different combinations. These are the goals of the rest of the chapter.

Note that writing correct protocols for distributed systems is complex. For example,

the Hermes distributed consistency protocol [204, 221] is 16K lines of code (LOC), and

ZooKeeper [192, 193, 222] is 294K LOC. Hence, it is important to understand how con-

sistency and persistency interact and how to systematically design protocols to support

combinations of them.

5.4 INTEGRATING PERSISTENCY AND CONSISTENCY IN DISTRIBUTED
SYSTEMS

We propose to bind memory persistency models with data consistency models in dis-

tributed platforms, creating what we call Distributed Data Persistency (DDP) models. To

understand our approach, consider a distributed computer (e.g., a datacenter) where each

node has a volatile memory hierarchy and some NVM. This is the architecture we will use

in this chapter. Figure 5.1 shows two nodes of such a platform.

When an application such as a key-value store or a database runs on this platform, the
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Figure 5.1: Distributed computer with NVM.

runtime typically makes copies of keys (or records) in the volatile memory hierarchy of

multiple nodes—e.g., there are N replicas of every key. With today’s Data Direct I/O

(DDIO) technology [223, 224], the hardware makes the copies in the Last Level Caches

(LLC) of the nodes. Such replication is performed for fault tolerance and performance, and

may be later followed by the persistence to durable storage—NVM in our case.

In such a system, we decouple data consistency models from memory persistency models

by using the concepts of visibility and durability. The consistency model is concerned with

when to propagate the update of a key to the key’s replicas in the volatile hierarchies of

nodes; the persistency model is concerned with when to persist the update to the NVMs of

nodes. To be specific:

The consistency model defines the Visibility Point (VP). The VP of an update with re-

spect to a node is when the update becomes available for consumption at that node. The

persistency model defines the Durability Point (DP). The DP of an update is when the up-

date is made durable (in the necessary number of nodes, as required by the recovery system)

and, hence, cannot be wiped out by a failure.

Broadly speaking, it helps to think as follows. Consistency models are more or less strict

depending on how eagerly they propagate the update of a key to the volatile memory hierar-

chy of the nodes with replicas. Persistency models are more or less strict depending on how

eagerly they persist the update to the NVMs of the nodes with replicas. This separation

of concerns provides an intuitive way to plug the framework of persistency models into the

framework of consistency models, creating what we call DDP models.

Table 5.2 shows the VP and DP of an update in the different consistency and persistency
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models, respectively, that we consider in this chapter. The models are listed from more to

less strict. In the following, for a given variable, we call “replica nodes” all the nodes that

contain a copy of the variable.

Consistency Visibility Point (VP) of an Update

Linearizable Wrt all nodes: when the update takes place
Read-Enforced Wrt all nodes: before the update is read
Transactional Wrt all nodes: at the transaction end
Causal Wrt a node: after the VPs wrt the same node of

all the updates in the happens-before history
Eventual Wrt a node: sometime in the future

Persistency Durability Point (DP) of an Update

Strict When the update takes place
Synchronous At the visibility point of the update
Read-Enforced Before the update is read
Scope Before or at the scope end
Eventual Sometime in the future

Table 5.2: Visiblity and durability points of an update for different data consistency and
memory persistency models, respectively. “Wrt all/a node(s)” stands for “with respect to
all/a replica node(s)”.

Consistency Models. In the Linearizable model, the VP of an update with respect to

all replica nodes is when the update takes place. A client’s write in a node is not completed

until the volatile memories of all the replica nodes have been updated.

In Read-Enforced consistency, the VP of an update with respect to all replica nodes is

sometime before the update is read by a node. A client’s write completes as soon as the

local key is updated; the update propagates to the replica nodes in the background. However,

a read to any replica will stall until all the replica nodes have been updated.

In Transactional consistency, the code is annotated with transactions, and the VP of an

update with respect to all replica nodes is at the transaction end. A write completes as soon

as the local key is updated; the update propagates to the replica nodes in the background.

The end-transaction operation stalls until all the writes in the transaction have updated all

the replica nodes.

In Causal consistency, the VP of an update u with respect to a given replica node is

sometime after the VPs with respect to the same replica node of all the updates U (to any

key) that are in u’s happens-before history. We call the list of U updates the Causal History

(or cauhist) of u.
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Finally, in Eventual consistency, the VP of the update with respect to a given replica node

is sometime in the future. The update is propagated lazily. The model only guarantees that

the update will eventually reach its VPs with respect to the different replica nodes.

Persistency Models. In the Synchronous persistency model, the DP of an update is at

the VP of the update. In other words, when a volatile replica is updated (according to the

consistency model), the replica is also persisted to NVM.

Table 5.2 also shows the even stronger but unintuitive Strict persistency, where the DP

is when the update takes place. In this model, briefly mentioned by Talpey [217], when a

node writes a key, the update has to be immediately persisted in the replica nodes, even if

the volatile replicas in such nodes are not updated. In this chapter, we de-emphasize this

model.

In Read-Enforced persistency, the DP is before the update is read. Specifically, a read to

any replica will stall until all the replicas have been persisted to NVM.

In Scope persistency, every update is annotated with a Scope ID. The DP of an update

is before or at the point when execution reaches the end-of-scope annotation for that Scope

ID. When the annotation is reached, execution stops until all the writes in the scope are

persisted in the replica nodes.

Finally, in Eventual persistency, the DP of the update is sometime in the future; the

update is persisted lazily in the replica nodes.

Distributed Data Persistency (DDP) Models. We define a DDP model as the

binding of a memory persistency model with a data consistency model. We represent it as

<consistency model, persistency model>.

5.5 DDP PROTOCOLS FOR MODERN HARDWARE

Based on the insights from the previous section, we now design new distributed proto-

cols for several DDP models. We target a modern data center architecture, where nodes

communicate with low latency with advanced RDMA [198, 199, 225, 226] and use NVM for

persistency. In this setting, where a round trip between nodes takes single-digit µs, and

data persistency can be obtained in a few-hundred ns, we design protocols that emphasize

low latency. Specifically, we design protocols that have no single leader—i.e., a client read

or write request can be received and processed at any node. Moreover, on reception of a

client’s write, a node broadcasts messages to all the other replica nodes, instead of sending

a message that sequentially visits all the other replica nodes.

Our designs are based on the linearizable-consistent (no persistency) protocol used by
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Hermes [204]. Following their terminology, we call Coordinator the node that receives the

client’s read/write request for a key, and Followers all the other nodes with a replica of the

key. Finally, for simplicity and like in Hermes, we assume that keys are replicated in all the

nodes; reducing the number of replica nodes does not change the protocols conceptually, but

may affect performance.

Before we describe the design of the DDP protocols, we outline the protocol operations.

5.5.1 Overview of the Protocol Operations

Table 5.3 shows the types of messages in our protocols. The basic protocol operation can

be illustrated with a write in a strict model. When the coordinator receives a write from

the client, it broadcasts an INV (+data) message to all the followers. This is an invalidation

message that also includes the update. On reception of the message, a follower invalidates

its current value of the key, sets the key’s state to transient, and buffers the new key value

(data). Then, it acknowledges the operation with an ACK message back to the coordinator.

When the coordinator has received all the ACKs, it broadcasts a validation VAL message to

all the followers. On reception, each follower knows that all the followers have been notified,

and sets the key to the new value. As shown in Table 5.3, our ACKs and VALs may combine

consistency and persistency information or may only apply to consistency (ACK c, VAL c)

or persistency (ACK p, VAL p) events.
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Message Explanation

INV (+data) Invalidates the current value of a key and provides
its updated value (data)

ACK Acknowledges an event
ACK c Acknowledges a consistency event
ACK p Acknowledges a persistency event
VAL Marks the termination of an event
VAL c Marks the termination of a consistency event
VAL p Marks the termination of a persistency event
UPD (+cauhist) Provides an updated value for a key plus the causal

history of this update (cauhist)
INITX Informs of the beginning of a transaction
ENDX Informs of the end of a transaction
[PERSIST]s Informs of the end of scope s
[XXX]s [INV]s [ACK c]s [ACK p]s [VAL c]s [VAL p]s

for scope s

Table 5.3: Types of messages in our protocols.

Causal and Eventual consistency protocols do not use ACK or VAL because there is no

need for global information about when an update becomes visible. Hence, the coordinator

simply sends update UPD messages with the data. In the case of Causal consistency, UPD

includes the causal history (cauhist) of the write.

In Transactional consistency, the coordinator also sends begin and end transaction mes-

sages (INITX and ENDX). Finally, under Scope persistency, all messages are tagged with

the scope s they belong to (e.g., [ACK c]s). Furthermore, the coordinator also sends an

end-of-scope message ([PERSIST]s) when execution reaches the end of the scope.

5.5.2 DDP Models with Synchronous Persistency

Figure 5.2 shows the timelines of the protocols for the DDP models that bind Synchronous

persistency with various consistency models. The top row corresponds to the coordinator

and the bottom row to a follower. In each subfigure, the left part shows the requests issued

by a client. The thicker line shows the time during which a persist operation to NVM takes

place. Furthermore, a down arrow means that the write updates the local node’s cache.

Finally, a two-headed arrow means that the message is sent to or received from multiple

followers.
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<Linearizable, Synchronous>. The coordinator is shown in (a) and a follower in (b).

When the coordinator receives a write from a client, it updates its local cache and sends

an INV (+data) to all the followers. On reception of INV (+data), a follower updates

its local LLC and, to satisfy Synchronous persistency, persists the update to NVM before

retuning an ACK to the coordinator. On reception of all the ACKs, the coordinator finishes

persisting the update (to satisfy Synchronous persistency) before broadcasting a VAL to

all the followers to indicate the operation is complete. Only then can the coordinator tell

the client that the write is complete: all nodes have updated their volatile replica (required

by Linearizable consistency) and have persisted it in their NVM (required by Synchronous

persistency). Overall, we see that writes have high latency in this DDP model.

Consider now a client read to the same key. The coordinator cannot process any other

request while the write is in progress. A follower stalls the read until all replicas have

been updated (required by Linearizable consistency) and persisted (required by Synchronous

persistency). Such condition is only guaranteed when VAL is received. Overall, reads also

have high latency.

<Read-Enforced, Synchronous>. The coordinator is shown in (c) and a follower in (d).

When the coordinator receives a write, it updates its local cache and sends an INV (+data)

to all the followers. Read-Enforced consistency does not require the volatile replicas to be

updated before completing the write—only when one of the replicas is read. Hence, the

coordinator immediately tells the client that the write is complete, while the local persist

and the remote updates and persists are in progress. In this DDP model, writes have low

latency. In the follower, the operation is the same as in (b): once the LLC is updated

and the update is persisted (required by Synchronous persistency), an ACK is sent. The

coordinator collects all ACKs and finishes its persist. Then, it sends a VAL that indicates

that all replicas have been updated and persisted.

A client read for the same key can only be serviced by the coordinator after sending VAL,

and by a follower after receiving VAL. The reason is that Read-Enforced consistency requires

a read to stall until all volatile replicas are updated. Moreover, Synchronous persistency

requires that, at the same time as the replicas are updated, they are also persisted. Overall,

reads have high latency.

<Causal, Synchronous>. The coordinator is shown in (e) and a follower in (f). On a

write, the coordinator updates the local cache, sends the UPD with the cauhist of the write

to all the followers, and returns to the client. Causal consistency only requires that a replica

be updated after it has been updated with the updates in the causal history of the write.

Subfigure (f) shows the follower receiving two updates (UPD d2 and UPD d1) in an order
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opposite to their cauhist. In this case, the first one (UPD d2) is buffered. When the second

one (UPD d1) is received, it updates the LLC and, because of Synchronous persistency, it

is persisted right away. Then, the first update is performed on the LLC and is persisted.

At any time, any read for the key that arrives at the coordinator or a follower proceeds

with no stall. This is because Causal consistency places few constraints on when the replicas

are updated, and Synchronous persistency only requires that, when the replica is updated, it

is persisted. However, Synchronous persistency requires that the read get the latest persisted

version, so that the version is recoverable on a failure. In our example in the follower, it is

version d1. Overall, in this DDP model, both writes and reads have low latency.

<Eventual, Synchronous>. The coordinator is shown in (g) and a follower in (h). Using

Eventual consistency makes this DDP model even more relaxed. Indeed, Eventual consis-

tency adds no cauhist to the UPD messages. Updates are performed on the LLC of the

follower in the order they arrive—but, because of Synchronous persistency, they are imme-

diately persisted when they do. We denote the relaxed nature of Eventual consistency by

delaying the sending of UPD. Overall, both writes and reads have low latency.

5.5.3 DDP Models with Read-Enforced Persistency

For brevity, we only discuss protocols for two DDP models that bind Read-Enforced

persistency with consistency models: <Linearizable, Read-Enforced> and <Causal, Read-

Enforced> (Figure 5.3).

<Linearizable, Read-Enforced>. The coordinator is shown in (a) and a follower in (b).

This protocol decouples ACKs for consistency (ACK c) from those for persistency (ACK p).

When the coordinator receives a write, it updates its local cache and sends INV (+data) to

all followers. On reception of INV (+data), a follower updates its local LLC and immediately

sends an ACK c. When the coordinator receives all ACK c, it knows that all the replicas have

been updated. This is the condition that Linearizable consistency requires to tell the client

that the write terminated. Read-Enforced persistency does not pose any condition on write

termination. Overall, writes still have substantial latency, but less than in <Linearizable,

Synchronous>.

A read in either the coordinator or follower, however, has to stall until all the replicas have

persisted to NVM—as required by Read-Enforced persistency. Therefore, after a follower

persists the update, it sends an ACK p to the coordinator. When the coordinator receives

all ACK p messages and persists its version, it sends VAL p. Because of Read-Enforced

persistency, a read stalls in the coordinator until VAL p is sent. Further, a read stalls in a
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follower until VAL p is received. Hence, reads have high latency in this DDP model.

<Causal, Read-Enforced>. The coordinator is shown in (c) and a follower in (d). The

operation of a write is the same as in <Causal, Synchronous> because the change in per-

sistency model does not impact the actions on a write. However, reads now may have to

stall longer. The reason is that, while Synchronous persistency only required that a read ob-

tained a persisted version of the key, Read-Enforced persistency prevents a read to proceed

unless the latest visible version of the key is persisted. Hence, as shown in (c), a read in the

coordinator stalls until the update is persisted (thick line). Further, as shown in (d), a read

in the follower stalls until the follower’s latest visible version persists—i.e., the read waits

until d2 persists and then reads it. Overall, in this DDP model, writes have low latency but
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reads do not.

5.5.4 <Transactional, Synchronous> DDP Model

To understand the protocol of a DDP model that includes Transactional consistency, we

consider <Transactional, Synchronous> in Figure 5.4 (coordinator in (a) and follower in

(b)). The client performs a transaction by issuing an Init Xaction request followed by mul-

tiple writes and reads, and then an End Xaction request. When the coordinator receives

Init Xaction, it sends an INITX to all the followers, which persist the event (because of

Synchronous persistency) and send an ACK to the coordinator. The Init Xaction request

only completes when the coordinator has received the ACK from all the followers and per-

sisted the event locally. At this point, all replica nodes are aware of the transaction. From

then on, a write causes the coordinator to update the local cache, send the INV (+data)

and immediately acknowledge to the client without waiting for the ACKs from the followers.

Hence, a write is fast. The followers send their ACK after updating their LLCs, without

waiting for the update to be persisted to NVM.

On reception of the End Xaction request, the coordinator broadcasts an ENDX to the

followers. A follower, before returning an ACK for ENDX, must complete all the updates in

the transaction to both the volatile LLC (as required by Transactional consistency) and to

the NVM (as required by Synchronous persistency). When the coordinator has received all

the ACKs and completed all its updates in the transaction to both the volatile caches and

the NVM, it acknowledges the End Xaction.

During the transaction, a read in the coordinator or followers is fast. It does not wait; it

simply reads the latest visible version—i.e., the latest one in the volatile memory hierarchy.

On top of this protocol, there is additional software infrastructure that detects and han-

dles transactional conflicts. Specifically, at every read and write at the coordinator or fol-

lowers, the address to be accessed is compared to those of all the reads and writes in the

currently-active transactions. If a conflict is detected, different actions can be taken, such

as transaction squashes or stalls, depending on the flavor of transactional model supported.

5.5.5 <Linearizable, Scope> DDP Model

Finally, to understand the protocol of a DDP model that binds Scope persistency with a

consistency model, we consider <Linearizable, Scope> in Figure 5.5 (coordinator in (a) and

follower in (b)). Recall that, in Scope persistency, writes, persist operations, and messages

are tagged with a scope ID s.
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Figure 5.4: Protocol timeline for the DDP model that binds Synchronous persistency with
Transactional consistency. The figure shows the coordinator (a) and a follower (b).

When the coordinator receives a write, it updates its local cache and broadcasts an INV

(+data) to all followers. Each follower must update its volatile replica before returning an

ACK c. When the coordinator has received all the ACK c messages, it broadcasts a VAL c.

At this point, since all the volatile replicas have been updated (as required by Linearizable

consistency), the write is acknowledged. Writes are relatively slow because of Linearizable

consistency.

When the coordinator receives a persist request for this scope, it broadcasts a PERSIST

to all the followers. The latter persist to NVM all the updates in the scope and respond

with ACK p. When the coordinator has collected all the ACK p and locally persisted all

the updates in the scope, it broadcasts VAL p. Since now the scope is fully persisted (as

required by Scope persistency), the client is acknowledged.

A read in the coordinator or the followers is typically fast. It reads the latest visible

version in the volatile hierarchy. However, sometimes it has to stall. Consider the read in

Figure 5.5(b). There is a new version in the follower but, because of Linearizable consistency,
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Figure 5.5: Timeline of the protocol for the DDP model that binds Scope persistency with
Linearizable consistency. The figure shows the coordinator (a) and a follower (b).

the read cannot read it until VAL c is received—i.e., when all the followers have this version

as well.

5.6 TRADEOFFS BETWEEN DDP MODELS

The different DDP models provide different tradeoffs between durability, performance,

intuition provided to the programmer, programmability, and implementability. Durability

refers to how capable the system is to retain a consistent state after a failure that causes the

loss of some or all the volatile state. Performance depends on three main factors: the speed

of reads, the speed of writes, and the volume of traffic generated.

Programmer intuition is determined by what values a read can return. In particular,

we consider whether the system supports monotonic reads and/or non-stale reads [26]. A

system supports monotonic reads if, given two system-wide reads to the same variable, the

later read always provides the same or a later version of the variable that the earlier read

provided. A system fails to provide non-stale reads if a read that follows a write system-wide

fails to provide the value of the write. The most obvious case is when a failure between the
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Performance Programmer Intuition Other
Consistency Persistency Dura- Wr Rd Traf- Over- Monot. Non Over- Program- Implemen-
Model Model bility Opt? Opt? fic all Rds? Stale all mability? tability?

Rds?

1. Linearizable ⇑ ✘ ✘ ⇔ ⇓ ✔ ✔ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑
2. Read-Enfor. ⇔ ✔ ✘ ⇔ ⇔ ✔ ✘ ⇔ ⇑ ⇑
3. Transactional Synchronous ⇑ ✔ ✔ ⇑ ⇑ ✔ ✔ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓
4. Causal ⇔ ✔ ✔ ⇑ ⇑ ✔ ✘ ⇔ ⇑ ⇓
5. Eventual ⇓ ✔ ✔ ⇓ ⇑ ✘ ✘ ⇓ ⇑ ⇑
6. Linearizable Read-Enfor. ⇔ ✔ ✘ ⇑ ⇔ ✔ ✘ ⇔ ⇑ ⇑
7. Causal ⇔ ✔ ✘ ⇑ ⇑ ✔ ✘ ⇔ ⇑ ⇓
8. Linearizable Eventual ⇓ ✔ ✔ ⇓ ⇑ ✘ ✘ ⇓ ⇑ ⇑
9. Linearizable Scope ⇑ ✔ ✔ ⇑ ⇑ ✘ ✘ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓
10. Transactional ⇑ ✔ ✔ ⇑ ⇑ ✘ ✘ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

Table 5.4: Comparing different DDP models. “Opt” means optimized.

write and the read causes the loss of the written version. Intuitive systems support both

monotonic and non-stale reads.

Programmability refers to the developer’s ease of writing the application. For example,

if the developer has to include annotations for transactions or scopes, programmability is

hurt. Finally, implementability refers to the simplicity of the algorithms in the model. For

example, keeping track of the happens-before histories of writes in the Causal consistency

model complicates the implementation.

5.6.1 Specific DDP Model Analysis

Table 5.4 compares ten representative DDP models: five that bind Synchronous persis-

tency, two that bind Read-Enforced persistency, one that binds Eventual persistency, and

two that bind Scope persistency to consistency models. We consider durability, performance,

programmer intuition, programmability, and implementability. In the table, upward, flat,

and downward arrows mean high, medium and low; crosses mean no and tick marks yes.

Combinations with Synchronous Persistency. Row 1 shows the very strict < Lin-

earizable, Synchronous>. Durability is high because a write does not return until it is

persisted in all replica nodes. In terms of performance, writes are not optimized because a

write in the coordinator only returns when all ACKs are received and the VALs are sent out;

reads are not optimized either because a read in a follower is blocked until the VAL from the

coordinator is received. For these reasons, even though we can say that the traffic is medium,

the overall performance is low. In terms of intuitiveness, this model is highly intuitive be-

cause it provides both monotonic reads and non-stale reads. Finally, both programmability
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and implementability are high.

Row 2 shows <Read-Enforced, Synchronous>, which relaxes consistency by allowing

writes to return as soon as the coordinator sends the INVs. Reads, however, are not op-

timized and still need to wait until a prior write to the same address is propagated to all

the replicas and persisted. In this model, durability is medium because, if a failure occurs

between the write and the subsequent read, the written version may fail to be persisted and

be lost. Since writes are optimized but reads are not, and the traffic is medium, overall

performance is medium. Monotonic reads are guaranteed but not non-stale reads, due to

the failure just described: as the system recovers from the failure, a read will not return

the value produced by the lost write. Hence, intuitiveness is medium. Programmability and

implementability are high.

Row 3 shows <Transactional, Synchronous>, which is similar to <Linearizable, Syn-

chronous> except that it operates at the transaction level. It has high durability—completed

transactions are never lost. It optimizes writes through overlapping them inside a transac-

tion, and reads by not stalling them. As a result, although traffic is high due to transaction

begin/end messages, its performance is high. It provides both monotonic reads and non-stale

reads and, hence, intuitiveness is high. However, programmability is low due to the need to

annotate code with transactions, and implementability is low due to the need to implement

transactions and their conflict detection and resolution.

Row 4 shows <Causal, Synchronous>, which optimizes both writes and reads. Neither of

them stalls: writes return as soon as the coordinator sends the updates, and reads return

the latest version in persistent memory. Since the write optimization may result in a write

to be lost in a failure, durability is medium. Both reads and writes are fast but the traffic is

high because each write carries its cauhist. Still, performance is high. Monotonic reads are

guaranteed because, even if updates arrive at a follower out of order, the system buffers them

and performs them in order based on their cauhist. However, non-stale reads are unsupported

because writes can be lost to failures. Hence, intuition is medium. Programmability is high

but implementability is low because of the need to buffer and enforce the cauhists.

Row 5 shows <Eventual, Synchronous>. As it provides practically no guarantees on when

writes update replicas and persist, its durability is low. It has optimized reads and writes,

and low traffic. Hence, performance is high. However, since neither monotonic reads nor

non-stale reads are supported, intuitiveness is low. Programmability and implementability

are high.

Relaxing Persistency. As we relax persistency and go from<Linearizable, Synchronous>

to <Linearizable, Read-Enforced> in Row 6, we optimize writes by returning before they
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are persisted, but not reads. Writes can be lost in a failure. Consequently, durability

decreases to medium. Despite the higher traffic due to double ACKs (Figures 5.3(a)-(b)),

performance increases to medium. Further, since non-stale reads are not guaranteed in a

failure, intuitiveness decreases to medium.

Row 7 shows<Causal, Read-Enforced>, which mostly optimizes writes over<Linearizable,

Synchronous> (Figure 5.3). Because of this change, and despite the high traffic, its perfor-

mance is high. However, since writes can be lost, durability is medium and non-stale reads

are not supported. As a result, intuitiveness is medium. Implementability is low because of

the need to keep cauhists.

Further relaxing persistency to <Linearizable, Eventual> in Row 8 creates a system with

both read and write optimization but neither monotonic nor non-stale reads. The result is

low durability, high performance, and low intuitiveness.

Finally, we consider Scope persistency. In <Linearizable, Scope> (Row 9) and < Transac-

tional, Scope> (Row 10), we have systems with high durability: in a volatile storage failure,

the state of all the completed scopes is recovered, and that of those partially executed is

discarded. Within a scope, writes are optimized because they do not serialize their persists,

and so are reads, which can read before the scope persists. As a result, despite the higher

traffic caused by scope-persist messages, performance is high. Neither monotonic reads nor

non-stale reads are guaranteed: on a failure, a group of writes may be discarded after being

read because the scope did not persist. However, intuitiveness is still high because either

the whole scope survives or no part of it does. Finally, both programmability and imple-

mentability are low due to the need to mark and support scopes. Further, both properties

are worse if scopes are combined with transactions (Row 10).

5.7 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Modeled Architecture. We model the architecture of a distributed system with 5 servers.

Each server is a 20-core multicore with 80 GBs of main memory composed of 64 GBs of

NVM and 16 GBs of DRAM. The architecture parameters are shown in Table 5.5. Each

core is an out-of-order core with private L1 and L2 caches, and a shared LLC. A 10% portion

of the LLC can be used for direct cache access with DDIO [223, 224]. The servers’ Network

Interface Card (NIC) supports Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), which enables a

server to access the remote memory of other servers.

We use RDMA because it supports low-latency data transfers across nodes without in-

volving the remote processor. Unfortunately, current RDMA support is limited, in that

an RDMA transaction provides no guarantees that the data have been successfully per-
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Server Architecture Parameters

Servers; Clients 5 servers; 20 clients per server
Multicore chip 20 out-of-order cores, 6-issue, 2GHz
Ld-St queue; ROB 92 entries; 192 entries
L1 cache 64KB, 8-way, 2 cycles round trip latency (RT)
L2 cache 512KB, 8-way, 12 cycles RT
LLC cache 2MB/core, 16-way, 38 cycles RT, 10% for DDIO

Network Parameters

Network latency 1µs RT NIC-to-NIC
Network Bandwidth 200Gb/s
Queue Pairs Up to 400

Per-Server Main-Memory Parameters

Capacity DRAM: 16GB; NVM: 64GB
Channels, Banks DRAM: 4, 8; NVM: 2, 8
Latency DRAM: 100ns read/write RT

NVM: 140ns read, 400ns write RT
Freq; Bus width 1GHz DDR; 64 bits per channel

Table 5.5: Architectural parameters used for evaluation.

sisted in remote NVM. However, recent work has proposed RDMA extensions that facilitate

operations with NVM [216, 227, 228]. In particular, in our evaluation, we follow SNIA’s pro-

posals [216] and model RDMA update commands that guarantee that, on acknowledgment,

the remote volatile memory or the remote NVM (depending on the type of command) has

been successfully updated. We also model an RDMA command that flushes data from a

remote volatile memory to the remote NVM.

We model a high-end NIC with a bandwidth of 200Gb/s [199], and up to 400 Queue

Pairs [229] for scheduling messages. Further, we model a 1µs round-trip latency for a message

between two NICs [197, 198, 199].

Modeling Approach. Since we model non-existing, future RDMA primitives and high-end

NICs, and want to do sensitivity analyses of even faster NICs and networks, we model per-

formance using simulations. We use the SST simulator [61], Pin [155], and the DRAMSim2

memory simulator [63]. To model NVM, we modified the DRAMSim2 timing parameters

and disabled refreshes. With Pin, we collect instruction traces for N cores processing read

and write client requests to our key-value stores locally. Traces have no timing information.

Then, we take these traces and simulate N cores in our distributed architecture. Timing is

dynamically determined by the simulator. The simulation inserts all the protocol messages

for correct operation of individual reads and writes.

With our simulation-based approach, we build an infrastructure that can be easily param-
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eterized with new technology advancements and be used to perform sensistivity analyses.

Configurations and applications. We model the protocols for the DDP models that

combine all 5x5 <consistency, persistency> pairs shown in Table 4.1. To minimize the

effort of annotating codes for Transactional consistency and Scope persistency, we artifi-

cially select transactions to be 5 client requests and scopes to be 10 client requests. For

our experiments, we use popular applications. Specifically, we use the widely used mem-

cached [230] application and some simpler in-memory key-value stores such as HashTable,

Map, B-Tree [231] and BPlusTree [232]. We evaluate all of them with Yahoo! Cloud Serving

Benchmark (YCSB) [159] using different workloads with varying read and write ratios. In

our experiments, we warm up the architectural state by running 1 billion instructions before

simulating a total of 10 billion instructions. For brevity, the results show the average across

all our applications.

5.8 EVALUATION

5.8.1 Performance Analysis

Figure 5.6 compares the performance of our 25 DDP models from Table 4.1 by showing

throughput (measured in client requests/second) (a), mean read latency (b), mean write

latency (c), mean access latency (d), 95th percentile read latency (e), and 95th percentile

write latency (f). We find it easier to organize the discussion based on consistency models.

Hence, in a plot, each group of bars is labeled with a consistency model, and each bar in

the group corresponds to a persistency model, as shown in the legend. In a plot, all bars

are normalized to <Linearizable, Synchronous>. We run YCSB workload-A, which has 50%

read and 50% write requests.

General Observations. Focusing on throughput (Plot a), we see that models with Lin-

earizable consistency have the lowest throughput, while those with Causal and Eventual

consistency have the highest (often 2-3x higher). Those with Transactional consistency fail

to deliver high throughput, mostly due to transaction conflicts—since ≈30% of the trans-

actions conflict. In settings with minimal conflicts, we expect models with Transactional

consistency to perform well.

Typically, throughput is inversely correlated with mean read (Plot b) and write (Plot c)

latencies. Models with Causal and Eventual consistency have low read and write latencies.

The exception is the combinations with Strict persistency. The latter stalls writes until the

updates are persisted everywhere. Models with Transactional consistency have high write la-
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Figure 5.6: Performance of the different DDP models. In a plot, each group of bars is labeled
with a consistency model, and each bar in the group corresponds to a persistency model as
described in the legend. In a plot, all bars are normalized to <Linear, Synchronous>.

tencies, both because of conflicts—a request will not be satisfied until the transaction restarts

and completes—and because writes bunch-up at Xaction end. This is especially the case for

strong persistency models such as Strict and Synchronous. On the other hand, some models

with Read-Enforced consistency have high read latency. This is because, by enabling more

write overlapping than Linearizable consistency, they induce more NVM pressure, causing

reads to stall longer for writes to persist. As a result, the throughputs of Read-Enforced

consistency in Plot a are only modestly higher than those of Linearizable consistency

NVM pressure causes unexpected results. Specifically, under Linearizable consistency,

Synchronous persistency has a lower read latency than Read-Enforced persistency. Read-

Enforced persistency allows more outstanding writes to NVM, which increases NVM pressure

and causes subsequent reads that conflict with those writes to take longer.
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The 95th percentile plots mostly magnify the effects described. Models with Transactional

consistency have a high write tail; some of those with Read-Enforced consistency have high

a read tail.

Interesting Combinations. The plots also show that, for a fixed consistency model,

which persistency model is used can make a big difference, changing the throughput by up

to 2x. In aggregate, models with Strict persistency are the slowest ones, while those with

Eventual persistency perform the best.

However, we note that binding a strict persistency model with a relaxed consistency model

often delivers high throughput. In particular, the combinations <Causal, Synchronous>

and <Causal, Read-Enforced> are attractive because they deliver high throughput (Plot a)

while retaining medium durability and medium intuitiveness (Table 5.4). Of course, models

that include an Eventual consistency or persistency model, such as <Causal, Eventual> or

<Eventual, Synchronous> can perform great. However, as shown in Table 5.4 for the latter,

both durability and intuitiveness are low.

Models with Causal consistency have good performance, but may require substantial

buffering of writes with the more strict persistency models [212]. This is because writes

need to be buffered until all their happens-before updates are persisted. In our experiments,

we measure that Causal with Synchronous persistency needs about 1-2 orders of magnitude

more buffered writes than with Eventual persistency.

Across consistency models, using Read-Enforced persistency delivers a throughput that

is only slightly higher or typically lower than using Synchronous persistency. As indicated

above, this is because Read-Enforced persistency forces many reads to stall. This poor

performance is in contrast to the results of Ganesan et al. [26]. The reason is that our

experiments use a higher number of clients (100 instead of 10), and we implement low-

latency protocols with no designated leader. As a result, we find that over 30% of the read

requests conflict with a yet-to-persist write in <Read-Enforced, Read-Enforced>, instead of

5.1% in Ganesan’s work.

Overall, we conclude that different DDP models deliver quite different throughput val-

ues. In the extreme case, <Eventual, Eventual> delivers a 3.3x higher throughput than

<Linearizable, Synchronous>. As shown in Table 5.4, however, performance is only one of

our considerations. Consequently, different applications may prefer different DDP models.

We discuss this issue in Section 5.9.
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5.8.2 Sensitivity Analysis

To get a better understanding of what determines the performance, we perform three

sensitivity analyses. Due to space reasons, we only show data for Linearizable and Causal

consistency with all the persistency models.

First, Figure 5.7 shows the throughput as we vary the number of clients from 10 to 100

(the default) and to 150. The bars are normalized to <Linearizable, Synchronous> with 100

clients. The number of clients affects the traffic and the probability of conflicts between reads

and writes. The figure shows that, in most of the DDP models, the throughput improves

substantially as the number of clients decreases. For example, <Linearizable, Synchronous>

increase the throughput by 2.2x when going from 100 to 10 clients. Conversely, the through-

put decreases as the clients increase.

The exceptions are <Causal, Synchronous> and <Causal, Eventual>, which are largely

unaffected by the number of clients. The reason is that, in these models, reads and writes

do not stall. However, in Causal with Strict persistency, writes stall until they are persisted;

in Causal with Read-Enforced persistency, conflicting reads stall; and in Causal with Scope

persistency, reads and writes stall until the scope persists.
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Figure 5.7: Sensitivity analysis for different clients.

Although not shown in the figure, we also run Transactional consistency. The experi-

mental results show that, as the number of clients reduces from 100 to 10, the number of

transaction conflicts decreases by roughly 50%, and Transactional consistency becomes more

competitive.

Figure 5.8 shows the throughput as we vary the NIC-to-NIC round-trip latency from 500ns

to 1µs (the default), and to 2µs. All bars are normalized to <Linearizable, Synchronous>

with 1µs. The figure shows that the network latency affects mostly the models with Lin-

earizable consistency, while those with Causal consistency are barely affected. The former
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are affected because network transfer is in the critical path. For example, the throughput of

<Linearizable, Synchronous> decreases by 12% when going from 1µs to 2µs. Models with

Causal consistency are not affected because updates are generally communicated to other

servers in the background.
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Figure 5.8: Sensitivity analysis for different NIC-to-NIC round-trip latencies.

Figure 5.9 shows the throughput as we vary the relative fractions of reads and writes in

the workload. We consider workload-B (95% reads and 5% writes), workload-A (the default,

which has 50% reads and 50% writes), and our defined workload-W (95% writes and 5%

reads). All bars are normalized to <Linearizable, Synchronous> for workload-A. From the

figure, we see that the more read-intensive a workload is, the less affected by the consistency

and persistency models it is. This is because such models dictate when writes are propagated

and persisted. Reads are affected indirectly.
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Figure 5.9: Sensitivity analysis with different relative fractions of reads and writes.
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5.9 IMPLICATIONS FOR APPLICATIONS

Application developers choose the consistency model according to their needs. Our eval-

uation in Section 5.8.1 has suggested which persistency models should go with which con-

sistency models and, therefore, which DDP models to use. We now summarize the main

insights.

Latency-sensitive applications that can tolerate a certain level of data staleness such as

web browsing and social networking often use Eventual consistency [233, 234]. In this case,

using Synchronous persistency is a good choice in terms of performance (Figure 5.6(a)),

programmability, and implementability (Table 5.4).

For consistency-sensitive applications that require bounded staleness but can accept mod-

est latencies, such as certain web search services [191, 233], stricter consistency models such

as Read-Enforced consistency are good choices. In this case, Figure 5.6(a) suggests to com-

bine them with Scope or Eventual persistency, which results in high throughput and low tail

latency. Some of these applications aggregate data from thousands of anonymous users and,

therefore, the loss of a certain amount of recent data is acceptable.

Applications that want to attain both reasonable consistency guarantees and high perfor-

mance such as photo sharing and news readers [207, 212] often use Causal consistency. In this

case, Figure 5.6(a) suggests to use Synchronous persistency. In fact, the figure shows that

Causal consistency delivers some of the best performance of all cases in combination with

multiple persistency models. Therefore, developers can select the appropriate persistency

model based on the data durability requirements of their application.

Applications that require transactional guarantees [186, 235, 236, 237] such as Google’s

globally distributed Spanner database [237] use a form of Transactional consistency. This

consistency model can deliver high throughput, but its performance suffers if transaction

conflicts are frequent. In this case, Figure 5.6 shows that using Read-Enforced persistency

is not a good choice, since reads end-up suffering long stalls. Other persistency models such

as Scope or Eventual should be used.

Many systems use hybrid consistency models [233, 234, 238, 239, 240]—e.g., Linearizable

or Read-Enforced consistency in a local cluster, and Eventual consistency across the entire

distributed system in a data center [238]. In this case, our results suggest using Scope or

Eventual persistency for the local cluster, and Synchronous persistency across the system.

Generally, we find that Causal consistency combined with either Synchronous or Eventual

persistency is highly competitive, and robust to increases in number of clients, network

latencies, and write traffic. In these DDP models, reads and writes do not stall. Beyond this,

models combining strong consistency with weak persistency, or weak consistency with strong
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persistency are typically best. Finally, as RDMA advances improve remote communication,

and NVM usage speeds-up durability, companies will increasingly favor stronger consistency

models and stronger persistency models, respectively.

Irrespective of the DDP model, a recovery algorithm is invoked on a crash. The complexity

of the recovery is higher in the weaker models than in the stricter ones. For example, strict

models like <Linearizable, Synchronous> have a simple recovery process because all nodes

have the same persistent view of the data. On the other hand, weaker DDP models such as

those with Eventual consistency or persistency may need an advanced recovery algorithm,

such as a voting-based one [241].

5.10 RELATED WORK

Distributed Consistency and Persistency Models. Many distributed data consistency

models have been studied over the past decades (e.g., [191, 203, 205, 207, 208, 209, 242]).

However, few of them have decoupled the discussion of data consistency from data durability.

With the advent of NVM, memory persistency models have been proposed [104, 243]. They

mainly target a single machine with a hardware-controlled cache hierarchy. Recently, Kat-

sarakis et al. [204] developed Hermes, a broadcast-based replication protocol for in-memory

datastores. Hermes uses Linearizable consistency and does not persist data to durable stor-

age. It relies on remote replicas for data recovery, which may cause long recovery delay

and even data loss upon full datacenter crashes [26, 194]. Ganesan et al. [26] proposed

read-enforced persistency to attain a strong model with low performance overhead. In this

work, we decouple consistency from persistency in distributed systems and show how they

interact.

Distributed NVM Systems. Recently, many distributed systems have been built based on

persistent memory (e.g., [162, 194, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249]). For instance, FileMR [162,

248] developed a distributed NVM file system through RDMA. FaRM [245] implemented a

distributed transactional system with battery backed DRAM and RDMA, which supports

strict serializability and data durability. Most of these distributed systems follow one of the

conventional distributed data consistency models, and develop optimization techniques to

reduce remote persistency overhead. We believe the work presented in this chapter will help

the future development of such systems by offering insights into DDP models.

Network Support for NVM. To improve the performance of remote data persistency,

some architectural techniques have been proposed [162, 227, 228, 250]. Hu et al. [228]

present persistence parallelism techniques to improve the network bandwidth utilization

using RDMA. Industry plans to extend RDMA to support atomic write and flush operations
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for NVM [250]. Our work is orthogonal, and can benefit from such hardware. The DDP

models we propose can take advantage of network hardware optimizations.

5.11 CONCLUSION

This chapter proposed the concept of Distributed Data Persistency (DDP) model, which

is the binding of the memory persistency model with the data consistency model in a dis-

tributed system. We reasoned about the interaction between consistency and persistency

using the Visibility and Durability points. We designed low-latency distributed protocols

for DDP models that combine five consistency models with five persistency models. For the

resulting DDP models, we studied the trade-offs between performance, durability, intuitive-

ness, programmability, and implementability.

We found that, in general, models combining strong consistency with weak persistency,

or weak consistency with strong persistency are typically highly competitive. In addition,

Causal consistency combined with different memory persistency models is often a good

choice.
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CHAPTER 6: HARDWARE ASSISTED DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The popularity of cloud systems is due in great measure to the existence of many dis-

tributed applications that provide services across multiple nodes in a data center or across

data centers. Some of these applications are user facing [233], such as web browsing, while

others provide background services such as distributed data storage or processing [193, 251].

Of particular importance to the cloud infrastructure are distributed storage systems, such

as key-value stores and databases (e.g., [185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190]). Such applications en-

sure that distributed data is safely stored and accessible to users on demand. Many of these

storage systems use the transactional model, whereby queries are written as transactions

that either complete or fail without leaving any side effect. Using transactions in storage

systems is very popular [245, 252, 253, 254, 255] due to the transactional model’s clear

ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) semantics [256, 257] and resulting

simpler application design and implementation.

Recently, the hardware infrastructure on which these applications run has been improving

rapidly. On the one hand, networking hardware has become steadily faster. Both commer-

cial [258, 259] and, especially, custom-designed network solutions have substantially reduced

the round-trip latency of node-to-node communication—to under one microsecond in a data

center [197]. On the other hand, so called smart network interface cards (SmartNICs) are

including progressively more advanced hardware support [29, 30, 31, 199, 260]. Such support

can enable the development of efficient RDMA operations, further reducing communication

overheads and possibly off-loading computation from the host processor.

A result of these hardware changes is that existing distributed application software runs

increasingly inefficiently. Applications wait for short times that cannot be effectively hidden

using current hardware and software latency-hiding techniques (i.e., the well-documented

killer microsecond [261, 262]). More importantly for our analysis, applications have hefty

housekeeping software overheads on the critical path that limit their performance.

Specifically, state-of-the-art distributed transactional storage systems such as Microsoft’s

FaRM [245, 254] have major software overheads. They result from managing and checking

the read and write sets of transactions—i.e., the records that a transaction accesses plus their

metadata, including versions, values, and source nodes. Other overheads result from the fact

that reads and writes are supported at record granularity—forcing whole-record transfers

when only some fields may be really needed. Finally, other software overheads result from
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many operations to lock and unlock records, poll for lock and unlock completion, and re-read

records before committing to check for transaction conflicts. In our analysis, we find that

such overheads are responsible for 60-70% of the execution time of various workloads on

FaRM.

Given that these trends are only likely to accelerate, in this chapter, we introduce new

hardware structures to eliminate high-overhead software operations in distributed trans-

actional systems. We start by analyzing the sources of software overhead. Based on the

analysis, we propose novel hardware that includes bloom filters for a variety of tasks and

SmartNIC support for efficient remote communication. We then develop HADES, a new op-

timistic concurrency control (OCC)-based distributed transactional protocol that leverages

this hardware to provide high-performance distributed transactions. HADES is easy to use

in different transactional systems, as it is agnostic to the data layout and does not require

any extension to the data records. We also propose a cheaper, hybrid hardware-software

implementation of HADES. Finally, Chapter 5 indicated that persistency models affect the

throughput of distributed transactional consistency applications. In this chapter, we evalu-

ate the performance impact of persistency to HADES, and devise an in-network persistency

mechanism that accelerates persistency operations at remote nodes. HADES’ hardware en-

ables this optimization by utilizing the SmartNIC to persist data in-network, instead of the

slower NVM for better performance.

Using a simulation-based evaluation, we estimate that a set of distributed transactional

workloads running on five nodes of five cores each, execute on average 2.7× faster on HADES

than on FaRM. Further, they run on average 2.3× faster on Hybrid HADES than on FaRM.

Also, the different persistency models greatly affect the performance of distributed transac-

tions, up to 77% difference, and in-network support for persistency can decrease the overhead

of persistency operations.

Overall, this chapter’s contributions are:

• An analysis of the main sources of software overhead in a state-of-the-art distributed

transactional system.

• New hardware structures to eliminate high-overhead software operations in distributed

transactional systems.

• A new distributed transactional protocol (HADES) that uses this hardware to provide

low-overhead distributed transactions.

• A performance evaluation of HADES and HADES-Hybrid, and their comparison to a

state-of-the-art transactional system.

• An analysis of the performance impact of distributed persistency on HADES.

• New hardware to extend HADES for supporting in-network persistency operations for
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higher throughput.

6.2 BACKGROUND

Distributed transactional systems are a key component of the storage infrastructure in

modern data centers [186, 245, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267]. They enable multiple clients to

access shared data structures correctly across distributed servers at scale in a concurrent

manner. To attain high concurrency and performance for distributed transactions, state-of-

the-art systems usually leverage RDMA primitives to enable fast remote data accesses [245,

254, 268, 269].

These systems augment the data records with extra fields that the software uses to manage

the structures. Figure 6.1 shows a typical example. In this case, a record is augmented with

fields that include the record version, a lock, the incarnation to detect whether the record

has been freed, and a per-cache-line version VCi to support optimistic concurrency control

and conflict detection between concurrent transactions that operate on the same record.

Version Lock Incarnation VC1 | cacheline VCN | cacheline…

Figure 6.1: Augmented record to support transactions in a typical distributed transactional
system.

To ensure that concurrent transactions are executed in a proper way by following the

ACID guarantees, these systems use a distributed transactional protocol. Typically, this

protocol has three main phases: Execution, Validation, and Commit. Figure 6.2 shows a

phase-by-phase example of the protocol. In the example, a coordinator node executes a

transaction with a mix of accesses to the memory of the local node and to remote nodes.

Records A and C are read, and B and D are written.

The three phases work as follows:

Execution Phase. During the Execution phase, reads of local records are performed

locally, while reads of remote records are executed by sending RDMA read operations to

the nodes that have the corresponding records. All the read operations in the transaction

are recorded in the transaction’s Read Set, with the version of the records. Before a read

can be recorded in the Read Set, the atomicity of the read must be validated. This involves

checking that all the cache lines of the record have the same version and, therefore, no write

is interfering with the read.
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EXECUTION PHASE VALIDATION PHASE COMMIT PHASECoordinator
Node

[records: A, B]

Remote Node 1
[record: C]

Remote Node 2
[record: D]

read 
local(A)

read 
remote(C)

write
local(B)

(includes 
read(B))

write 
remote(D)

lock (B)

lock(D)

Serialization
Point

read & 
validate(A)

read & 
validate(C)

apply 
updates(B)

apply 
updates(D)

unlock(B)

unlock(D)

read 
remote(D)

Figure 6.2: Typical protocol for distributed transactions.

Both local and remote writes are buffered locally until the transaction can safely commit.

The version, the addresses, and the data of all written records in a transaction are stored in

the transaction’s Write Set.

Transactional systems usually operate at record-level granularity. This means that, even

though an update is only modifying part of a record, the system needs to first fetch the

whole record before the write, apply the update, and buffer the record in the Write Set until

the transaction commits.

Validation Phase. During the Validation phase, the coordinator needs to confirm that the

transaction does not conflict with any other transaction executing on the local node or on a

remote one. For this reason, it first locks its local and remote Write Sets. This can be done

using the Compare-and-Swap (CAS) and RDMA CAS atomic operations. Once locking

succeeds, it is guaranteed that the transaction can be serialized. Then, the coordinator

fetches the data versions of all the records read, re-reads their current version number, and

compares it to the version that was read during the Execution phase. The goal is to identify

conflicts. If there is no conflict, the transaction can proceed to the Commit phase. Otherwise,

the transaction is squashed and needs to be re-executed.

Commit Phase. During the Commit phase, the data versions of all the written records

are updated, and the writes are performed for both local and remote records. After that, the

local and remote Write Sets are unlocked to allow future accesses from other transactions.
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6.3 SOFTWARE OVERHEAD IN A STATE-OF-THE-ART DISTRIBUTED
TRANSACTIONAL SYSTEM

To assess the software overheads in current distributed transactional systems, we imple-

ment the state-of-the-art Microsoft FaRM protocol [245, 254] on top of a HashTable key-value

store. FaRM is a popular system, which has inspired many distributed transactional proto-

cols [265, 268, 269, 270]. We implement the records of the key-value store as FaRM requires

(Figure 6.1). We instrument the code to capture the overheads of the software.

Operation with High Software Overhead in FaRM Proposed Hardware to Minimize Overhead

Manage and check the Read and Write sets of a transaction. Bloom Filters (BFs) next to the directory/LLC
(for local accesses) and in remote NICs (for remote accesses).

Before performing a write, update the version of the record. No record versions.
On a record read, check for read atomicity. Use the BFs to partially lock the directory
Unable to do zero-copy reads. while reading multiple lines.
Operation at record granularity, which causes: Operation at cache line granularity.
(i) On a read/write, bring the whole record, and
(ii) Potential increase in number of transaction conflicts.
Perform many RDMA and local operations beyond reads Eliminate some RDMA and local operations. Support some
and writes. They include: (i) lock/unlock, (ii) poll for new RDMA messages, including Intend-to-commit, Ack, and
lock/unlock completion, and (iii) re-read record versions Validation. Off-load RDMA operations from the core to the
at validation time, to check for conflicts. NIC. Use the BFs to partially lock the directory while

a transaction is committing.

Table 6.1: Reducing the overhead of distributed transactional systems.

The left column of Table 6.1 lists the major sources of software overhead that we have

observed in FaRM. The first source is managing and checking the read and write sets of

transactions. The Read Set of a transaction is the set of records that the transaction reads

plus their metadata (e.g., their versions and the nodes where they live). The Write Set is the

set of records that the transaction writes, the values written, and the metadata. In FaRM,

writing a record involves two reads and two writes: first, a read of a record or metadata

(from either a remote or a local node), then a write to the write set, and then, at commit

time, a read from the write set and a write to the final location.

FaRM also adds other software overheads in every write and read. Specifically, before

performing a record write, the software needs to update the record’s version. Further, on a

record read, the software needs to check that all its fields have the same version (i.e., that

the read is atomic: there is no transaction writing to the record while the record is being

read). This means that one cannot do zero-copy reads: one reads into a temporary location,

checks for atomicity, and then copies the record to the destination location.

Other overheads of FaRM stem from the fact that reads and writes are performed at record

granularity. On an access, the whole record is read—rather than a few fields. Moreover,

transactions conflict even when they access different fields of a record.
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Finally, FaRM performs many RDMA and local operations beyond the basic reads and

writes. They include operations to lock and unlock, poll for lock and unlock completion, and

re-read records in the Validation phase before committing, to check for conflicts (Section 6.2).

These operations add overhead and consume core cycles.

To quantify these overheads, we execute three different workloads using the Yahoo! Cloud

Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [159]. The first workload performs only write operations (100%

WR), the second one performs the same number of read as write operations (50% WR -

50% RD), and the third one performs only read operations (100% RD). Based on previous

work [271, 272, 273] we selected five requests from a client to form a transaction. The work-

loads run on a 4-node cluster, where each node has 48 Xeon E5-2687W cores, and connects

to each other with Mellanox ConnectX-4 NICs that perform RDMA over InfiniBand.

The execution time of the workloads, with the contribution of different components, is

shown in Figure 6.3 , which was created with the support of graduate student A. Psistakis.

The overheads in Table 6.1, from top to bottom, are labeled as Manage RD/WR Sets,

Update Version, Read Atomicity, RD before WR, and Conflict Detection. In the figure, all

execution times are normalized to the case of 100% WR. From the data, we see that the

software overheads are very significant. Their combined contribution is 59%, 65%, and 71%

of the total execution time for the 100% WR, 50% WR - 50% RD, and 100% RD workloads,

respectively.
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Figure 6.3: Execution time of some workloads running the FaRM protocol, showing the
contribution of the main software overheads.

In the 100% WR workload, the highest overheads are reading records before writing them,

due to operating at record granularity, and recording records in the Write Set. In the 100%

RD workload, the main overheads are: (i) re-reading the version of all records in the Read
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Set during validation to check for conflicts, (ii) ensuring the atomicity of read operations,

and (iii) recording the Read Set. Finally, for the 50% WR - 50% RD workload, the dominant

overheads are a combination of the main overheads of the other two bars.

6.4 DESIGN OF HADES

To improve distributed transactional applications, in this chapter, we introduce new hard-

ware to eliminate some of the high-overhead software operations described above. Then, we

develop HADES, a new distributed transactional protocol that leverages this hardware to

provide low-overhead distributed transactions.
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Figure 6.4: Node with the HADES hardware modules painted with a shade.

6.4.1 Proposed Hardware to Minimize the Software Overheads

The right column of Table 6.1 lists our proposed hardware designs to minimize the software

overheads. First, to minimize the overhead of managing and checking the Read and Write

sets of transactions, HADES uses read and write hardware Bloom Filters (BF). Transparently

to the software, these structures (i) encode the addresses of the Read and Write sets, and

(ii) help perform conflict detection between transactions.
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A transaction owns a pair (read and write) of local BFs in the local node and a pair of

remote BFs in each of the remote nodes from where the transaction accesses data. The

pair of local BFs are next to the local directory/LLC and record accesses to the local node

memory. A pair of remote BFs exist in the NIC of a remote node, and record accesses by

the transaction to the remote node’s memory.

HADES does not have the software overhead of updating the versions of records because

there are no versions. Further, HADES does not have the software overhead of checking for

read atomicity either. The reason is that HADES introduces a hardware mechanism where

a transaction can use its BF to partially lock the directory while reading multiple lines,

preventing other transactions from concurrently writing the same lines.

HADES does not have the overheads stemming from performing reads and writes at record

granularity because its hardware nature enables it to operate at cache line granularity.

Finally, to further reduce overhead, HADES eliminates some of the RDMA and local

operations performed by the conventional system. Further, HADES supports some efficient

new RDMA operations, including Intend-to-commit, Ack, and Validation, that trigger actions

on the receiving NIC. In addition, several of these operations are off-loaded from the core and

executed in the NIC. Finally, HADES uses the partial directory-locking hardware mechanism

while a transaction commits, preventing other transactions from issuing conflicting accesses.

6.4.2 Choice of Distributed Transactional System

To showcase the impact of HADES, we assume a distributed computer composed of N

nodes, each of which has C cores that share memory. Each of the database records has its

home in one of the nodes. Hence, when a core accesses a record for the first time in the

transaction, it issues a local or a remote access depending on whether the record’s home is

the local node or a remote one. During the transaction, the record is reused locally. Finally,

when the transaction commits, all the remote records that it has updated are written to

their home nodes.

Remote records are accessed via RDMA requests that take as argument the range of

contiguous addresses of the record. We use one-sided RDMA since it reduces core costs and

latency [270]. Local records are accessed with loads and stores. The same is the case for

accesses to local copies of remote records.

Both remote and local accesses from a transaction i can conflict with accesses from another

transaction j running on the same node (i.e., a local transaction) or on another node (i.e., a

remote transaction). Figure 6.5a shows a local (L) and a remote (R) access, and Figure 6.5b

shows an L-to-R conflict and an L-to-L conflict.
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Figure 6.5: Example of transactional conflicts.

We design the HADES’ transactional protocol as follows. Conflicts that involve at least one

R access of a transaction are detected lazily when the first of the two conflicting transactions

commits (Figure 6.5b); the transaction that commits first squashes the other one. On the

other hand, conflicts where both of the accesses are L are detected eagerly as soon as the

second access occurs (Figure 6.5b). Moreover, the transaction that issues the second access

squashes itself. It will be apparent when we describe the protocol in Section 6.5 that these

conflict detection decisions are natural given the hardware envisioned.

6.4.3 Overview of the HADES Hardware

The top left part of Figure 6.4 shows a node with multiple cores, with the added hardware

shaded. There are five modules. Module 2○ is a Writing-Transaction ID tag (WrTX ID)

added to each directory/LLC entry. It records the ID of the latest transaction to write that

line. Module 1○ are bits in the private caches that act as filters to avoid accessing WrTX ID

at every access.

Module 3○ keeps the Local Read Bloom Filters and the Local Write Bloom Filters of all

the local transactions. They encode the local addresses read and written, respectively, by

the local transactions.

Module 4a○ keeps the Remote Read Bloom Filters and the Remote Write Bloom Filters of

all the remote transactions that have accessed data homed in this node. They encode the

local addresses read and written, respectively, by the remote transactions.

Finally, module 4b○ records the addresses of the remote locations written by the local

transactions—together with a pointer (Data Location in the figure) to a local buffer that

contains the values written. In addition, it records the IDs of the remote nodes that home

any data read/written by local transactions. All this information is used when a local

transaction commits. Each entry in modules 3○, 4a○, and 4b○ is tagged with the ID of the

owner transaction (TX ID).
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6.4.4 HADES: Data Buffering and Conflict Detection

Consider a HADES transaction running on Core i of Node x. Data is local if its home is

x and remote otherwise. The local data written by the transaction is buffered in the local

cache hierarchy (including the shared LLC). The record of local lines read is encoded in a

Local read bloom filter (BF). The record of local lines written is encoded in a Local write

BF and in Writing-Transaction ID tags in the directory/LLC.

The remote data written by the transaction is buffered in the local NIC. The record of

remote lines read and remote lines written by i that are homed in a remote Node y is encoded

in a Remote read BF and a Remote write BF, respectively, at the NIC of remote Node y.

We now consider how conflicts between transactions are detected. Recall that L-to-L

conflicts are detected eagerly. On a local read by transaction i, the address is checked against

the Writing-Transaction ID tag in the directory/LLC. On a local write by transaction i, the

address is checked against the Writing-Transaction ID tag in the directory/LLC and against

the Local read BFs of all the other local transactions.

Recall that L-to-R conflicts are detected lazily when transaction i commits. At the local

node, the local addresses written by i are checked against the Remote read and Remote

write BFs in the NIC of all the remote transactions that accessed data homed in x. In

addition, at any remote Node y that homes remote data written by i, the following is done:

the addresses of the remote data written by i are checked (i) against the Remote read and

Remote write BFs of all the other remote transactions in y and (ii) against the Local read

and Local write BFs of all the local transactions in y.

6.5 HADES’ TRANSACTIONAL PROTOCOL

We propose two versions of the HADES transactional protocol: a hardware-only one and

a Hybrid one. The latter replaces the local component of the hardware-only protocol with

software, to simplify the hardware design. In the following, we describe both.

6.5.1 Hardware-only HADES Protocol

In our description, we label transactions (sometimes referred to as Cores) as {i, j, k, ...}
and nodes as {x, y, ...}. Table 6.2 overviews the protocol followed by Transaction i running

on Core i of Node x. We now describe each operation in turn.

Remote Read/Write. Assume that i accesses a remote datum homed in y. In this case,

Core i sends an RDMA request to Node y. If this is a read, the addresses of the range
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Remote Read/Write by i

* Send request to Node y
* If Read
- Add addresses read to RemoteReadBFi in NIC of Node y 4a○
- Fetch the data to local node

* If Write
- Add the addresses of partially written lines to RemoteWriteBFi in NIC of Node y 4a○
- Fetch the partially written lines to local node
- From then on: buffer the updates to all these addresses (not just the partially written ones) in Node x

Local Read/Write by i

* Use tag in the local directory 2○ to check if another local transaction wrote the line. If so, squash yourself
* If Write
- Additionally check the other LocalReadBFj,k,.. 3○ to see if another local transaction read the line. If so, squash yourself

* If Read
- Add address read to LocalReadBFi 3○

* If Write
- Add address written to LocalWriteBFi 3○
- Update the tag in the local directory 2○

Transaction Commit by i. At Local Node x

* i partially locks the local directory or gets squashed
* Detect any conflict on local data between i and a remote transaction
- Find the lines with i’s tags in the local directory 2○ and probe for membership in all RemoteReadBFj,k,.. and
RemoteWriteBFj,k,.. in x’s NIC 4a○

- Send squashes to any conflicting remote transactions
* Request the commit of i in remote nodes
- Send Intend-to-commit RDMA message to all remote nodes involved in the transaction, passing the addresses written
- Receive Acks from all the remote nodes involved in the transaction
- After this, i cannot be squashed anymore

* Clear i’s local speculative state
- Find the lines with i’s tags in the local directory 2○ and clear their tag

* Send Validation plus updates to all the remote nodes involved in the transaction to clear i’s remote state
* Unlock local directory and clear LocalReadBFi and LocalWriteBFi 3○
Transaction Commit by i. At Remote Node y

* NIC receives i’s Intend-to-commit RDMA message with the addresses written
* Partially lock y’s directory for i or squash i
* Detect any conflict on y’s local data between i and any transaction local or remote to y
- Take each address written by i homed in y, and check for membership in:
= All other RemoteReadBFj,k,.. and RemoteWriteBFj,k,.. in y’s NIC 4a○ and
= All LocalReadBFl,m,.. and LocalWriteBFl,m,.. in y 3○
- Squash all transactions conflicting with i

* Send Ack to i
* Receive Validation plus updates from i
* Push the updates to y’s local memory or LLC
* Unlock y’s directory for i and clear RemoteReadBFi and RemoteWriteBFi 4a○

Table 6.2: Operation of a Transaction i running on a Node x. The references in circles
correspond to the hardware modules in Figure 2.2.

of cache lines requested are encoded in the Remote read BF (RemoteReadBF) of i in the

NIC of y (Module 4a○ of Figure 2.2). Finally, the data is fetched to Node x. If this was a

write, a similar process is followed, except that we only need to care about the cache lines

that are partially written. Such lines can be found at the beginning and end of the range

of addresses written. Such lines are fetched to Node x and their addresses encoded in the
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RemoteWriteBF of i in the NIC of y (Module 4a○). The other lines do not need to be fetched

to Node x because they will be overwritten and do not need to be inserted in the BF because

they cannot cause squashes. From now on, Node x buffers i’s updates to all these addresses.

Local Read/Write. Assume that i accesses a local datum homed in Node x. The

hardware accesses the Writing-Transaction ID tag in the directory (Module 2○ of Figure 2.2)

to check if another local transaction has written the line. If so, i is squashed. Note that

the filter bits in the private caches (Module 1○) are first checked and, if the Recorded WR

bit is set, there is no need to access the directory because it is guaranteed that the Writing-

Transaction ID tag in the directory is set to i. For simplicity, in this discussion, we do not

consider Module 1○.

On a write, we additionally check the LocalReadBFj,k,.. of all the other local transactions

(Module 3○) to see if another local transaction read the line. If so, i is squashed.

If i survives, the action is: on a read, the address read is encoded in LocalReadBFi

(Module 3○); on a write, the address written is encoded in LocalWriteBFi (Module 3○) and

the Writing-Transaction ID tag is set (Module 2○).

Transaction Commit. To commit i, HADES requires several steps in x and some steps

in each of the remote nodes from where i accessed remote data {y, z...}.

Actions in Node x. There are six steps in Node x (Table 6.2):

Step 1. To ensure that commits have a total order, the commit of i starts with i partially

locking the local directory. This mechanism is explained in Section 6.5.2 and consists of using

the LocalReadBFi and LocalWriteBFi (Module 3○) to temporarily and selectively block

accesses to lines in the directory that are encoded in these bloom filters. This operation

prevents other transactions from performing conflicting accesses while i commits. If i fails

to lock the directory because another transaction is already locking common lines, i gets

squashed.

Step 2. HADES detects any conflict on local data between i and a remote transaction.

For this, the hardware takes each of the directory lines whose Writing-Transaction ID tag

(Module 2○) matches i, and checks them for membership in all the RemoteReadBFj,k,.. and

RemoteWriteBFj,k,.. in the NIC of Node x (Module 4a○). If a match is detected, a squash

is sent to the conflicting remote transaction. Section 6.5.3 shows the hardware structures

proposed to easily obtain the directory lines whose tag matches a certain transaction, and

those to check for BF membership.

Step 3. HADES requests the commit of i in remote nodes. For this, the local NIC sends an

Intend-to-commit RDMA message to all remote nodes involved in the transaction, passing

the addresses written. Such nodes {y, z...} will inititate the commit of i by performing
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the actions that will be described below. If the operations are successful, the nodes will

return an Ack to i. When x’s NIC has received all Acks, it knows that i cannot be squashed

anymore.

Before i receives all the Acks, i can still receive squashes, which will result in the abort of

i and the notification to all the nodes involved in the transaction.

Step 4. Since i is free of squashes, it clears i’s local speculative state. Specifically, HADES

finds all the lines with i’s tags in the local directory (Module 2○) and clears their tag.

Step 5. The NIC in x sends a Validation RDMA message to all remote nodes involved in

the transaction, asking them to clear i’s remote state. The message includes i’s updates to

the data homed in the remote node, if any. The receiving nodes clear the RemoteReadBFi

and RemoteWriteBFi in their NIC (Module 4a○) and push the updates to their local memory

or LLC.

Step 6. As the Validation messages are sent, i unlocks the local directory (Section 6.5.2)

and clears LocalReadBFi and LocalWriteBFi (Module 3○). All of i’s state has disappeared.

Actions in Nodes {y, z...}. In the meantime, remote nodes {y, z...} receive the Intend-to-

commit message from i, with the addresses of the data in those nodes that i wrote, if any.

Each of the nodes, say y, performs five steps (Table 6.2):

Step 1. To ensure correctness, the hardware attempts to partially lock y’s directory for

i. The operation involves using RemoteReadBFi and RemoteWriteBFi (Module 4a○) to

temporarily and selectively block access to lines in y’s directory that are encoded in these

bloom filters. If the hardware fails to lock the directory, a squash is sent to i.

Step 2. HADES detects any conflict on y’s local data between i and any transaction local

or remote to y. For this, the hardware takes each address written by i that is homed in y

and checks for membership in: (i) all other RemoteReadBFj,k,.. and RemoteWriteBFj,k,.. in

y’s NIC (Module 4a○) and (ii) all LocalReadBFl,m,.. and LocalWriteBFl,m,.. in y (Module 3○).

If a match is detected, a squash is sent to the transaction conflicting with i.

Step 3. y’s NIC sends an Ack message to i and waits for a Validation.

Step 4. On reception of the Validation plus the local updates from i, HADES clears i’s

state in y. This involves pushing the updates to y’s memory or LLC.

Step 5. y unlocks its directory for i and clears RemoteReadBFi and RemoteWriteBFi

(Module 4a○).

Transaction Squash. The previous discussion showed that i is squashed while trying

to commit if it fails to partially lock the directory. However, i is also squashed when a

conflict with another transaction is detected—either while i is not committing or while i is

committing but before it receives all Acks.
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Conflicts leading to squashes of i can be triggered when another local or a remote trans-

action conflicts with i on local or remote data. A conflict with another local transaction j

on local data is detected eagerly when i attempts to write to an LLC line that has been

read or written by j, or i reads an LLC line that has been written by j. A conflict with a

local transaction j on remote data or with a remote transaction k on local or remote data

is detected when j or k are committing.

Finally, i is also squashed when a line written by i is evicted from the LLC.

6.5.2 Hardware Primitive to Support Atomicity

For correct operation, while transaction i is committing, no other transaction should per-

form accesses to addresses that conflict with i’s accesses. To ensure this capability, HADES

introduces a hardware primitive that allows i to partially lock the directory, preventing other

transactions from performing conflicting accesses. As a transaction i proceeds to commit, it

first invokes such primitive.

The idea is to copy the Read and Write BFs of i to a Locking Buffer next to the directory

(Figure 6.6). Then, every write that accesses the directory/LLC is checked for membership

in the Read and Write BFs, while every read is checked for membership in the Write BF. If

any of these checks is positive, the access is denied and needs to retry. Otherwise, the access

proceeds as usual. Note that these checks are performed in parallel with the directory/LLC

tag check.

In the HADES protocol (Section 6.5.1), when transaction i commits, it first locks its local

directory with LocalReadBFi and LocalWriteBFi, and then the directory in each relevant

remote Node y with RemoteReadBFi and RemoteWriteBFi. Note that blocking access to the

directory/LLC is enough. There is no need to block access to the private cache hierarchies

because every first write and first read of a transaction to an address needs to propagate

to the directory/LLC to check and potentially set the Writing-Transaction ID tag. The

purpose of the Recorded RD and WR bits in Module 1○ of Figure 2.2 is to filter the second

and subsequent accesses.

At a given node, multiple transactions can commit at a time if they do not have conflicts.

To support this case, as shown in Figure 6.6, our hardware has multiple Locking Buffers to

store the bloom filters of multiple transactions. To see how it works, consider the case when

transaction i wants to commit in Node x and finds that j is already partially locking the

directory.

i’s first step is to generate the list of line addresses it wrote. Generating such list is

easy. If x is a remote node for i, then the list is available in the just-received Intend-to-
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Figure 6.6: Partially locking the directory by transactions i and j using their bloom filters
(BFs).

commit message. If x is the local node for i, the list is obtained from the directory/LLC’s

Writing-Transaction ID tags with the hardware that will be described in Section 6.5.3.

Once the list of write addresses is available, the addresses are checked for membership in

the Read and Write BFs of j. If there is a match, the two transactions conflict and i is

squashed—they cannot both commit concurrently. Otherwise, i’s BFs are loaded into the

second buffer of Figure 6.6, effectively adding a second partial lock to the directory. The

BFs loaded are RemoteReadBFi and RemoteWriteBFi or LocalReadBFi and LocalWriteBFi

depending on the case.

At the end of the commit, the unlock operation simply clears the Locking Buffer in the

local node and in any relevant remote node (Section 6.5.1).

Finally, this primitive is also used by HADES to avoid checking for read atomicity when

a transaction performs a read that covers multiple cache lines (Row 3 of Table 6.1). In this

case, the hardware hashes the addresses of the multiple lines into one of the read registers of

the Locking Buffers. Any concurrent write that attempts to access the directory/LLC while

the reads are being performed is delayed.

6.5.3 Other Hardware Primitives

HADES includes two more hardware primitives that operate on BFs: one detects the

membership of an address in a BF; the other quickly identifies the set of lines in the direc-
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tory/LLC that have been written by a given transaction.

Detecting membership is implemented by hashing the address, bit-XORing the set bits in

the result with the corresponding BF bits and then comparing the result with zero. If the

result is zero, membership is detected (Figure 6.7).

=

member?
member?

Hash

Address

bloom filter

=
=

member?

bloom filter
bloom filter

0000….0000

Figure 6.7: Bloom filter checks for address membership.

Identifying the set of lines in the LLC that have been written by a given transaction is

needed in three operations. The first one occurs in a transaction squash: all the LLC lines

tagged with the transaction’s Writing-Transaction ID (WrTX ID) need to be identified and

invalidated. The second operation occurs at the end of a transaction commit: all the LLC

lines tagged with the transaction’s WrTX ID need to have their WrTX ID cleared because

they become non-speculative.

The third operation occurs when a local transaction i commits, and needs to check for

conflicts against remote transactions {j, k, ...} on local data. Transactions {j, k, ...} have

their RemoteReadBFj,k,.. and RemoteWriteBFj,k,.. in the NIC of the local node (Module

4a○). To check for conflicts, one needs to first obtain the set of local cache line addresses

written by i. These addresses are then checked for membership in RemoteReadBFj,k,.. and

RemoteWriteBFj,k,... If any address is found to be a member, a conflict is detected.

Note that the opposite case, where a remote transaction j needs to check for conflicts

against a local transaction i is easier: we already have a list of local line addresses written

by j; they are included in the Intend-to-commit message received from the node where j

runs (Table 6.2).

To identify the set of lines in the LLC written by a given transaction, we propose a new

organization of the write BF. We logically divide it into two sections: WrBF1 and WrBF2.

WrBF1 is set by hashing addresses using a conventional hash function (e.g., CRC [274, 275]);

WrBF2 is set by taking the LLC index bits of addresses and applying modulo WrBF2 size.

This design is shown in Figure 6.8. As a result, each bit of WrBF2 corresponds to a few sets

in the LLC (e.g., 4 or 8) and tells whether or not the bloom filter contains an address that
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Figure 6.8: New write BF design to quickly identify the set of lines in the LLC written by
a given transaction.

maps to such sets. For example, in Figure 6.8, the WrBF2 size is 4, and the LLC has 8 sets.

Hence, if bit 2 is set, it means that the bloom filter has at least a line that maps to sets 2

or 6.

With this BF design, address insertion in the BF and membership detection work as

usual. However, this design allows fast, parallel detection of the LLC lines tagged with a

given WrTX ID. Indeed, as shown in Figure 6.8, each set bit in WrBF2 enables a group of

sets. The enabled sets compare an input WrTX ID with all the WrTX ID tags of all their

ways. (For space reasons, the figure uses TID rather than WrTX ID.) Once the matches

are found in parallel, retrieving the corresponding address tags does not consume excessive

time, since the number of matches is typically modest—around 5 for our platform of 5 nodes.

These addresses are the local ones written by the WrTX ID transaction.

6.5.4 HADES-H: A Hybrid Protocol

We also design a hybrid transactional protocol that combines a subset of the HADES

hardware with the baseline software-only FaRM protocol. We call the design HADES-Hybrid

(HADES-H).

The idea is to support the local operations in software, like in FaRM, as described in
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Section 6.2, and the remote operations in hardware, like in HADES. To support the latter, the

NIC has the same hardware structures as in HADES. Specifically, of the hardware structures

in Figure 2.2, HADES-H only keeps Modules 4a○ and 4b○. In addition, HADES-H retains

the hardware primitive that partially locks the directory/LLC (Section 6.5.2), which adds

efficiency to the protocol. With this overall design, we reduce the hardware modifications

made to the non-NIC part of a node. Data records are augmented as in Figure 6.1. For

local read and write operations HADES-H performs them in software at record granularity

and records them in the read/write sets like FaRM. No other modification is needed for

the execution phase of a transaction. At a high level, the commit follows the operations in

Table 2.2. Note, however, that local transactions do not have Local BFs, as Module 3○ in

Figure 2.2 does not exist. Consequently, when a local transaction i attempts to commit, the

software passes the list of local lines written by i to the NIC, which builds the LocalWriteBFi

for i. The software then places these BFs in the Locking Buffers to lock the directory. Next,

software validates local reads as in FaRM by re-reading their version. Overall, during the

commit, operations such as setting the versions of the written records to detect conflicts and

re-reading the versions of the previously-read records to ensure read atomicity are performed

in software like in FaRM.

6.5.5 Comparison to Other Transactional Memory Designs

HADES builds on Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) [276] concepts, and uses Bloom

filters for conflict detection. However, the design is very different than past work. Consider

local transactions first. HADES: (i) allows context switches inside a transaction without

aborts; (ii) minimizes the modifications to L1; (iii) uses the LLC as speculative storage to

allow for large transactions; (iv) allows more concurrent transactions than cores. Regarding

remote transactions, HADES: (i) is the first design to propose hardware for remote trans-

actions in a distributed system, allowing RDMA operations within a transaction without

aborting; (ii) proposes new NIC hardware, and (iii) introduces a new protocol.

Two related designs are DrTM [266] and DrTM+R [269]. DrTM locks and fetches all the

remote records that a transaction will use. Then, it uses HTM to execute the transaction

atomically. Instead, HADES uses OCC to execute the transaction and needs no a priori

knowledge of the records in the transaction. DrTM+R extends DrTM to use OCC. It uses

a software mechanism like FaRM for conflict detection. In addition, inside the distributed

transaction, it uses HTM to guarantee the atomicity of local record reads and writes. Instead,

HADES uses hardware-supported local and remote operations in a transaction.
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6.6 HADES INTERACTION WITH DISTRIBUTED DATA PERSISTENCY

Distributed applications that use transactional consistency often require fault-tolerance

guarantees. Different degrees of fault-tolerance can be achieved by replicating the data

across the different nodes of the system, or by persisting the data written by the transaction

according to a persistency model. The HADES protocol can support data replication across

different nodes, and interact efficiently with the different persistency models.

Supporting Data Replication. For data replication, the HADES protocol needs to prop-

agate the updates of a transaction to all replica nodes that hold a copy of the written

records. There can be multiple different options for replicating data in a distributed system,

e.g., primary-backup or broadcast-based replication. However, as we discussed in Chapter

5, broadcast-based replication protocols, like Hermes [204], are very efficient and increase

system throughput. Thus, we will describe the HADES protocol for replication assuming

broadcast-based replication, where each node of the system can act as the Coordinator for a

transaction executing on this node (local node), or as a Follower for a transaction executing

on another node (remote node). The execution phase of the transaction under replication

is the same for HADES as it was described before (Section 6.5). Note, that while a record

can be in multiple different replica nodes, during the execution phase it is sufficient to select

one of these nodes to perform remote read and write operations. However, on commit, the

addresses and the updated data of all written records, both local and remote, need to prop-

agate to the replica nodes of these records. Thus, an Intend-to-commit RDMA message is

sent by the Coordinator, the local node of the transaction, to all replica nodes. The replica

nodes execute the steps of Table 6.2. They need to lock in the directory the addresses that

participate in the transaction that intends to commit. Potentially, a replica node might need

to create a write bloom filter for this transaction if one was not already present. This can

happen in the case that this replica node was not aware of the committing transaction yet,

as the remote writes of the transaction targeted a different replica node during the execution

phase. Then, conflict detection is performed in all remote nodes and they reply back to the

Coordinator with an ACK if the transaction can commit. The replicas wait for a valida-

tion message from the Coordinator node to apply the transaction updates in memory and

unlock the directory. Since we broadcast all transaction updates to all replica nodes for the

written records during commit phase, a conflict with a different transaction will be detected

even though during the execution phase a transaction selects one of the replica nodes to

perform remote read and write operations. This saves unnecessary network traffic during

the execution phase.
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Supporting Data Persistency. HADES can work with any of the persistency models

of Chapter 5. The Visibility Point of updates for a distributed transaction is when the

transaction commits. The durability point of the transaction updates depends on the per-

sistency model. Table 6.3 presents the durability point for every persistency model that we

considered in Chapter 5.

Persistency Durability Point (DP) of an Update

Strict Log to a persistent storage when the update occurs
Synchronous At the visibility point of the update, when the transaction commits
Read-Enforced Before the update is read. This can be after transaction commit time
Scope Before or at the scope end
Eventual Sometime in the future

Table 6.3: Durability points of transaction updates for different memory persistency models.

In the Synchronous persistency model, the updates of a transaction need to be persisted

at transaction commit time. As such, the Coordinator node will receive all ACK messages

from the remote nodes and then send the Validation message to all remote nodes, as was

previously described in Table 6.2. However, a reply to the client that the transaction has

completed will be sent only after the Coordinator and the remote nodes have successfully

persisted the data. A second ACK p message from each of the remote nodes is needed to

indicate that the updates have successfully persisted in the NVM or secondary storage. In

Read-Enforced persistency, the transaction is considered completed as soon as the Valida-

tion message is sent from the Coordinator node to all remote nodes. However, a subsequent

transaction will not be able to read any updated data until the data persist. For the case

of Scope persistency, every update that happened within a Scope needs to persist before

the end-of-scope annotation completes for a specific Scope ID. Note, that a Scope ID might

contain multiple transactions and the updates of all transactions need to persist when the

end-of-scope for this Scope ID is reached. Finally, in Eventual persistency, the updates of

a transaction will persist sometime in the future lazily, while for Strict persistency, every

transaction update needs to be logged into persistent storage before the transaction execu-

tion continues, instead of waiting for the transaction to commit. The latter is a relatively

unintuitive model that we include for completeness.

6.6.1 Supporting In-Network Persistency

Persisting data affects the performance of applications. Chapter 5 shows that depending on

the persistency model, the throughput and latency of transactions can change significantly.
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This is especially the case for persistency models where persisting the data stands on the

critical path of execution. However, such models, like Synchronous and Scope persistency,

provide the best programmer intuition. The ability to speed-up such models is of great

importance. An optimization to enhance the performance of such models is to utilize the

network hardware for persisting. Luckily, HADES’ hardware can be extended to support

persisting in a durable or battery backed buffer in the NIC and avoid waiting for the data

to persist in NVM. This optimization can help to avoid the increased latency and limited

bandwidth of NVM that can become a bottleneck for distributed transactions.

To achieve higher throughput for persistency, we propose to enhance the NICs with an

extra hardware structure that can persist data in the NIC. Figure 6.9 shows the extra

hardware structure that we add in the NIC, namely Module 4c○. This module consists of

two parts. The first is a Persistent Buffer that holds the updated values of the written data

from a transaction. This buffer can be NVM, or volatile memory (SRAM or DRAM) that is

battery backed. The buffer contains the data that are to be flushed to the NVM or secondary

storage, the start and end addresses of the updates, and a pointer to the bloom filter that

contains the signature of these updates. The second structure is the bloom filter that has

the write signature of the updates that persisted in the NIC for this transaction. This is

required to guarantee the correct ordering of updates to non-volatile storage. Thus, when

a node sends the updates to a remote node with the Intend-to-commit message, an entry

in the Persistent Buffer and a write bloom filter are filled for the committing transaction in

Module 4c○ until the updates are flushed to NVM.

Commit operation with in-network persist support. The commit operation at a

local and a remote node needs to account for the buffered writes at the NIC. Note, that
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while we are buffering the data at the NIC, we should not alter the order at which the

data is flushed to NVM, when multiple transactions operate on the same data. This means

that if a transaction has buffered data in the NIC and a subsequent transaction performs

a write to the same data, the latter must not send any updates to NVM before the first

transaction. Consider the operations of Table 6.2 for the case that a transaction i commits

at remote node y. y ’s NIC receives the Intend-to-commit message for transaction i and

partially locks the directory or squashes the transaction. Then, it checks for any conflict

between i and any transaction local or remote to y. On top of that, it needs to check if

there are any buffered updates at y ’s NIC Persist Buffer that conflict with the updates of

the committing transaction. If any write bloom filter in Module 4c○ indicates a conflict and

the Persist Buffer has free space, then the updates of i will be buffered in an entry of the

Persist Buffer and the write bloom filter of the transaction will be kept in Module 4c○. That

is because the Persist Buffer will flush the updates to NVM in order. So, no transaction

needs to be squashed. However, if there is no space, then the committing transaction needs

to be squashed to maintain the correct ordering of persist operations in NVM. On the other

hand, if no conflict is detected between the committing transaction i and the write bloom

filters of Module 4c○, then the transaction can commit. The first option for committing is

to buffer the updates in the NIC, when there is enough space in the Persist Buffer. In the

case where the Persist Buffer does not have enough space to hold the data, we can buffer the

data in the LLC and only keep the write BF and the start and end addresses in the Persist

Buffer. Then a flush command will push the data to the NVM later. If there is no space in

the Persist Buffer even for the metadata, the transaction is squashed.

Consider the case where transaction i commits at local node x. i needs to partially lock the

directory and check for conflicts between i and any remote transaction at x. Additionally, it

needs to check if the NIC has any buffered updates in the Persist Buffer, and decide if there

is a conflict with them or not. Similar to before, if a conflict is detected and the Persist

Buffer has no free space, transaction i is squashed. Otherwise, if there is free space in the

Persist Buffer, i’s updates can persist there until they are flushed to NVM. If no conflict is

detected, the updates can be persisted in the Persist Buffer if it has free space, or buffer the

data in LLC and keep the write BF in the NIC with the metadata. If there is no space for

the metadata, the transaction is squashed.

The Persist Buffer accelerates persisting the data in the NIC instead of the slower NVM.

The bloom filter support of HADES is utilized to dictate the ordering of updates between

the buffer in the NIC and the NVM, so that no udpates for the same address are re-ordered

between local or remote transactions and the NIC’s Persist Buffer. The updates from the

Persist Buffer are lazily flushed into the NVM. When all updates of a transaction are flushed
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to persistent storage, the data and the transaction’s write bloom filter in Module 4c○ are

cleared.

6.7 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Modeled Architecture. We model the architecture of a distributed system with five

servers. On each server, we have one client per core executing transactions. The servers

utilize 64 GBs of main memory and they have a Network Interface Card (NIC) that supports

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), which enables a server to access the remote memory

of other servers. The architecture parameters are shown in Table 6.4. Each core is an out-

of-order core with private L1 and L2 caches, and a shared LLC. For HADES we include the

bloom filter support at the LLC and the NIC and extend the directory and private caches’

tags to support conflict detection of transactions.

We use RDMA to support low-latency data transfers across nodes without involving the

remote processor and augment it with the operations required by HADES. These operations

include support for remote read and write operations that need to be recorded in the HW

structures of the NIC, support for the “Intention to commit”, Ack and Val messages of

our protocol, and squashing transactions on a conflict. We model a high-end NIC with

a bandwidth of 200Gb/s [199], and up to 400 Queue Pairs [229] for scheduling messages.

Further, we model a 2µs round-trip latency for a message between two NICs [198, 199, 265,

277]. Moreover, we model the latency of adding elements to the bloom filters, checking for

conflicts and locking an address range to the directory using the bloom filters. Finally, when

we evaluate the interaction of HADES with the different persistency models, we have 16GB

of DRAM and 64GB of NVM, while the NIC has a Persist Buffer of 512KB.

Modeling Approach. For our simulations, we use the SST simulator [61], Pin [155],

and the DRAMSim2 memory simulator [63]. With Pin, we collect instruction traces for 25

cores processing read and write client requests for all our benchmarks. Traces have no timing

information. Then, we take these traces and simulate 25 cores in our distributed architecture.

Timing is dynamically determined by the simulator. We inserted in the simulator all the

protocol messages required for the execution, validation and commit phases of transactions.

All the records accessed by the client requests are statically distributed across the five servers

for all of our benchmarks. Thus, the probability of a request targeting remote data is 80%.

Configurations and applications. For our experiments we compare 3 different config-

urations: (a) Baseline: This the a SW only approach for distributed transactions based

on FaRM [254, 268, 269], (b) HADES-H that is utilizing the SW based approach for local

transaction operations and the HW based approach for remote operations, and (c) HADES
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Server Architecture Parameters

Servers; Clients 5 servers; 5 clients/server.
Multicore chip 5 out-of-order cores per server, 6-issue, 2GHz
Ld-St queue; ROB 92 entries; 192 entries
L1 cache 64KB, 8-way, 2 cycles round trip latency (RT)
L2 cache 512KB, 8-way, 12 cycles RT
LLC cache 4MB/core, 16-way, 40 cycles RT
LLC Bloom filters Read: 1024bits, Write: 512bits with CRC hashing

plus 4096bits with cache indexing hashing
10 read, 10 write bloom filter per node (7KB storage)

Find LLC TX writes 80 - 120 cycles
CRC hash function 2-cycle latency; Area: 1.9 ∗ 10−3mm2;

Dyn. energy: 0.98pJ ; Leak. power: 0.1mW

Network Parameters

Network latency 2µs RT NIC-to-NIC RDMA latency
Network Bandwidth 200Gb/s
Queue Pairs Up to 400
NIC Bloom filters 1024 bits for Read and Write bloom filters

160 read, 160 write bloom filters/NIC (40KB storage)
Other NIC hardware Total size of structures 4b in Figure 2.2: 1.2KB storage
Persist Buffer Size: 512KB, Latency: 12 cycles

Per-Server Main-Memory Parameters

DRAM Capacity 64GB w/o NVM and 16GB w/ NVM
NVM Capacity 64GB
Channels, Banks DRAM: 4, 8; NVM: 2, 8
Latency DRAM: 100ns read/write RT

NVM: 140ns read, 400ns write RT
Freq; Bus width 1GHz DDR; 64 bits per channel

Table 6.4: Architectural parameters used for evaluation.

that is utilizing the proposed HW based approach both for local and remote requests. We use

three popular distributed transactional applications and four key-value stores. Specifically,

we use the widely used TPC-C [278]. TPC-C is an OLTP benchmark that simulates an

order processing application. We fill the TPC-C warehouses with 10 million items. TPC-C

is write intensive and has many read and write record accesses per transaction at a fine

granularity. We used TATP [279], an OLTP benchmark that simulates a telecommunica-

tion database with 1 million subscribers. TATP has 80% read and 20% write requests and

a small number of requests per transaction. We also used Smallbank [280, 281], a write

intensive OLTP benchmark (46% write requests) that simulates bank account transactions

on 5 million accounts.

We also used multiple commonly used key-value stores such as HashTable (HT), Map,

B-Tree [231] and B+Tree [232]. We evaluate them with Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark
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(YCSB) [159] running write intensive workload-A (wA) with 50% write, 50% read requests,

and read intensive workload-B (wB) with 5% write and 95% read requests. We fill the

key-value stores with 4 million keys. Similarly to previous work [271, 272, 273] we selected

transactions to be 5 client requests.

In our experiments, we warm up the architectural state by running 1 billion instructions

before simulating a total of 25 billion instructions.

6.8 EVALUATION

6.8.1 Improving Transaction Throughput
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Figure 6.10: Throughput of HADES normalized to the state-of-the-art software-based ap-
proach (Baseline).

In Figure 6.10 we evaluate the throughput benefit of HADES-H and HADES. In the figure,

the throughput for each benchmark is normalized to that of Baseline. Both HADES-H and

HADES can achieve great speedups over the state-of-the-art software-based implementation.

On average, we see that they achieve 2.3× and 2.7× higher throughput, respectively. For

the TPC-C benchmark, our solutions can obtain even higher speedup. This is because

TPC-C is characterized by many small client read and write requests per transaction (~13.

5 requests), and only a few benchmark instructions are executed to serve these requests.

This exacerbates the added software overheads for such requests. Specifically, the cost of

managing the Read and Write sets, as well as ensuring read atomicity and operating at

record granularity introduces significant performance overheads. For the key-value stores
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running with YCSB workloads, we observe that we can achieve better performance for

write intensive workload-A, than the read intensive workload-B. This is because writes have

extra overheads of fetching the record version before performing the write and updating the

record version before the transaction commits. Moreover, read-only transactions, in the case

of Baseline, do not need to lock any records before the commit time. Such transactions

validate the read set for conflicts by re-reading the version during the Validation Phase and

if no conflict is detected, the transaction can safely commit. This saves a network round-trip

for locking remote records, and the execution time for locking local records. We observe

the same performance behavior for TATP (read-intensive) and Smallbank (write-intensive)

workloads.

6.8.2 Reducing Transaction Latency

We show the average latency of the transactions for the different benchmarks in Fig-

ure 6.11. Similar to Figure 6.10, we normalize the latency numbers to that of the state-

of-the-art software-based approach (Baseline). We break down the transaction latency into

three parts: the time it takes for the Execution, the Validation, and the Commit phases.

Compared to the Baseline, HADES-H and HADES achieve 54% and 60% lower latency, on

average. The Execution Phase accounts for most of the total transaction time. HADES is

able to mitigate most of the overheads during this phase. In HADES, there is no need to

manage Read and Write sets, to validate the atomicity of read operations, and also, we do

not need to operate at record granularity. As a result, we avoid all the redundant reads and

writes of software, as well as all the checking and bookkeeping overheads that were outlined

in the first, third and fourth rows of Table 6.1.

The Validation Phase is the second dominant factor for the total transaction time. HADES

spends less time in this phase due to fact that the bloom filters perform fast conflict de-

tection, as opposed to the Baseline that needs to re-read the record versions. Moreover, in

HADES, we do not serialize locking the written records with re-reading record versions. Our

“Intention to commit” message is broadcasted to the participating nodes of a transaction

simultaneously, which improves the concurrency of the transaction validation.

Finally, Baseline spends some time in Commit Phase to update the record version, apply

the updates and unlock the records. Instead, HADES does not include record versions

and offloads the operations of (i) sending the updates to the remote nodes, (ii) making the

local updates non-speculative, and (iii) unlocking the bloom filters to the NIC and the LLC

hardware.

We also evaluate the tail latency of transactions, and show the 95th percentile latency
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Figure 6.11: Mean transaction latency normalized to Baseline.

in Figure 6.12. As shown in Figure 6.12, the performance trend is similar to mean latency

(Figure 6.11). HADES achieves slightly more improvement in tail latency than in mean

latency. The reason is that HADES offloads operations to the NIC and has less operations

for locking and unlocking record versions. This decreased memory and network traffic results

in less interference during the execution of transactions, which achieves reduced tail latency

for HADES, compared to Baseline and HADES-H.

6.8.3 Characterization of the LLC and the Bloom Filters

We performed two more analyses to further assess our design. We first check whether

the LLC can accommodate the transactions we are executing, or whether the evictions of

written cache lines are causing a transaction to abort. We run all our benchmarks and force

every client request to target local nodes. This setting maximizes the pressure we put on

the LLC. We modified the LRU replacement policy to avoid evicting speculatively written

cache lines from a transaction, if non-speculative cache lines could be evicted instead. We

find that 0.1% of the executed transactions need to be aborted, on average, because of an

LLC eviction. At most, TPC-C aborts 0.7% of the transactions when all the requests are

local. This is a very small percentage for a worst case scenario, and it is even more negligible

when transactions involve remote nodes.

Second, we also evaluate the effectiveness of the bloom filters used in HADES. In our

experiments, we find that the bloom filters have an average false positive probability of

0.02% for the case of HADES-H and 0.04% for the case of HADES. This is because the
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Figure 6.12: Tail (95th percentile) latency normalized to Baseline.

transactions do not read or write multiple cache lines in a concentrated manner. At most

76 cache lines are read and 40 are written by a transaction in our benchmarks, and these

lines are spread across the nodes of the system. We find that the average percentage of bits

set across all the available bloom filters is 0.32% for HADES-H and 0.37% for HADES. To

further assess the effectiveness of our bloom filters, we consider a scenario where all requests

target a specific node. This leads to ∼13% bits set for a 1-Kbit bloom filter resulting in a

false positive probability of ∼2%. Thus, we conclude that the bloom filters are a very efficient

solution for conflict detection in hardware-assisted transactional systems.

Overall, we find that, for the evaluated setup, all the configurations have a negligible rate

of aborting transactions for all workloads, and that the hardware structures introduced by

HADES do not add much hardware cost and performance overhead.

6.8.4 Sensitivity Analysis for HADES

Finally, we perform two sensitivity analyses. First, we examine the sensitivity of HADES

and HADES-H to different network latencies. Figure 6.13a presents the average throughput

across all benchmarks normalized to the Baseline with 2µs network latency. HADES achieves

higher speedup as the network latency decreases (3.6× for 1µs latency). That is because

the software overheads of the Baseline are becoming a more serious bottleneck when the

network round-trip latency decreases. Our design eliminates these software overheads. As

such, network latency has more impact on HADES and HADES-H, compared to the Baseline,

in which the execution time is dominated by the software operations.
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Figure 6.13: Throughput for: (a) different network latencies normalized to the 2µs Baseline
and (b) different ratio of local to total requests normalized to the 20% local Baseline config-
uration.

Next, we perform a sensitivity analysis on the ratio between requests that target a local

or remote nodes. The bars show the average throughput across all benchmarks and are nor-

malized to the case of 20% Local Baseline (20% of the requests in transactions target a local

node), which is the configuration we used in all the previous experiments. As the number

of local requests increases, Baseline and HADES achieve higher throughput. Baseline has

less impact because the software overheads are the major bottleneck, while HADES achieves

greater speedup. However, this is not the case for HADES-H. Its performance decreases as

we have more requests targeting the Local node. This is because HADES-H is using the

software-based approach for local operations, which introduces dramatic software overheads.

As a result, HADES-H obtains more performance benefits for transactions that involve a

large number of remote requests. Overall, we observe that our solutions always perform

better than Baseline, making us believe that our proposed hardware-assisted transactional

system is a promising approach to accelerate distributed transactions in data centers.

6.8.5 Performance of HADES with Persistency

We combine HADES with five different persistency models to assess the performance

impact of persistency.

We compare two different configurations, one that does not use the Persistent Buffer op-

timization that was described in Section 6.6 and one that does utilize the NIC hardware to

persist data. Figure 6.14 presents performance across the different models. Each bar repre-

sents the geomean across all our benchmarks, but for this analysis we exclude benchmarks
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Figure 6.14: Throughput of HADES for different persistency models with and without in-
network persistency support, normalized to the case of Synchronous persistency without
in-network persist support.
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Figure 6.15: Mean transaction latency of HADES for different persistency models with and
without in-network persistency support, normalized to the case of Synchronous persistency
without in-network persist.

that use workload-B, because it has only a small percentage of write operations (5%). All

the results are normalized to the case of Synchronous persistency with no In-Network Persist

support. It is obvious from the figure that the choice of persistency model can have a huge

impact on the throughput of the applications. For example, Eventual persistency delivers

on average 77% higher throughput than Synchronous persistency. A second observation is

that persisting in-network with the use of the Persist Buffer can improve the performance of

the stricter persistency models, namely Synchronous, Strict and Scope persistency. These

models put the persist operations on the critical path of the transaction execution. Thus,
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avoiding the increased NVM latency improves performance. For the case of Synchronous

persistency, throughput increases by 17.1% and achieves performance that is comparable to

that of the more relaxed Read-Enforced persistency. A similar behavior is observed for the

case of Scope persistency which achieves 21% higher throughput than Synchronous when we

use in-network persistency as opposed to 12.8% when in-network persist is not used. The

performance benefit of Scope persistency is less than that we observe for Synchronous, since

we selected the end-of-scope to be after two consecutive transactions. Strict persistency sees

the highest performance impact from the persist buffer, since it is the model that stalls for

every write operation to persist before continuing execution. When we persist in the NIC

it achieves higher throughput than Synchronous persistency with no in-network persistency

support. The more relaxed persistency models, Read-Enforced and Eventual, do not have a

great impact from the optimization.

Figure 6.15 shows the mean latency of transactions under different persistency models.

The figure is organized as before. We see that mean latency is inversely correlated to

throughput. Stricter persistency models see a bigger improvement from persisting in the

NIC, while relaxed persistency models achieve high performance and are impacted less by

the NIC’s Persist Buffer.
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Figure 6.16: 95th percentile transaction latency of HADES for different persistency models
with and without in-network persistency support, normalized to the case of Synchronous
without in-network persist.

Figure 6.16 shows the 95th percentile transaction latency. Interestingly, the tail latency of

our applications does not have the exact same behavior as the mean latency. While utilizing

the Persist Buffer in the NIC decreases the mean and tail latency in most cases, we find

that it can increase the tail latency for some benchmarks with Read-Enforced persistency.
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The reason is the increased traffic of the NVM memory. For the case of Read-Enforced

persistency we saw earlier a similar behavior (Chapter 5). Not waiting for the writes to

persist until a subsequent read needs to access the data increases the traffic that targets

NVM. Thus, when a read tries to access data that has not yet persisted it might need to

wait for a larger amount of time. In our evaluation we find that Read-Enforced persistency

stalls 15% of the total execution time waiting for data to persist before satisfying a read

request. When the Persist Buffer is utilized, some of the reads that conflict with a previous

write are satisfied faster since they persist in the NIC. Thus, more traffic is introduced to

the NVM that can hurt tail latency in the unlucky case that a read needs to wait a write

which is targeting the busy NVM.

Persist Buffer Characterization We perform a sensitivity analysis to further assess the

capability of persisting in the NIC for the case of HADES. We change the size of the Persist

Buffer in the NIC and measure the total number of requests that are able to persist in the

NIC across the different persistency models.

Persist Buffer 32KB 512KB 1MB
Size

Synchronous 90.2% 99.6% 99.8%
Strict 98.6% 99.9% 99.9%

Read-Enforced 50.3% 67.3% 74.1%
Scope 83.5% 99.3% 99.7%

Eventual 99.9% 99.9% 99.9%

Table 6.5: Percentage of persist operations that are satisfied by the Persist Buffer in the
NIC for different Persist Buffer sizes.

We select three different sizes for the Persist Buffer, 32KB, 512KB and 1MB. Table 6.5

shows the percentage of persist requests that were able to persist in the NIC for the different

persistency models. These percentages are the average across our benchmarks. We see that

as we increase the size of the Persist Buffer, a larger percent of requests are able to persist

in the NIC. For stricter persistency models such as Synchronous and Strict, even a small

Persist Buffer of 32KB was able to satisfy most of the requests. That is because such models

stall execution until the persist operations complete. On the other hand, Read-Enforced

persistency does not stall execution waiting for write operations to persist. As a result, it

introduces a lot more writes to the system that cannot be satisfied by the NIC if the Persist

Buffer is not large enough.

In all cases the number of requests that can be persist in the NIC is quite high and does
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Figure 6.17: Normalized 95th percentile tail latency for each persistency model for different
sizes of the Persist Buffer. For each size of the Persist Buffer the results are normalized to
Synchronous persistency without In-Network Persist support.

not change much between the different Persist Buffer sizes to affect throughput and mean

transaction latency considerably. However, the Persist Buffer size affects the tail latency

of applications. In Figure 6.17 we show the 95th percentile tail latency for the different

persistency models as we change the size of the Persist Buffer. The bars represent the

geomean across all benchmarks and for each Persist Buffer size they are normalized to the

case of Synchronous persistency. From the Figure, we see that as we increase the size of

the Persist Buffer the tail latency decreases for all persistency models, except Eventual

Persistency that never stalls waiting for a write which remains the same. We saw in Table

6.5 that Read-Enforced persistency is affected the most from the Persist Buffer size. As its

size increases the tail latency is decreasing and for 1MB it is better than the case where we

have no in-network persistency support. That is because more reads that conflict with a

previous write only need to wait until data persists in the NIC, instead of the slower NVM.

For the stricter persistency models, namely Synchronous, Strict and Scope, tail latency also

improves as more requests can persist in the NIC. For example, for the case of Synchronous

persistency, tail latency decreases by 37% when we increase the Persist Buffer from 32KB

to 1MB.

Overall, we observe that even a small Persistent Buffer in the NIC is able to increase

the performance of persistency models considerably, with only a few additional hardware

changes in HADES.

6.9 RELATED WORK

Software Optimizations for Distributed Transactions. To optimize the performance

of distributed transactions, the system community has developed many software-based sys-
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tems recently, based on modern hardware techniques [186, 245, 254, 264, 265, 282]. Typical

examples include FaRM [254] and its extension [245], which utilize the RDMA primitives to

accelerate the remote data access in distributed transactions. Most recently, Opacity [270]

advanced the FaRM implementation by enabling strict searializability for all transactions

using global timestamps. However, all these schemes are software based and limited by

the data access protocols provided by the existing network and memory devices. They suf-

fer from significant performance overhead as presented in Section 6.3. In this chapter, we

conduct a characterization study of the entire distributed transactional stack, quantify its

overhead sources, and further develop a hardware-based scheme to accelerate the concurrent

execution of distributed transactions.

Distributed Transactional Protocol Development. Researchers also reexamined dis-

tributed transactional protocols by exploring advanced hardware features in the transactional

systems [255, 265, 268, 269, 283, 284, 285, 286]. For instance, DrTM+R [269] used both

RDMA and Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) to obtain the performance benefits

from advanced hardware features by leveraging the strong atomicity of HTM and fast remote

data access of RDMA. DrTM-H [268] used both one-sided and two-sided RDMA operations

in different phases of the distributed transactional protocol. FaSST [265] replaced the one-

sided RDMA with fast RPCs using two-sided unreliable datagrams, based on the observation

that packet drops happen extremely rarely on modern RDMA networks. PRISM [287] pro-

posed four new RDMA primitives for distributed systems without modifying the underlying

hardware. Different from these works, we rethink the distributed transactional protocols by

offloading the transactional operations into the NICs. Our evaluation shows that HADES

can significantly eliminate the software overhead of existing transactional procotols. HADES

also develops three new RDMA operations for efficient transaction executions in distributed

environment.

Network Support for Distributed Transactions. Recently, researchers proposed to

exploit the compute capability of network devices (i.e., SmartNIC) to accelerate conven-

tional host-based distributed systems and services [288, 289], such as key-value stores [263],

RPC [290], remote storage accesses [291, 292], processor-NIC integration [226], network func-

tions [293, 294], and distributed file systems [295]. Unlike these works, HADES focuses on

accelerating distributed transactions with SmartNICs. HADES shares the same motivation

as the most recent work Xenic [267] that takes advantages of the SmartNIC to reduce the

data lookup overhead for distributed transactions, however, HADES takes a more holistic

approach by rethinking the design and implementation of distributed transactional protocols

with the in-network computing paradigm, and addressing the fundamental issues with the

data coherence between the host and NIC.
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Moreover, researchers have proposed hardware support to accelerate persisting the data

at the network switches [296]. HADES is utilizing the SmartNIC of each node to persist the

data and is concerned with the ordering of persists as well as conflict detection between the

executing transactions.

6.10 CONCLUSION

Recent hardware trends have exacerbated the software overheads in distributed transac-

tional applications. To address this problem, this chapter analyzed the sources of software

overhead in these applications and proposed new hardware structures to eliminate them.

The hardware includes bloom filters for read and write set management, and SmartNIC

support for efficient remote communication. The chapter then introduced HADES, a new

distributed transactional protocol that leverages this hardware to provide low-overhead dis-

tributed transactions. We find that our transactions execute on average 2.7× faster on

HADES and 2.3× faster on a hybrid hardware-software implementation of HADES than

on the state-of-the-art distributed transactional system called FaRM system. Finally, this

chapter analyzed how HADES interacts with the different persistency models, and proposed

hardware support in the NIC to accelerate persistency operations.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS

The emergence of non-volatile memories shows promise to drastically alter the landscape

of single- and multi-node computer systems. NVM has appealing characteristics and can

be used as part of main memory for extra capacity, as a fast storage device or as a cache

replacement. However, for future systems to be able to take advantage of the NVM proper-

ties, new architectures should be designed that allow for NVM integration. To enable NVM

integration, this thesis proposes architectural techniques that exploit the NVM capabilities.

This thesis first started by presenting how NVM can be used in single-node systems. It

introduced PageSeer, which manages data placement in hybrid DRAM-NVM main memory

systems by proactively swapping data between the two memories. PageSeer takes advantage

of the NVM capacity and minimizes the penalty of the additional NVM access latency. Next,

it described Cloak, a method that hides the increased read latency of NVM and enables using

NVM as an LLC replacement. Cloak paves the way for larger LLCs with the use of NVM.

Third, it introduced P-inspect, which adds hardware support in the processor to facilitate

programmable NVM frameworks. Easy-to-use programming frameworks are vital for the

success of NVM. P-inspect tackles the performance overheads of Persistence by Reachability

frameworks to make them an attractive choice for NVM application development.

Besides single-node systems, this thesis examined the use of NVM in distributed archi-

tectures with fast networks and powerful NICs. The arrival of NVMs in conjunction with

the technological advances of networks can help applications attain high performance and

data persistence. This thesis introduced the concept of Distributed Data Persistency, which

binds persistency and consistency models in distributed systems and developed low latency

protocols that support them. It provided a trade-off analysis of these models and analyzed

the implications of the models on distributed applications. Finally, it analyzed the sources of

overhead in distributed transactional applications and proposed HADES which added new

hardware for the processor and the NIC to provide low-latency distributed transactions. The

thesis also showed how HADES can be combined with the different persistency models and

utilize the NIC to offer in-network persistency.

The proposed techniques can improve the performance and programmability of future

systems that utilize NVMs, and multi-node systems that use fast network interconnects and

SmartNICs.
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APPENDIX A: OTHER WORK

In this Section I briefly describe other research projects that I conducted during my Ph.D.

in parallel with this thesis.

Virtual Memory Translation. The current implementation of page tables organizes the

translations in a multi-level radix tree, namely Radix page tables. However, the increasing

memory demands of modern applications is putting high pressure on the translation mech-

anism that requires serially searching the levels of the radix tree to find a translation. To

tackle this problem we proposed Elastic Cuckoo Page Tables [297] that introduces a hashed

page table design. The main idea of this design is to transform the sequential process of

pointer chasing that exists in radix page tables into a fully parallel translation lookup that

takes advantage of memory level parallelism.

The problem of Radix page tables is further exacerbated in virtualized environments,

where a single translation might require up to twenty four sequential memory accesses to

traverse the page tables. To this end, we proposed Nested Elastic Cuckoo Page Tables [298]

that supports nested parallel address translations.

Wireless Network On-Chip. As the core count is increasing in shared memory multi-

cores, the communication between the different cores can become a performance bottleneck.

In such environments cache coherence protocols can suffer from great inefficiencies for cache

lines that are shared between multiple cores. Wireless Network on Chip is a technology

that can alleviate the problem of communicating between the different cores by providing

low-latency message transfers and broadcast communication. To enable efficient coherence

in multi-cores we propose WiDir [299] that uses Wireless Network on Chip and augments

an invalidation-based directory cache coherence protocol with wireless transactions for cache

lines that are heavily shared between many cores.
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